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PREFACE

The third High Speed Research Sonic Boom Workshop was held at NASA Langley Research

Center on June 1-3, 1994. The purpose of this workshop was to provide a forum for government,

industry, and university participants to present and discuss progress in their research. The workshop

was organized into sessions dealing with atmospheric propagation; acceptability studies; and configu-

ration design, analysis, and testing. Attendance at the workshop was by invitation only.

The workshop proceedings include papers on design, analysis, and testing of low-boom high speed

civil transport configurations and experimental techniques for measuring sonic booms. Significant

progress is noted in these areas in the time since the previous workshop a year earlier. The papers

include preliminary results of sonic boom wind tunnel tests conducted during 1993 and 1994 on

several low-boom designs. Results of a mission performance analysis of all low-boom designs are

also included. Two experimental methods for measuring near-field signatures of airplanes in flight

are reported.

The use of trade names of manufacturers in this report does not constitute an official endorsement of

such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

David A. McCurdy

Langley Research Center
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Additional F-Functions Useful For Preliminary Design Of Shaped.Signature,

Low-Boom, Supersonic-Cruise Aircraft

Robert J. Mack

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

Summary

Two additional low-boom F-functions have been described for use in designing low-boom,

shaped-pressure-signature, supersonic-cruise aircraft. Based on the minimization studies of

Seebass and George, the drag-nose shock strength trade-off modification of Darden, and the

practical modification of Haglund, their use can aid in the design of conceptual low-boom aircraft,

provide additional flexibility in the shaping of the low-boom aircraft nose section, and extend the

applicability of shaped-pressure-signature methodology.
i

Introduction

The technology for designing an aircraft to generate a relatively low sonic boom level as

experienced by an observer on the ground started with the work ofL. B. Jones. His 1961 paper

(ref. 1) was applicable to bodies of revolution and supplemented G. B. Whitham's 1952 paper

(ref. 2) which described a method for predicting pressure disturbances from projectiles in

supersonic flight. When F. Walkden showed (ref. 3) that the lift from a wing-body cruising at

supersonic speeds and high altitudes generated ground disturbances which could be replicated by

a body of revolution, the theory introduced by Whitham acquired importance as a tool for

predicting ground-level sonic-boom pressures from cruising supersonic aircraft, and the
minimization method of Jones acquired an importance because it could be applied to a real source

of acoustic noise.

Unfortunately, the minimum-boom characteristics of Jones' method imposed a large drag

penalty due to the need for a very blunt nose section. Seebass and George applied minimization

techniques to the problem and described a method (ref. 4) for obtaining two ground-level pressure

signatures and the two corresponding Whitham F-functions which would minimize the sonic-

boom through signature shaping. The pressure signatures and F-functions were designed for

conditions of minimum overpressure and minimum nose shock, and were characterized as being



"flat-topped"or"ramped."Thisadvancein sonic-boomminimizationwasaccompaniedby some
of thesamenosebluntnessthatcamewith theJones_nimization becausetheF-functionsbegan
with thesameDiracdeltafunction.Dardenshowed(ref. 5) thatvehicledragcouldbedecreasedat
theexpenseof a smallincreasein sonicboompressurestrengthbychangingtheDirac delta
functionto afinite-width"spike"atthefront of theSeebassandGeorgelow-boomF-functions.
However,bothsignaturesstill hadpoint-designcharacteristicssuchthata"hot day"or a"cold
day"atmospherecouldcausethedisturbancepropagationto include"spike" signalsor "ramp"
signalsandgeneratehigher-thanminimumpressures.Thispoint-designfeaturerestrictedtheuse
of the"ramped"F-functionandpressuresignatureeventhoughtheshockstrengthswere
somewhatlower thanthoseachievedwhendesigningwith a"flat-top" F-functionandpressure
signature.

Haglund(ref. 6 and7) introducedaflat-sectionbetweenthe"spike" andtherampsothat"hot
day" and"cold day"variationscouldbedesignedinto theF-functionandtheaccompanying
pressuresignature.Thisremovedthepoint-designlimitation,sothattheresulting"hybrid" F-
functionandpressuresignaturebecameveryattractivefor designersemployingtheshaped-
signatureapproachto low-boomaircraftdesign.

Thetriangular"spike"atthefront of theF-functionreducedthewavedrag,but resultedin a
vehiclenosewith adistinctcusp,if thenosewerevolumeonly.Thiscuspmadeit difficult, at
times,to easilybuildwind-tunnelmodels.Whenthewingandthefuselagenosewerecoincident,
thegrowthof fuselageareawasdelayedbecausethevolumeandthelift equivalentareaswere
adequatelymetwlth wing-alonevolumeandlift_This limitationvirtuallyeliminatedthe
"platypusnose"(ref. 8)asaviable,low-boomdesignfeaturewhentheSeebassandGeorge
minimizationmethodor theHaglundhybridmethodwasusedin thedesignprocess.

Theshapeof anose"spike"wasgivenbyconvenience,notby theory.By changingtheshape
of the"spike"on theHaglundhybridF-function,otherdesirabledesignfeaturescouldbe
introducedwhilestill keepingall thehybrid-shapeadvantages.Two such modifications will be

discussed in this paper. The first modification replaces the forward half of the "spike" with a

parabolic-area-growth curve, i.e., a square root function. This modification replaces most of the

"cusped spike" with a conical "spike" and makes the aircraft, as well as the wind-tunnel model,

much easier to design and build. The second modification replaces the "spike" in the F-function

with a linear-area-nose singularity. This re-introduces some of the undesirable drag-producing

nose bluntness that was replaced with the cusp, but the bluntness is considerably less than the

nose bluntness due to the Dirac delta function, and therefore offers the possibility of using the

"platypus nose" design feature or a nose-mounted canard on a low-boom conceptual aircraft.

Equations for the equivalent areas from both F-function modifications are provided, along with

a comparison of equivalent areas derived from these F-function equations and the basic F-

functions. The four F-functions used in this comparison are the two modified hybrid F-functions

introduced in this paper, the linear-spike hybrid F-function, and a hybrid F-function with an

approximate Dirac delta function at the nose.

m e aircraft equivalent area, ft 2

Symbols
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B

B'

C

D

F(y)

h

H

I(x)

te

M

P

Pa

Ap

t

to

W

Xe

Y

y¢

(X

%

value of the F-function slope between y=_ and y=l e as a fractiorr, B', of o_

fraction with magnitude greater than, or equal to, 0.0 and less than 1.0

value of the F-function between y=yf and y=_, ft 1/2

discontinuity in the F-function at y=%, ft I/2

the Whitham F-function, ft 1/'2

cruise altitude, ft

value of the F-function at y=yf/2, ft 1/2

unit step function; I(a)=l.0 for x >_a and is zero elsewhere

effective length of the aircraft, ft

cruise Mach number

flow-field pressure, psf

ambient pressure, psf

P'Pa, psf

time along pressure signature, sec

time of Mach wave arrival on ground, sec

beginning cruise weight, lb

effective length along aircraft longitudinal axis, ft

effective length parameter in the Whitham F-function, ft

effective "nose-bluntness" parameter, ft

atmospheric advance which specifies the distance a unit F-function disturbance is

ahead of a Mach wave from the same source

effective length that defines the positive part of the F-function, ft

effective length where "ramp" of slope B starts, ft
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Description of F-functions

The F-functions that will be presented and described in this paper were derived from the

shaping of the Haglund hybrid F-function (ref. 6 and 7) shown in figure 1..

F(y), ft 1'2

M =1.8

.3 h = 50,000 ft

f!_ yf = 20.0 ft

.2 le = 300.0 ft
reflection factor = 1.9

B' = .25
.1 .._._-------

W = 730,000 ib
: _ = 30.0 ft

0.0

-.1

-.2

-- Yf S

-- y f/2

l e

-.3 1 I 1

0 100 200 300 400

y, ft

Figure 1. Haglund hybrid F-function with example aircraft design parameters.

In this F-function and in all subsequent F-functions, "most of the design parameters used in the

derivation are the same as those given" in figure 1. The line formings/2the front of the nose "spike"
generates an equivalent area development that is proportional to x . A fuselage shape
conforming to this initial area growth has a cusp-like nose which can be difficult to build when it

is designed for both low sonic boom and low drag. The Dirac delta-function on the original

Seebass and George F-functions (ref. 4) provided a more conventional area development, but it

also had a sizeable drag penalty. To obtain the benefits of these low-boom design solutions and

reduce the potential for drag penalty, two geometrically simple alterations were examined: (1) a

conical section on the forward part of the "spike," and (2) a linear-area singularity to replace the
entire"spike."

The conical nose "spik_," When the linear F-function curve between zero and yf/2 is replaced
with a square-root curve, the nose area growth becomes proportional to x 2 instead of x 5/2, i.e., the

nose has a conical instead of a cusped shape. The remainder of the F-function is left unchanged

because, like the basic hybrid F-function, it has features that are controlled by all of the input

values. This conical-nose hybrid F-function is shown in figure 2.
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- yf
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Figure 2. Hybrid F-function modified with a conical-nose "spike."

The equations for the equivalent areas, computed from the Abel integral of this F-function
X

A, (x) = 4.O_F (y) if'x- ydy (1)
0

are given in Appendix A. A comparison of the areas from the basic hybrid F-function and the

conical "spike" modified hybrid F-function is shown in figure 3. Since all the input data are the
same, the observed differences in the equivalent area distributions are due to the differences in the

"spike" of the two F-functions.

1000

500

A e, ft 2

f Conicalspike
0 I I !

0 100 200 300

Xe, ft

Figure 3. Comparison of equivalent areas from basic and conical-spike hybrid F-function.

The incremental area differences between the two equivalent area distributions are very small and

difficult to see in figure 3. In figure 4, the area scale is expanded, and the area comparison is
shown for the first 40 feet of effective aircraft length, where the differences are most pronounced.
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100
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0 I t _ l i

0 10 20 30 40

xe, ft

Figure 4. Comparison of the figure 3 area distributions at the nose of an aircraft.

The equivalent areas from the basic and conical-spike hybrid F-functions converge quickly aft of

the nose so the overpressure signatures (figure 5) of the conical-spike F-function, low-boom

conceptual aircraft are essentially the same as the basic hybrid, low-boom conceptual aircraft.

2
F Hybrid

1 _ Basic .

Ap, psf_io i

-2
I I I I I I I

-.05 0.0 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30

t - to, sec

Figure 5. Comparison of hybrid and conical-spike hybrid pressure signatures.

Since the conical-spike F-function generates fuselage-nose equivalent areas with conical normal

areas, the nose shape is easily controlled without the need for complex algorithms•

The volumes of the respective conceptual aircraft will also be about the same. Very small, if

any, drag penalties should accrue from the use of the conical-spike F-function and its area

distribution. If very small values of yf are used in the conceptual design, then a cusp-like area

distribution may still be seen, but the needle-sharp, cusp-like nose of the basic hybrid F-function

can be avoided.

Linear-area nose singularity. When the wing apex is placed at the nose of the configuration, the

length Over which lift extends can be significantly longer than if the wing apex is located in the

6



conventional position well behind the fuselage nose. This longer lifting length can often be used

advantageously to control the flow-field disturbances generated by the aircraft cruising at

supersonic speeds. However, if the basic hybrid F-function is used to guide the design of the

surfaces of the configuration, an equivalent area situation can easily arise where the usable

fuselage volume will not emerge from the wing for a sizeable distance aft of the nose. This feature

• usually is incompatible with constraints on crew compartment size and location, or passenger

compartment volume. An equivalent area growth is required which will permit both the wing and

the fuselage to: (1) increase gradually in area and in volume, (2) permit a long lifting length, (3)

allow convenient crew and passenger volume in the forward part on the aircraft, (4) meet low

drag requirements, and (5) retain low sonic-boom characteristics. Such an equivalent area

distribution might be derived from an F-function having a power-law singularity at the nose. An

example of this type of F-function is presented in figure 6 where the mathematical singularity is

based on an area description which is linearily proportional to the longitudinal variable, x e.

F(y), ft m

I I

M = 1.8

h = 50,000 ft

yf = 24.06 ft

Ie = 300.0 ft
reflection factor = 1.9
B' = .25

W = 730,000 lb

Ie _ = 34.06 ft

100 200 300

y, ft

I

400

Figure 6. Hybrid F-function with linear-area singularity at the nose.

The equivalent areas obtained by integrating the Abel integral of this F-function are also given in

Appendix A. They are shown in figure 7 and are compared with the equivalent areas obtained

from a basic hybrid F-function with a linear spike at the nose.
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1000
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500

A¢,

0 •
t i I J

0 100 200 300

Xe, ft

Figure 7. Comparison of equivalent areas from a linear-area hybrid and a basic hybrid F-function.

There is more area and volume under the linear-area hybrid F-function equivalent area curve than

under the basic hybrid F-function equivalent area curve. This is seen better if, like the previous

area comparison, the areas for the first 40 feet of the nose are compared as shown in figure 8.

100-

Hybrid

Basic .-.I..I I"_

. Linear area . _'_"-

50 - ./--"

Ae, ,. .. .--"
).. ._ .@. '_)

0 r I I I r
0 10 20 30 40

xe, ft

Figure 8. Comparison of the figure 7 area distributions at the nose section of aircraft.

If made into a fuselage nose having volume only, the larger area growth and surface slopes would

probably add a sizeable drag increment to the aircraft. However, by starting a "platypus-nose"
wing at the front of the aircraft, this extra equivalent area can be distributed into wing volume,

wing lift, and fuselage volume contributions. Therefore, surface slopes and forebody drag can be

kept under some degree of control because trades between the three flow-field disturbance sources
can be made. When this control is exercised, the sonic-boom and the aerodynamic benefits of a

longer lifting length can be obtained. The pressure signature obtained from the areas in figure 7 is
shown in figure 9 where it is compared with the signature from a basic hybrid F-function.

8
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Ap, psf_lO ]- _ -- --

-2 t t t _ t I I I
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Figure 9. Comparison of pressure signatures from linear-area hybrid and basic hybrid F-functions.

There are only small differences in the two pressure signatures even though there were noticeable
differences in the forward area distributions.

One special feature of this F-function must be mentioned. Because the y-distance between

zero and yf is described by one curve segment rather than two, there is a degree of design

freedom lost. The equation that illustrates this condition is derived from the area balancing

relationships required to determine the nose shock strength.

C = constant * Ap = 4.0 * yf / Ix (2)

Mach number and altitude conditions determine the atmospheric advance, or, and the constant

used to obtain C from the shock strength. Specifying yf or the shock strength sets the value of

both variables through this equation. Actually, this is a bit oversimplified since the requirement

that the tail shock be a specified fraction of the nose shock also enters the F-function iteration

process. This situation also exists with the calculation of the other F-function parameters, but in

those subsequant iterations, the value of yf remains fixed. The example used in this paper shows

that, in general, the result is a satisfactory solution, even though yf increased from 20.0 to 24.06

feet and _ increased from 30.0 to 34.06 feet. With or without these changes, this F-function's

practicality and applicability must be judged with the same caution as given the solutions
obtained from the other low-boom F-functions.

Another way to appraise the merits of these two additional F-functions, equivalent area

distributions, and pressure signatures, is a comparison with a hybrid F-function having a Dirac

delta function at its origin. This is the feature that the original optimized and shaped F-functions,

introduced by Seebass and George (ref. 4), were given originally and is the asymptotic shape that

results by shrinking yf to zero on these new hybrid F-functions and the "spiked" F-functions. A

comparison of equivalent areas derived from these F-functions is shown in figure 10.

9



1000 -

500 - ./>>z Basic"

A e, _ - . _ Conical spike
Linear area

i_" _" Dirac delta-function
0 _ t l l
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Figure 10. Comparison of Dirac delta function, conical-nose spike, linear-area, and unmodified

hybrid F-function equivalent areas.

A plot of the four equivalent areas over the first 40 feet of aircraft length is shown in figure 11 for

ease in making the comparisons.

100 Hybrid Ap, psi'
Basic 0.92 .--'""

Conical-spike 0.92 .- -" ""

Linear-area 0.93 .--" """

Dirac delta-function 0.84 . - -'"

.--'"'" ..__- __ . Hybrid

..-'"" .--'"_ Basic

- -"'"" i--/_.4_- Conical spike
- --" .--t-" _ Linear areaI" .- " j_>-- l.,mear area

,, j. _ Dirac delta-function =
1 [ L I

0 10 20 30 40

Xe, ft

Figure 11. Comparisons of nose-section equivalent areas computed from the four F-functions,

50

Ae, ft_

0

The rapid area growth at the nose due to the Dirac delta function causes most of the drag vs. nose-

shock strength problem because the trade-off between wing volume, wing lift, and fuselage

volume cannot be accomplished gradually enough to escape a sizeable drag penalty. However, the

use of the other hybrid F-functions allows more latitude in making trades, and permits more

control over the aircraft design. The success of wind-tunnel models designed and built with the

basic hybrid F-function strongly suggests that the modest modification incorporated in the

conical-spike hybrid F-function would make it equally useful. If a completely blended wing-body

configuration were desired, the linear-area hybrid F-function might be worth trying since it

reopens the designer's option of obtaining both the aerodynamic and the sonic-boom benefits

10



from having a "platypus nose" on a blended wing-fuselage configuration.

Concluding Remarks

Two additional low-boom F-functions have been described for use in designing low-boom,

shaped-pressure-signature, supersonic-cruise aircraft. The first, a hybrid F-function with a

conical-spike, permits the wind-tunnel or aircraft nose section to be built more easily. A second

hybrid F-function with a linear-area spike at the front allows the option of using a "platypus nose"
at the front of the model or aircraft and obtaining the aerodynamic and sonic-boom benefits of

extra lifting length. Both F-functions supplement the minimum sonic-boom and low sonic-boom

design tools already available to the aircraft designer.
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Appendix A

Equivalent areas obtained from the conical-nose "spike" hybrid F-function:

Ae _ nx 2 F (_) ('2 x
_L_-I n-asin yf-x ) ]

+ . y. 5 32- -_ + gI-1(x - 15yI-_ (H-C)(x-_) 5/'2 ]

- 16 5,2 _ I 8
32(H C) (x_ yf) 5,2 + i ({) .__B (x_ {) (_,)_O(x-k) 3/2 (A.1)i (yi) 15yI

Equivalent areas obtained from the linear-area "spike" hybrid F-function:

Ae = (2.0xc4l-yf'x+l(yf) 4.0Cdt-y-f[,/yf(x-yf) -X(0.5_- atanlx_Y_fyf) 1

8 16 _) 5/2_ 8+ l(yf)-_C(x-yf)3/2+l(_)--_B(x - I(_,)-_D(x-_,) 3/2 (A.2)

These equations have two common features. First, the last two terms in both equivalent area

equations are exactly the same because F(y), for y > yf, has the same description of the same

shaping in both hybrid F-functions. The second feature common to both models is the constant-

area cylinder that extends from the aircraft effective length, at y = Ie, to infinity.
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SONIC BOOM PREDICTION EXERCISE:

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS

Eugene Tu
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA

Samson Cbeung
MCAT Institute

Moffett Field, CA

Thomas Edwards
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA

The success of a future High Speed Civil Transport (I-ISCT) depends on the
ability to accurately assess and, possibly, modify the sonic boom signatures of potential
designs. In 1992, the Sonic Boom Steering Committee initiated a prediction exercise to
assess the current computational capabilities for the accurate and efficient prediction of
sonic boom signatures and loudness levels. A progress report of this effort was given at
the Sonic Boom Workshop held at NASA Ames Research Center in 1993 where
predictions from CFD and Modified Linear Theory (MLT) methods were given.
Comparisons between the methods were made at near-, mid- and far-field locations.
However, at that time, experimental data from wind-tunnel tests were not available. The
current paper presents a comparison of computational results with the now available
experimental data. Further comparisons between the computational methods and
analyses of the discrepancies in the results are presented.
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The objectives and motivation for the current study are given below. The
successful prediction of sonic boom signatures for furore HSCT designs depends not only
on validated near-field and extrapolation codes, but also on determining the best and
consistent use of these computational tools. In essence, it is just as important to evaluate
the methodologies used in the prediction of sonic booms.

INTRODUCTION

• OBJECTIVES
- ASSESS CURRENT CAPABILITY TO PREDICT SONIC BOOM

SIGNATURES AND LOUDNESS

- CALIBRATE SONIC BOOM PREDICTION METHODS

- CHARACTERIZE REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCURATE SONIC
BOOM PREDICTIONS

- GUIDE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTIVE METHODS

• MOTIVATION
- LOW-BOOM AND BOOM SOFTENED HSCT DESIGNS MAY

FEATURE SHAPED SONIC BOOM SIGNATURES

- SUCCESS OF SIGNATURE SHAPING DEPEND_ ON RELIABLE
PREDICTION OF NEAR-, MID- AND FAR-FIELD

14



There are two primary types of prediction methods evaluated in this.study.
Modified Linear Theory (MLT) is a well established method which, due to its high
efficiency, is suited for inverse design calculations. More rccendy, with the aid of high-
speed and parallel supcrcomputers, CFD methods have been consistently maturing
towards the potential of becoming powerful design tools. With the lack of major
significant physical approximations, CFD methods can handle complex geometries which
can have many components contributing to the overall sonic boom characteristics of an
aircraft. As the expense decreases, and the limitations are more fully understood, CFD
has the potential to provide accurate and efficient predictions of sonic boom
characteristics for analysis and design.

BACKGROUND: PREDICTION
METHODOLOGIES

• MODIFIED LINEAR THEORY
- WELL-ESTABLISHED PROCEDURE

- FAST AND EFFICIENT

- INVERSE DESIGN CAPABILITY

- HISTORY OF IMPLEMENTATION: EXPERIENCE

- DIFFICULT TO MODEL COMPLEX GEOMETRIES

• COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD)
- NO SIGNIFICANT PHYSICAL APPROXIMATIONS

- COMPLEX GEOMETRY CAPABILITY

- EXPENSIVE

- LARGE VARIATION IN PREDICTIONS

- LIMITATIONS NOT FULLY UNDERSTOOD
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A single configuration, Ames Model 3, was selected as the prediction exercise test
case. Ames Model 3 is a low-boom design derived from an early Boeing HSCT concept
(Boeing-911). The fuselage of Boeing-911 was modified in order to provide a hybrid
signature for improved sonic boom characteristics. The original arrow-wing planform
and four-engine nacelle placement of Boeing-911 remained unchanged in Ames Model 3.
In the current prediction exercise, a horizontal tail is not included in the configuration.

In order to evaluate methodologies as well as codes, no grid, code or extrapolation
requirements were specified. Experimental data was obtained from wind tunnel tests of
Ames Model 3 in the NASA Ames Unitary Tunnel. Five test conditions were identified
for the prediction exercise. Test Cases 1-4 are at a free stream Mach number of 1.68 and
various angles of attack. Test Case 2 is the only case where the nacelles were included in
the experiment. Test Case 5 was conducted at the higher Math number of 2.0 and
included off-track measurements. The final analysis of the prediction methods was
conducted by the Computational Aerosciences Branch at Ames.

APPROACH

F Ill

• SELECT SINGLE LOW-BOOM CONFIGURATION

- AMES MODEL 3

• APPLY SONIC BOOM PREDICTION METHODS

- NO CRITERIA GIVEN FOR GRID, FLOW CODE OR
EXTRAPOLATION TECHNIQUE

• OBTAIN EXPERIMENTAL DATA

- TEST CONDITIONS (MACH, ANGLE OF ATTACK) IDENTIFIED

- AMES TUNNEL TEST

• PERFORM ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE OF METHODS
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Five sets of results were submitted for the sonic boom prediction exorcise. Of
these, four were CFD results and one was from Modified Linear Theory. A brief
description of each of the methods follows in the next 2 slides. _

The prediction exercise consisted of contributed computations from NASA Ames,
NASA Langley/Grumman, and Boeing. Ames provided predictions using three different
methods which are outlined below. The CFD code, extrapolation method, rise-time input
and loudness code for each method arc also given.

The fh-st method from Ames is based on the UPS3D code. UPS3D solves the

parabolized Euler/Navier-Stokes equations using a computationally efficient space-
marching procedure. The computational domain extends to approximately one body
length away, where the pressure signature is then extrapolated using the Whitham
method. Once the ground-level signature has been determined, an ad-hoc rise time is

applied to the shock waves. Finally, the loudness in PLdb is determined using the
Stevens Mark VII technique.

The next set of results is based on the AIRPLANE code. AIRPLANE solves the

Euler equations in a time-relaxation approach on an unstructured grid. The ANET code
is used to extrapolate the CFD results from a distance of one-third of a body length.

The final set of results from Ames are from the HFLO3 code. HFLO3 is also an

Euler time-relaxation code that uses structured grids of H-H topology. The rise-time and
loudness methods for both AIRPLANE and HFLO3 are the same as described for
UPS3D.

CONTRIBUTED RESULTS - AMES

II I III I | I

• UPS3D

- PARABOLIZED NAVIER-STOKES METHOD TO APPROX. 1 LENGTH

- WHITHAM THEORY EXTRAPOLATION

- RISE TIME: AIR FORCE DATA REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND 3ms

- LOUDNESS: STEVENS MARK VII

• AIRPLANE

HFLO3
- H-H EULER RELAXATION METHOD

- ANET EXTRAPOLATION

- RISE TIME: T = 3msl&p (_p>.2 psf);

T = 3ms(_p) (_p¢=.2 psf)

- LOUDNESS: STEVENS MARK VII

UNSTRUCTURED EULER RELAXATION METHOD

ANET EXTRAPOLATION

RISE TIME: T = 3ms/_p (_p>.2 psf);

T = 3ms(z_p) (_p¢=.2 psf)
LOUDNESS: STEVENS MARK VII
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The description of the methods from the Langley/Grumman and Boeing
contributions is given below. The MIM3DSB code was developed by Grumman for
efficient CFD solutions to sonic boom problems. MIM3DSB employs a multigrid
implicit marching method to solve the Euler equations. The extrapolation, rise time, and
loudness methods used in this exercise arc the same as in the Ames contributions.

The contribution from Boeing was the only Modified Linear Theory (MLT)
result. The characteristics of the MLT analysis are given below. The method is due to
Middleton, but has been recently modified to account for camber and angle of attack
in the equivalent area computation. The ARAP code is used to extrapolate the sonic
boom signature to the ground.

CONTRIBUTED RESULTS
GRUMMAN/LaRC AND BOEING

• GRUMMAN/LANGLEY- MIM3DSB

- MULTIGRID IMPLICIT MARCHING EULER METHOD

- ANET EXTRAPOLATION

- RISE TIME: 3ms/Ap

- LOUDNESS: STEVENS MARK VII

• BOEING

- MLT ANALYSIS (MIDDLETON)

- CORRECTION TO GEOMETRY AND AREA FOR ANGLE OF
ATTACK AND CAMBER

- ARAP EXTRAPOLATION
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As of the Sonic Boom Workshop in June 1994, all of the computational results
have been collected. The wind runnel tests have also been conducted at the Ames Unitary
Tunnel. However, due to calibration difficulties, only Test Case 2 (nacelle-on) data is
usable for signature comparison purposes. Furthermore, there are significant differences
between the initially planned and the post-test reported flow conditions. The reduced

wind-tunnel test data showed an approximately 20% higher lift coefficient than original]y
planned. In order to account for the difference in lift, one of the methods contributed by
Ames, UPS3D, was used to recompute Test Case 2 at the higher lift coefficient.
Comparisons can therefore be made between all the computational methods and the
experimental data with the two UPS3D cases used to assess the effect of the differences
in lift.

CURRENT STATUS

IB I

• ALL COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS COLLECTED

• WIND TUNNEL TEST COMPLETE

- TEST DATA OBTAINED FOR CASE 2: WITH NACELLES

- DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COMPUTED AND TESTED FLOW
CONDITIONS AND MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS

- TEST DATA FOR CASE 1 (NO NACELLES) NOT USABLE FOR
COMPARISONS

- AMES MODEL 3 UNABLE TO BE RE-TESTED IN THE LANGLEY
TUNNEL

• COMPARISONS OF RESOLTS USING AVAILABLE
TEST DATA COMPLETE
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A comparison of computed and experimental lift curves is given in the figure
below. The open symbols represent the computational predictions using the various
methods and the solid (closed) symbols represent the experimental data. A least-squares
curve fit is also shown through the computational and experimental data points. The
figure shows excellent agreement between the computational methods, as well as good
agreement in lift-curve slopes between the computations and experiment with the
computations predicting a slightly lower slope. The shift in lift curves between the
experiment and computations indicates the possible need for an angle-of-attack correction
of approximately 1.2 deg.
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Pitching moment curves given in the figure below show similar comparison trends
as the lift curves in the previous figure. A good comparison on pitching moment
indicates that the lift disuibution along the configuration is accurately predicted. This
accuracy is important since the lift distribution is cdtical in the development of the sonic
boom signature.
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The shifts in the lift and pitching moment curves can be accounted for by plotting
the predicted and measured pitching moments versus lift coefficients. The discrepancy in
the slopes between the computations and experiment is due to the underpredicted lift-

curve slope shown earlier.
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A comparisonof CFD predicted drag polars is given in the figure below.
Experimental drag measurements were not available for the prediction exercise. It is
noted that all CFD predictions were made using the inviscid Euler equations and,
therefore, drag due to viscous forces are not included.

As expected, the drag polars show more scatter between the different methods.
One major contributing factor to this scatter is the grid resolution in each method. As
surface grids are generated, interpolated, or redistributed, the resolution of curved
surfaces which contribute significantly to the drag varies.
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A comparison of CFD predicted signatures with experimental measurements is
given in the figure below for Test Case 2 (nacelle-on). The best available experimental
signature measurements were made at a Mach number of 1.68, a lift coefficient of 0.11
and 1.56 body lengths below the model. For the CFD contributions, results from UPS3D,
AIRPLANE and MIM3DSB are available at a 20% lower lift coefficient of 0.09 and a

slightly further distance of 1.69 body lengths from the configuration.

For the front portion of the configuration, the CFD predictions are in reasonable
agreement with the experiment. In particular, the initial overprcssure due to the bow
shock is captured by the CFD methods. In general, further downstream from the bow
shock, the predictions capture the basic flow features observed in the experiment. Due to
grid resolution differences, some of the methods fail to capture the actual peaks of the
over- or under-pressures.

At a normalized strcamwise location (X) of 1.1 to 1.5, large discrepancies exist
between the predictions and experiment. Possible sources of this discrepancy arc
examined further in the following figmcs.
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A comparison of the MLT results with the experimental measurements is given
below. The MLT prediction at this location gives numerous intermediate shocks but is
also able to predict the overall trends in the signature at this location.

COMPARISON OF SIGNATURE DATA (CONT'D)
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In the results given in the last two figures, the computational predictions we.re
unable to resolve the magnitude of the shock observed at X = 1.1 in the experiment.
Several factors are investigated as possible contributions to the discrepancies between
predictions and experiments. These factors include nacelle modeling, lift coefficient
matching, and sting modeling.

Although all of the presented computations included some form of nacelle

modeling, it is instructive to evaluate the sensitivity of the predictions to nacelle effects.
Using UPS3D, cases were recomputed at the same flow conditions with and without the

presence of the nacelles. The nacelles were modeled in the computations as "flow-
through," where inflow and matching outflow conditions are specified at the forward and
aft faces, respectively, of the nacelles. Without actually computing the flow through the
nacelles, and hence, neglecting nacelle blockage effects, the results given in the figure
below demonstrate a stronger shock at X = 1.1 to 1.5. Effects of the nacelles are also

noted further upstream in the computational results. Flow blockage of the nacelles in
either the computations or experiment would be expected to exaggerate the effects
observed below.

EFFECT OF NACELLES ON SIGNATURE PREDICTION
M = 1.68
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As mentioned earlier, the final reported experimental conditions did not match the
original computational flow conditions. Therefore, cases were recomputed using UPS3D
to evaluate the relative effects of the differences in computed and measured lift
coefficients on the signature data. Furthermore, the original call for computational
contributions specified a distance of 1.69 body lengths for reporting computed signatures.
A distance of 1.56 body lengths was the final reported experimental measurement

position.

The figure below illustrates the effects of increasing lift coefficient (by 20%) and
decreasing distance (by 8%) on the predicted signature of the configuration. Both effects
will result in higher average overpressures and stronger shocks as observed in the figure.
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The final effect investigated in this exercise is the effect of the sting modeling on
the predicted results. The original computations were performed with stings extended

straight back from the aft end of the configuration. The wind-tunnel sting consisted of a
significant expansion (in sting radius) ten-mnating at a forward-facing step. Both the
expansion and step region of the sting are expected to contribute significantly to the
shock structure.

The comparison between a sting with and without expansion is given in the
following figure. Due to the added computational gridding complexities, the forward-
facing step was not included in this analysis. However, from the figure, it is clearly
observed that the expansion of the sting radius has a significant effect on the shock

strength and overall signature.

All three effects presented in this exercise, nacelle modeling, lift and distance
matching, and sting modeling are shown to have significant effects on the predicted
signatures of the configuration.
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A comparison of predicted ground-level signatures is given in the foLlowing
figure. The signatures predicted by UPS3D and MIM3DSB are quite comparable most
likely due to similar nacelle treatments (flow-through) and similar extrapolation
distances. The MLT result exhibits much stronger bow, wing and tail shocks and a
longer overall signature length.
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Although ground-level experiments are not available, the experimental data can
be extrapolated using similar techniques as in the computational results. A plot
comparing the ground-level signatures of the predictions (UPS3D and MLT) and
experiment is given below.

COMPARISON OF GROUND SIGNATURE WITH EXPERIMENT
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A coUcction of loudness results for all of the prediction methods is givcn in the

following figure. Surprisingly, despite seemingly large differences in signature
characteristics both in the near-field and at ground level, the integrated loudness levels
arc similar. This is primarily duc to the cffccdvc fihcring which results from using a
PLdb mcu'ic, which generally determines loudness from macroscopic signature
characteristics. These results indicate that comparative sonic boom loudness studies
using the given computational methods should bc reliable in predicting loudness levels.

Case 2, Loudness at Ground Level
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The concluding remarks for the sonic boom prediction exercise are given below.
In essence, prediction methods were able to accurately predict lift, pitching moment, and
sonic boom loudness levels. The exercise also provided evidence that accurate
predictions of near- and mid-field signatures are also anticipated when all pertinent flow
and geometry conditions are properly modeled.

Significant variations in results due to differences in prediction methodologies
were observed. In addition to physical modeling, differences in grid resolution and
extrapolation distances are likely to provide significant variations in signature
predictions, particularly absolute shock strength levels. However, sonic boom loudness
levels are primarily dependent on macroscopic signature characteristics and appear to be
relatively insensitive to many of the differences in the predicted signatures.

Recommendations resulting from this prediction exercise include a detailed study
of the effects of grid resolution on the contributed computations. Various grids used in
the CFD predictions should be analyzed and compared with the relative resolutions of the
mid-field signature.

Further valuable information can also be gained from performing a more detailed
study of the effects of nacelle and sting flow modeling. The sting analysis would also be
useful in evaluating the differences between experimentally measured results and those
expected in actual flight conditions.

Finally, the use of CFD in sonic boom analysis and design would improve with
the development of error estimates in the CFD predictions and, based on those error
estimates, development of guidelines for CFD modeling and the extrapolation of
signatures.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

• LIFT AND PITCHING MOMENTS PREDICTED ACCURATELY BY
ALL CFD METHODS

• DRAG SHOWS SIGNIFICANT VARIATION AND IS MORE SENSITIVE
TO GRID RESOLUTION

• NEAR-FIELD SIGNATURE PREDICTIONS ARE IN GENERAL
AGREEMENT

- SIGNIFICANT VARIATIONS LIKELY DUE TO GRID
RESOLUTIONS AND NUMERICAL DISSIPATION

- LARGE EFFECT OF NACELLE AND STING MODELING
OBSERVED IN SIGNATURE COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

• EXTRAPOLATION TECHNIQUES INTRODUCE FURTHER
VARIATIONS IN GROUND SIGNATURE PREDICTIONS

• LOUDNESS METRIC LESS SENSITIVE TO THESE DIFFERENCES
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DESIGN AND COMPUTATIONAL/EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF LOW SONIC
BOOM CONFIGURATIONS

Susan E.Cliff, Timothy J. Baker*, and Raymond M. Hicks
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA

*Princeton University

Princeton, NJ

INTRODUCTION

Recent studies have shown that inviscid CFD codes combined with a planar extrapolation method give

accurate sonic boom pressure signatures at distances greater than one body length from supersonic
configurations if either adapted grids swept at the approximate Mach angle or very dense non-adapted

grids are used 1-5 .

The validation of CFD for computing sonic boom pressure signatures provided the confidence needed

to undertake the design of new supersonic transport configurations with low sonic boom characteristics.

An aircraft synthesis code in combination with CFD and an extrapolation method were used to close the

design.

The principal configuration of this study is designated LBWT (Low Boom Wing Tail) and has a highly

swept cranked arrow wing with conventional tails, and was designed to accommodate either 3 or 4

engines. The complete configuration including nacelles and boundary layer diverters was evaluated using

the AIRPLANE code 6-8. This computer program solves the Euler equations on an unstructured

tetrahedral mesh. Computations and wind tunnel data for the LBWT and two other low boom
configurations designed at NASA Ames Research Center are presented. The two additional
configurations are included to provide a basis for comparing the performance and sonic boom level of the

LBWT with contemporary low boom designs and to give a broader experiment/CFD correlation study.

The computational pressure signatures for the three configurations are contrasted with on-ground-track
near-field experimental data from the NASA Ames 9x7 Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. Computed

pressure signatures for the LBWT are also compared with experiment at approximately 15 degrees off

ground track.
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LOW BOOM CONFIGURATION DESIGN - LBWT

The LBWT configuration design9 was carried out using the HFLO4 code and iterative design

procedures. HFLO4 is a finite volume Euler-equation solver that generates single block H-H meshes

about configurations consisting of a fuselage and two lifting surfaces 10-11. It is a simple task to alter the

HFLO4 input data set to run a new configuration. In particular, it is very easy to make systematic changes
in geometric parameters such as planform, wing camber, and twist.

The HFLO4 grid used during design had 176 streamwise, 128 vertical, and 48 spanwise grid points.

The computed sonic boom pressure signatures were obtained at distances of a quarter and a third body
length from the configuration and extrapolated to the ground. The extrapolation code used for this study
(designated ANET) is a waveform parameter method based on geometric acoustics 12. The maximum

overpressure of the off-ground-track pressure signatures was constrained during design to be less than the
on-ground-track overpressure.

The computational signatures of intermediate designs were extrapolated to the ground using ANET,
then rise time was added to the shocks by ADDRISE 13, and finally a perceived loudness level (PLdB) 14

was calculated. An aircraft synthesis code, ACYSNT 15-17, was used to determine if the proposed aircraft
met the mission requirements. The design procedure is summarized below:

1. Perturb geometry
2. Obtain HFLO4 solution

3. Analyze near-field data (on and off ground track)

4. Exwapolate near-field signature to ground (on ground track)
5. Obtain PLdB (on ground track)
6. Evaluate performance - ACSYNT

• .This process was repeated until the design was terminated to permit manufacture and testing of the

wma tunnel models by the project completion date. The resulting configuration is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. 3-view of the LBWT wind tunnel model.
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REFERENCE PARAMETERS

The next generation supersonic transport configuration must meet performance criteria as well as
environmental constraints. The design mission for the aircraft assumed a range of 5,500 nautical miles

with 300 passengers. A PI_AB of 95 or less was used as a goal for the design, assuming flight was
restricted to designated corridors. Lower PLdB levels would be necessary if supersonic flight over
populated areas were sought. 95 PLdB is assumed to be acceptable, but future legislation by Congress
may dictate lower levels. The law currently states that commercial aircraft may not generate a sonic boom
over the continental United States. The design was limited to conventional shapes so that the aircraft

would be acceptable to the aviation community.

The reference areas for the three configurations studied are based on the planform areas of the main

wing including the projected fuselage area between the root leading and trailing edges. The reference areas
for the LBWT, LBWC (Low Boom Wing Canard), and LBW (Low Boom Wing) as well as the
streamwise locations of the moment center, the average chord used in the moment calculations, and the

reference body length are shown in Fig. 2.

SREF mom ctr Cbar length

LBWT 15.374 9.12 3.0 12.

LBWC 14.48 8.74 2.34 12.

LBW 15.788 8.22 3.97 11.18

Figure 2. Reference parameters.
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TEST TECHNIQUES

Experimental pressure signatures from the NASA Ames 9x7 Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel were
obtained at approximately one body length from the LBWT, LBWC, and LBW configurations. The wing,
body, and trimming surfaces of the models were machined from single billets of stainless steel. The
aluminum nacelles and diverters were attached to the lower surfaces of the wing by screws. Pins were
used to align the nacelles and diverters with the local flow direction at the inlet. The aft portion of the
models were bored to accommodate an integral balance/sting. Lift and pitching moment values were
measured using a 2-component force-moment balance. The reference lengths for the LBWT, LBWC,
and LBW models were 12.0, 12.0, and 11.18 inches respectively.

The pressure signatures were measured using pressure transducers connected to 2 degree conical
probes mounted on the wind tunnel wan._. The reference pressure was measured by an absolute pressure
transducer connected to a pressure probe in a non-interfering position in the tunnel The overpressures
were measured by differential pressure transducers connected to reference and overpressure probes. The
manifold overpressure probe had four equally spaced radial orifices aligned with the Mach angle to ensure
that the orifices lie within the shock layer for the design Mach number. The overpressure probes were
located so that model and probe shock reflections did not interfere with the pressure signatures. Two
overpressure probes were used to measure on- and off- ground track signatures simultaneously. The off-
ground-track data were obtained at an azimuthal angle of approximately 15 degrees. The LBWT and
LBWC configurations were tested at Mach 2, whereas the LBW configuration was tested at Mach 1.68.
Total pressure was held constant at 30 in. Hg during testing. The moisture content of the air was difficult
to control owing to leaking radiators and nozzle seals in the wind tunnel.

An installation photograph of the LBWT in the 9x7 Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel is shown in Fig 3.

Figure 3. Installation photograph of the LBWT in NASA Ames 9x7 Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel.
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AIRPLANE SURFACE GRID: LBWT

AIRPLANE was used as an analysis code because of its demonstrated ability to give accurate flow field
predictions and handle highly complex configurations. The generality afforded by AIRPLANE in treating
arbitrary configurations precludes the designer from making systematic changes in geometric shape as
easily as with HFO4. Since AIRPLANE has been shown to give accurate sonic boom pressure
signatures for many configurations it was therefore used to validate the results of the design code HFO4
(The I-IFLO4 results can be found in Reference 9).

AIRPLANE 6-8 assumes that a configuration is divided into a number of components defined by a
series of planar or non-planar cross sections. The intersection between different components should be
def'med with one-to-one point matching for best results. AIRPLANE uses only the points given in the
input data set since the true surface between points is not known. However, points are sometimes deleted
which result in irregular surface triangles. Dividing the configuration into components is usually
necessary to obtain exact intersections since the gridding algorithm contains logic to ensure that different
components only connect along specified interfaces. If a configuration is not broken into different
components the intersections between components may not be precise.

The AIRPLANE surface grid shown in Fig 4 has 8,295 points whereas the HFLO4 grid (not shown)
used during design had 6,534 surface points.

Figure 4. AIRPLANE unstructured tetrahedral surface grid of the LBWT without nacelles.
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AIRPLANE SYMMETRY PLANE GRID: LBWT

AIRPLANE uses a staging of meshes that increase in density from the outer boundaries to the
configuration surface by use of a sequence of nested boxes (Fig 5). The dense grid near the surface does
not propagate to the outer boundaries, resulting in a more efficient use of points than the structured
HFL,O4 grid used during design. This dense grid near the surface of the configuration improved the shock

definition of the pressure signatures compared with HFLO4 results 9

Figure 5. AIRPLANE symmetry plane grid for the LBWT without nacelles.
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COMPUTATIONAL/ EXPERIMENTAL LIFT CURVES

The experimental lift cin'ves are compax_ with AIRPLANE computations for the LBWT and LBWC
configurations in Fig. 0a. The experimental data exhibits some non-linearity and scatter which may be due
to model vibration and/or improper data sampling rate. The AIRPLANE lift curves have a slightly lower
slope than the experimental data for the LBWT, but they are in close agreement for the LBWC. The
experimental angle of attack is not known, because the model was tested in regions of the wind tunnel that
have not been surveyed resulting in unknown stream angle.

The AIRPLANE computations for the LBWT and LBWC without nacelles are compared with an Euler

marching solver developed by Siclari 18 in Fig 6b. The computations from the marching scheme are in
good agreement with the AIRPLANE results. The LBWT computations show minor differences resulting
from neglecting the horizontal tail in the marching code calculations. The tail carries additional positive
lift. The good agreement between AIRPLANE and the marching code gives additional confidence in the
accuracy of the CFD predictions, and casts doubt on the accuracy of the experimental data. The poor
correlation for zero lift angle is due to an inaccurate experimental angle of attack.
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PRESSURE SIGNATURE CORRELATIONS: LBWT WITHOUT NACELLES

The pressure signatures for the LBWT configuration without nacelles are shown in Figs. 7a-d. The
AIRPLANE computationaldatawas takenatI/4and 1/3body lengthsCYs of 3 and 4) below themodel

and extrapolatedtotheexperimentalaltitudeof approximatelyI body length.Ys isthecomputational

sampling distancebelow themodel ininches.Most oftheshocks areunder predictedby AIR.PLANE. In
particular,the tailshock isgreatlyunderestimatedwhich may be due toinaccuratemodeling of thefuselage

baseand sting.The fuselageextended downstream approximatelyI/4body !engthin thecomputational
model. Accurate modeling of thestingand aboat-tailramp atthebase/stingintersection,tosimulatethe

turningangle oftheviscouswake, would have increasedthetailshock strength.The comparisons
improve with increasingliftand littleeffectfrom thecomputationalsampling distanceisobserved.

The experimental data is questionable since the bow shock strength decreases with increasing lift
coefficient (compare figs 7a and 7d). In addition, the free-stream pressure level upstream of the bow
shock shows fluctuations which define a scatter band width and make it difficult to determine an accurate

reference level for the pressure signatures. The first data point was assumed to be the free stream level.
These anomalies also appear related to the tunnel moisture level and will be discussed later. Numerical
dissipation may be partly responsible for the weakening of the computational shocks. However, obtaining
the signature in the dense grid near the model should have minimized the effects of dissipation.
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AIRPLANE SURFACE GRID: LBWT- 4 NACELLES

The effects of nacelles and boundary layer diverters on the pressure signatures were determined by
AIRPLANE. A conventional 4 engine configuration was studied first. The orientation of the nacelles in
both pitch and yaw was determined from the stream angles calculated by HFLO4. The interior of the
nacelles diverged 1 degree between the inlet and exit which allows for boundary layer growth to help
"start" the nacelles during wind tunnel testing. The surface grid of the LBWT configuration complete with
nacelles/diverters and horizontal and vertical tails is shown in Fig. 8.

The increased density of points in the nacelle/diverter region was used to more accurately compute the
complex flow field in this region. A nearly uniform distribution of grid points was used to improve the
quality of the surface grid. The nacelles analyzed with AIRPLANE had constant area ducts to simulate the
divergent ducts with boundary layer growth in the wind tunnel. This results in the large base area shown
in the figure.

Figure 8. AIRPLANE unstructured surface grid for the aft portion of the LBWT with 4 nacelles.
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PRESSURE SIGNATURE CORRELATIONS: LBWT - 4 NACELLES

The resultsforLBWT configurationwith4 open nacellesare shown inFigs.9a-c. Here, the

comparisons arcacceptableforthetwo lower liftcaseswiththe strengthof thebow and inboard shock

fairlyaccuratelypredicted.The outboardwing and nacelleshocksarcslightlyunder predictedwhich may

bc duc to spillage.The highliftcase(Fig.9c) shows poor correlation.The poor agreement may bc duc to

inaccurateexperimentaldata,sincethebow shock increaseswithliftata largerratethanwould bc expected

forthcslendernosc.Another cxplanationforthepoor correlationmay bc an unstartconditionwith

reduced mass flow ratioatthe highliftcoefficient.A strongercomputationaltailshock isobservedwhen

nacellesarepresent(Figs.7 and 9). This may bc theresultof usingan increasednumber of gridpoints,

580,762 compared with443,930 fortheLBWT configurationwithoutnacelles.

The open nacelleswere filledwithdentalplastertosimulatechoked nacellesinthcexperimentalmodel

and by griddingtheinletand exitfacesofthenacelleinthecomputationalmodel. The

AIRPLANE/Experiment comparison with blocked naccUcs isshown inFig.9d. The bow and inboard

wing shocks arcingood agreement,buttheblocked-nacelle/outboard-wingshock isundcr predictedby
AIRPLANE.
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AIRPLANE SURFACE GRID: LBWT - 3 NACELLES

The 3 engine LBWT configuration used the same wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail components for
input to AIRPLANE as the 4 engine configuration. The added thrust required per engine for the 3 engine
configuration resulted in larger nacelles than the 4 engine configuration. The inboard nacelle and diverter
on the 4 engine configuration were replaced and the outboard nacelle/diverter removed.

The third nacelle was mounted on the vertical tail (Fig 10a). An enlarged view of the inlet region of the
nacelles on the vertical tail is shown in Fig 10b. The grid density of the empennage is increased in the
nacelle region for improved computational accuracy.

a)

b)

Figure 10. AIRPLANE unstructured surface grid for the LBWT with 3 nacelles.
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PRESSURE SIGNATURE CORRELATIONS: LBWT 3 NACELLES

The LBWT comparisons with 3 open nacelles are shown in Figs. I la-d. The open nacelle
computations have a weaker naceLle/outboard wing shock than experiment. The strength of the bow and
inboard shocks range from good agreement (Fig 1 lb) to poor agreement (Fig. 1 lc). The experimental
bow shock strength oscillates with increasing lift coefficient. The shock directly up-stream of the tail
shock is under predicted by AIRPLANE for all cases. The tail shock was more accurately predicted for
the 4-nacelle configuration than the 3- or 0- nacelle cases. This may be due to coarser grids used for this
and the 0-nacelle configuration. The comparison for the blocked nacelle case is shown in Fig. lle. The
bow and inboard wing shock correlation is acceptable, but the nacelle/outboard wing and tail shocks are
under predicted. Exnapolating from 1/4- rather than 1/3-body length results in a stronger computational
nacelle shock.
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BOW SHOCK STRENGTH COMPARISONS

The experimental and computational bow shock strength has been plotted as a function of normal force
coefficient in Fig. 12a. The AIRPLANE results show the expected slight increase of shock strength with
increasing normal force coefficient. Clearly, the 4 nacelle configuration should have a weaker bow shock

than the 3- or 0- nacelle models due to a more positive CL0 and hence lower angle of attack for a given lift

coefficient. The larger CL0 is due to the added lift obtained by an increase in pressure from the nacelle

shocks impinging on the wing lower surface. The experimental results indicate large changes in bow
shock strength for relatively small changes in lift coefficient. The 4 nacelle configuration has the conr.ct

slope but the magnitude is larger than expected. Data from past 9x7 wind tunnel tests 19-21 for several
models which have distinct bow shocks show the expected slight increase in shock strength with
increasing normal force coefficient (Fig. 12b). This suggests that the cm-rent wind tunnel data is
questionable. Note that the scales for the two figures differ, the changes in shock strength with normal
force for the current data are plotted to a finer scale.
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MOISTURE LEVEL/BOW SHOCK STRENGTH CORRELATION: LBWT

Bow shock strength appears to vary inversely with moisture level (Fig. 13a-b). The shock strength

dcoreascs in magnitude with increasing moisture content. The data from past wind tunnel tests were
obtained at moisture levels below 300 PPM. This moisture level could not be attained during this test

owing to radiator and nozzle seal leaks. The computational results correlate better at the higher moisture
level. The correlations would probably have been more consistent ff the moisture level were held constant.
These inconsistencies in the data make it difficult to compare the three low boom models.
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OFF GROUND TRACK PRESSURE SIGNATURES: LBWT

The AIRPLANE off-ground-track pressure signatures at an azimuthal angle of approximately 15

degrees are compared with experiment in Figs. 14a-c. The shock locations shown in the pressure

signatures for the LBWT without nacelles (Fig. 14a) correlate better with experiment than with nacelles

(Fig 14b-c). The nacelle shocks should be closer to the bow shock off track than on track, a trend not

observed in the computational data (compare figs. 14b and 9a). The difference in nacelle shock position
on- and off-track can be explained by the following argument based on Mach cutting planes: The lateral

distance from the centerline to the nacelles is greater than the vertical distance from the centerline to the

nacelles. This difference in distance causes off-track cutting planes to pick-up the nacelles before the on-

track cutting planes giving rise to the forward shift in the position of the nacelle shocks. The AIRPLANE

computations do not show the correct forward shift due, in part, to the computational sampling distance,
Ys. Characteristic lines emanating from the nacelles are not captured by the planar extrapolation method

near the configuration. The sampling distance should be further from the model to accurately capture
nacelle effects. However, grid density limitations and dissipation in the numerical scheme render the data

at larger distances inaccurate.
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AIRPLANE SURFACE GRID: LBWC - 3 NACELLES

The surface triangulation for the LBWC configuration is shown in Fig. 15. The LBWC was designed

using the same method as the LBWT configuration 21. The integral nacelle/vertical tail geometry is
identical to that used for the LBWT configuration. A narrow re-entrant comer occurs where the trailing
edge of the wing attaches to the bottom of the fuselage which required additional surface grid points to
accurately triangulate the surface in this region.

Figure 15. AIRPLANE unstructured surface grid for the LBWC with 3 nacelles.
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PRESSURES SIGNATURE CORRELATIONS: LBWC WITHOUT NACELLES

The pressure signatures for the LBWC configuration without nacelles are shown in Figs 16a-c. Here,

the experimental and computational data show a weak shock from the nose of the fuselage that has not

coalesced with the canard shock. The bow shock appears as a small finite rise at the front of each

signature, consistent with the X5/2 area growth of the fuselage. The computational data shows weaker

canard and wing shock strength than experiment. The moisture levels in PPM range from 350-430, 350-
425, and 460-525 for nominal lift coefficients of.07,.09, and. 11. It is not desirable to have this much

variation in moisture level during a run.
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PRESSURE SIGNATURE CORRELATIONS: LBWC - 3 NACELLES

Results for the 3 nacelle configuration are shown in Figs 17a-c. Fairly good correlation is observed for
the two lower lift coefficients. In particular, the computational data shown in Fig 17b correlates well with
experiment with the exception of the tail shock. The moisture levels for the three runs range from 475-
640, 370-470, and 480-575 for the nominal lift coefficients of .07, .09, and. I 1. The moisture levels are
larger and change more rapidly during each signature than desired. A larger difference in the pressure
signatures is seen for the two computational data sampling distances than previously observed. The
correlation with experiment improves at the smaller computational sampling distance (Ys =3). This is

probably due to not maintaining a sufficiently dense grid to 1/3 body length from the model.
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AIRPLANE SURFACE GRID: LBW 4 NACELLES

The triangulated surface grid for the LBW configuration is shown in Fig. 18. Details of the design
methodology can be found in References 22-23. The waviness in the fuselage is the result of area ruling
for the staggered nacelles. The nacelles on this configuration are smaller than those on the 4 engine LBWT
configuration, but have constant area ducts with no allowance for boundary layer growth. This results in a
smaller base area than for the LBWT and LBWC nacelles.

Figure 18. AIRPLANE unstructured surface grid for the LBW with 4 nacelles.
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PRESSURE SIGNATURE CORRELATIONS: LBW - 4 NACELLES

The computational/experimental comparisons for the LBW configuration with 4 nacelles arc shown in
Figs 19a-c.The correlationsaregood. The multipleweak shocksfollowingthebow shock arcaccurately
capturedwithAIRPLANE. The magnitude ofthetailshock correlateswellwith experimentforthis

configurationwhere poor agreement was found fortheLBWT and LBWC configurations.The better

expcrimcnt/CFD correlationforthisconfigurationmay be due toa more dense computationalgrid.A

largernumber of gridpointswcrc used on thismodel thantheotherconfigurations.The number of grid

pointsranged from 428,673 used on theLBWC configurationwithoutnacellesto500,590 on thismodel.

A tableisgiveninreference9 showing thenumber ofpoints,cellsand computationalresourceused forthe

computations shown here.
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MOISTURE LEVEL/BOW SHOCK STRENGTH COMPARISONS: LBW - 4 NACELLES

The bow shock su'ength as a function of normal force coefficient is shown in Fig 20a. The slight
decrease in strength with increasing lift may be due to inaccurate determination of free-stream pressure
level upstream of the model or bow shock. The moisture level as a function of normal force coefficient is
plotted in Fig 20b. The moisture content was relatively high (> 400 PPM) for the 3 cases shown. The
reason for the good correlations may be due in part to high moisture levels which may have caused greater
attenuation of the experimental signatures combined with the dense computational grid that should give
more accurate pressure signatures with reduced numerical dissipation. In addition, the reduced Mach
number (1.68 as opposed to 2.0) results in the tail shocks intersecting the computational sampling line
closertothemodel where thegriddensityisgreater.
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Figure 20. Wind tunnel moisture levels and bow shock strength for the LBW.
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FUSELAGE CLOSURE

The LBWT and LBWC configurations were designed with open bodies to accommodate a balance/sting

assembly. The fuselage of the configurations were subsequently closed as illustrated in Figure 21 to
assess the aerodynamic characteristics of more realistic airplanes.

LBWC - 3 NACELLES

OPEN FUSELAGE CLOSEDFUSELAGE

LBWT - 4 NACELLES

OPEN FUSELAGE CLOSEDFUSF.LAGE

TOP VEIl TOP VIEW

Figure 21. Side view of the LBWT and LBWC configurations with and without fuselage closure.
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FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS: LBWT AND LBwc

The AIRPLANE force and moment coefficients for the LBWT and LBWC configurations with fuselage

closure are shown in Fig 22a. The nacelle and diverter base drag coefficients and drag associated with the
interior surface of the nacelles were subtracted from the computational results. The LBWT has lower

wave drag as would be expected at the cruise Mach number due to the highly swept win."g. The LBWT
with 3 engines would be expected to have less wave drag than the 4 engine configurauon.

The LBWC is predicted by AIRPLANE to have less wave drag at Mach .9 than the LBWT due to

increased wing camber (not shown).
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Figure 22. Force and moment coefficients of the LBWT and LBWC with fuselage closure, M = 2.0.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

I. The forward portionofthesignature,swas generallybetterpredictedthantheaftportion,due inpartto

not modeling thefuselagebaseor sting.However, theshocksassociatedwiththeaftmodel arenot

representative of realistic aircraft.

2. The LBW-4 nacelle results correlate well with experiment, due to a larger number of computational

grid points and a lower Mach number than the LBWT and LBWC configurations.

3. Free stream pressure fluctuations cause data scatter, making accurate shock strength determination
difficult.

4. The moisture content of the air was poorly controlled during testing owing to leaking radiators and

nozzle seals in the wind tunnel, resulting in data scatter.

5. The strengths of the bow shocks for the LBWT were found to vary inversely with moisture content of

the air during testing. The bow shock strength decreased with increasing moisture level. The comparisons

were good when the moisture levels were high, and poor when the moisture levels were low. High

moisture appears to act like dissipation in the CFD code.

6. The shock locations for the LBWT without nacelles at 15 deg. off-ground-track correlate better with

experiment than with nacelles present. The computational nacelle shocks off-ground-track do not exhibit
the forward shift observed in the experimental data.

7. Experimental data scatter makes it difficult to compare the sonic boom levels of the three models.
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Wind-Tunnel Overpressure Signatures From A Low-Boom HSCT Concept

With Aft-Fuselage-Mounted Engines

Robert J. Mack

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

SUMMARY

A 1:300 scale wind-tunnel model of a conceptual High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT)

designed to generate a shaped, low-boom pressure signature on the ground was tested to obtain

sonic-boom pressure signatures in the Langley Research Center Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel at a

Mach number of 1.8 and a separation distance of about two body lengths or four wing-spans from

the model. Two sets of engine nacelles representing two levels of engine technology were used on

the model to determine the effects of increased nacelle volume. Pressure signatures were

measured for (model lift)/(design lift) ratios of 0.5, 0.63, 0.75, and 1.0 so that the effect of lift on

the pressure signature could be determined. The results of these tests were analyzed and used to

discuss the agreement between experimental data and design expectations.

INTRODUCTION

A conceptual low-boom HSCT configuration with four aft-fuselage-mounted engines was

described at the Second Workshop on Sonic Boom (ref. 1) held at the Ames Research Center in

May, 1993. The four engine nacelles were mounted on the aft fuselage to: (1) give the

configuration a "clean" wing with ample room for flaps and control surfaces, (2) reduce the need

for inboard "gull-wing" dihedral to accommodate engine-nacelle clearance, (3) balance the

aircraft from takeoff to landing, (4) remove the sonic-boom, nacelle-wing, interference-lift

contribution, leaving only the nacelle volume as a flow-field disturbance source, (5) reduce

engine-out problems on takeoff, (6) locate engines well behind the passenger cabin, and (7) place

the nacelle-inlet shocks generated during the low-boom part of the cruise mission in the

expansion region of the aircraft's volume-and-lift-disturbed flow field where their effects on the

overall ground signature could be appreciably reduced. Of particular importance from an engine-

integration and sonic-boom point of view is the consideration of nacelle volume disturbance

source (factor 4) because previous sonic-boom wind-tunnel tests of a Mach 2.0 low-boom
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validation model (ref. 2) demonstrated that the nacelle integration problem had not been

satisfactorily solved. Thus, the HSCT-10B concept, with its aft-fuselage nacelle design, was

developed so that the effects of nacelle volume on the flow field could be isolated, the newly-

developed nacelle-integration methods could be readily applied, and the resulting design concept
could be tested.

A 1:300 scale model of the HSCT-10B concept was built for tests in the Unitary Plan Wind

Tunnel at a Mach number of 1.8, a total temperature of 125 degrees Fahrenheit, and a Reynolds

number per foot of two million. Two sets of engine nacelles were used during the tests. The first

set with small nacelles represented an advanced-technology, high thrust-to-weight ratio engine

(ref. 3) while the second set, with larger nacelles, representeda more conservative-technology,

reduced thrust-to-weight ratio engine which would be similar to that used on a first-generation
HSCT.

In this paper, a brief description of the conceptual HSCT-10B design and wind-tunnel model

geometry is given along with the analysis of the surface geometry that provided predictions of the

aircraft's F-function and ground-level pressure signature. Pressure signature data, measured at a

model-probe separation distance of about 24 inches, with the model having small and large

nacelles and at four lifting conditions are also presented. Correlation between experimental data

and design expectations is discussed.

CL
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SYMBOLS

lift coefficient

Whitham F-function

model-probe separation distance, in

aircraft or model overall length, fl or in

effective length, ft or in

Mach number

flow-field pressure, psf

ambient pressure, psf

P-Pa, psf

distance along the horizontal axis, fl or in

effective length parameter, fl or in

Mach number parameter equal to ffM 2 - 1.0
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

A three-view drawing of the conceptual HSCT-10B (ref. 1), with four aft-fuselage-mounted

engine nacelles arranged in a V-pattern, is shown in figure 1. The design was guided by well-

established low-boom design principles as documented in a number of reports (references 4

through 9).

(

Figure 1. Three-view of the HSCT-10B concept.

The 1:300 scale wind-tunnel model had an integral sting balance attached to the aft fuselage at

a location which corresponded to the 300 foot fuselage station on the full-scale conceptual

aircraft. A lift-moment balance, consisting of four flush-mounted strain gages mounted in 180-

degree-separated pairs, was built into the rear of the sting. As previously mentioned, special

attention was paid to the lessons learned from the low-boom Mach 2.0 validation model results

reported in reference 2. An application of these lessons to the HSCT-10B concept required that

the nacelles be moved further aft from their usual position (under the wings and slightly behind

the mid-point of the aircraft) to a location on the aft fuselage. In this aft location, the nacelle's

positive pressure disturbances would be superimposed on the flow-field expansion region caused

by the fuselage approaching closure and the wing lift gradients decreasing toward the wing-tip

trailing edge. A Whitham F-function that demonstrates this approach is presented in figure 2, and

the predicted ground-level pressure signature obtained from this F-function is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Predicted ground-level pressure signature from the HSCT-10B cruising at M = 1.8,

h = 48,600 ft., and start-of-cruise weight of about 618,000 lb.

The most noticeable feature in figure 3, after making some allowances for computationally-

induced extraneous small shocks, is the absence of a prominent shock from the nacelle inlets. This

control over the flow-field disturbances generated by the nacelle inlets is due entirely to the aft-

fuselage engine-nacelle location indicated on the F-function of the HSCT-10B concept (figure 2).

While these theoretical predictions were encouraging, it was obvious that wind-tunnel tests,

which would provide measured flow-field pressure signatures from the HSCT-10B concept, were

needed to verify this low-boom and engine-integration design methodology.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Wind-Tunnel Data

The wind-tunnel model of the HSCT-10B concept was used to generate pressure signatures at

the designed low-boom Mach number of 1.8 in Test Section I of the Langley Research Center

Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel. One of the initial pressure signatures, measured with the small-

nacelles and with the wind-tunnel model at about one-half the beginning-cruise lift, is shown in

figure 4.
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Figure 4. Initial pressure signature from the HSCT-10B model with small nacelles at M = 1.8,

h = 24 inches, and CL= 0.0519.

This measured pressure signature as well as the following pressure signatures includes several

ambient pressure points upstream of the nose shock for reference. The measured pressure

signature does not have the prominent pressure spike due to the nacelle inlets that was observed in

the measured pressure signature of the Mach 2.0 validation model (ref. 2). Therefore, the

signature is a validation of the nacelle-integration methodology used to design the conceptual

aircraft since previous experimental results have shown that the usual engine-nacelle inlet shocks

would have been readily observed, even at this lower lift coefficient. When flow-field pressures

were measured with the model, having the small nacelle pack, at the designed cruise lift

coefficient, CL= 0.1022, the pressure signature shown in figure 5 was obtained.
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Figure 5. Pressure signature of the HSCT-10B model with small nacelles at M = 1.8,

h = 24 inches, and CL= 0.1022.

The noticeable pressure jump on the aft part of the positive section of the signature destroyed

the almost flat-top shape. If it were not for the flatness in the measured signature in figure 4, this

pressure jump (or shock) might have been incorrectly attributed to the engine-nacelle inlets.

Following these tests, the small nacelles were removed and the large nacelles were installed.

These new nacelles had increased diameters and lengths to represent engines of a more

conservative technology level. A pressure signature of the model with large nacelles is presented

in figure 6.
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Figure 6. Pressure signature of the HSCT-10B model with large nacelles at M = 1.8,

h - 24 inches, and CL= 0.1022.
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A comparison of the signatures in figures 5 and 6 led to the conclusion that there was little

difference between the small- and large-nacelle HSCT-10B model pressure signatures. This is

surprising because the large nacelles are about 20 percent longer and wider than the small

nacelles. Theoretically, the F-function value from the inlet lip of the large nacelle was about one-

third larger than that from the small nacelle, yet the pressure signatures (figures 5 and 6) are

almost identical. Moreover, when the model with the large nacelles was tested at the same lift

coefficient as that used to obtain figure 4, virtually the same pressure signature (figure 7) was
measured.
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Figure 7. Pressure signature of the HSCT-10B model with large nacelles at M = 1.8,

h = 24 inches, and CL = 0.0511.
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The strong similarity found in the comparison of these pressure signatures (figures 4 and 7)

reinforced the conclusion that the pressure jumps seen in figures 5 and 6 were caused by the higher

lift rather than by nacelle inlet and volume-induced disturbances. This conclusion led to

measuring pressure signatures at lift coefficients of 0.0639 and 0.0767 which are 62.5 and 75

percent of the beginning-of-cruise lift coefficient, respectively. These additional pressure

signatures are presented in figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 8. Pressure signature of the HSCT-10B model with large nacelles at M = 1.8,

h = 24 inches, and CL= 0.0639.
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Figure 9. Pressure signature of the HSCT-10B model with large nacelles at M = 1.8,

h = 24 inches, and CL= 0.0767.
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The pressure signatures in figures 6 through 9 for the model with large nacelles showed a

steady increase in the strength of the pressure disturbance which preceded the expansion -- a

disturbance triggered by an increase in angle of attack and wing lift. This nonlinear growth in

disturbance strength suggested that the onset of these pressure perturbations occured rather

suddenly after the lift on the model exceeded between 50 and 62.5 percent of the beginning-of-
cruise lift.

In the following sections, these perturbations to the flat-topped pressure signatures (figures 4

and 7) are discussed. Data from an additional set of wind-tunnel tests are presented and included

in the discussion. Finally, the results from a theoretical flow-angularity analysis and those from a

comparison of theoretical and experimental pressure signatures were added to the analysis of

experimental data so that causes of the unpredicted pressure disturbances might be identified.

Lift-Induced Pressure Disturbances

Two of the measured pressure signatures, figures 4 and 7, suggest that the design goal of

integrating the nacelles with the wing-body-fin was successfully achieved. This conclusion is

based on the results of previous wind-tunnel tests where conspicuous inlet shocks from nacelles

located under the wings were readily observed at several lifting conditions.

A second goaI of obtaining a shaped pressure signature at the design lift coefficient was not

realized. The onset location of the pressure-signature disturbances, observed in figures 5, 6, 8, and

9, was traced to the section of the wing leading-edge where the sweep angle was changing from

84.3 to 59.0 degrees. The first appearance of a small pressure perturbation is noted at a (model

lift)/(design lift) ratio of 0.625 although it must have begun earlier at a lift ratio somewhat larger

than 0.50. The pressure perturbation had developed fully at a lift ratio of 0.75, and a noticeable

shock was observed in the measured signature when the lift ratio reached 1.0. This phenomena is

not unique to this model and wind-tunnel test. Wind-tunnel pressure signatures with very similar

pressure perturbations and shocks were obtained in previous tests from other theory-validation
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wing-bodymodels(ref. 10and11).
In figure10,anoverlayof thesemeasuredpressuresignatures, obtained at the four values of

(model lift)/(design lift) ratio, shows this pressure perturbation and its growth toward becoming a

shock.
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Figure 10. Comparison of pressure signatures for lift ratios of 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, and 1.0.

Note that as the lift coefficient increased, the mean slope of the unperturbed top of the pressure

signature also increased to approach the signature slope predicted in figure 3. At the same time,

the multiple small perturbations coalesced into a few moderate-sized perturbations and one shock

as the lift increased. In the expansion region of the signature, the small nacelle-boattail shock

moved forward, but did not grow in strength, as the angle of attack and the lift increased.

There are at least two possible explanations why the low-boom design methodology did not

account for these lift-induced pressure disturbances on the measured pressure signatures: (1) flow

separation effects, and (2) flow-accommodation distance effects, i.e., the lift disturbances from

the upper and the lower surfaces have not merged to form cylindrical or quasi-cylindrical

propagation wave fronts. In the following sections, wind-tunnel data are analyzed and these

possible explanations are examined for validity.

Analysis of Wind-Tunnel Data

Both of the foregoing explanations of why the low-boom design methods did not predict the

lift-induced pressure disturbances needed to be explored so that the causes for the transition from

the desired signature shape (figures 4 and 7) to the perturbed signature shape (figures 5 and 6)

could be determined. To further investigate the possibilities of flow separation and insufficient
flow-field accommodation distance, additional wind-tunnel tests were made and two theoretical

analyses were conducted.
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Additional Wind-Tunnel Tests

(I)/.,eading-edge-gritted signatures. Several pressure signatures were measured with grit

(applied with the information from reference 12) on the leading edges of the HSCT-10B model

wing. If the flow over the wings were laminar and separated, then the leading-edge grit should

induce turbulence and reattachment. However, no decrease in the size of the perturbation on the

pressure signature with the (model lift)/(design lift) ratio of 1.0 (figure 6) was noted. The same

negative results were obtained on pressure signatures measured at (model lift)/(design lift) ratios
of 0.625 and 0.75.

(2) Oil-flow study. Pictures of the oil-dye flow patterns (using the method of reference 13) on

the upper surface of the model's wing were obtained to determine the flow characteristics. Only

one flight condition was observed: design Mach number of 1.8 and a CL = 0.1022, i.e., (model

lift)/(design lift) ratio of 1.0. The observed patterns across the upper wing surfaces were fairly

smooth and regular in spacing and dye density, strongly indicating fully attached, rather than

separated, flow.

Theoretical Analysis

(1) (7omparison of leading-edge geometry with uDwash. The methods in references 14 and 15

were used to predict differences between the leading-edge camber angle and the upwash angle

along the entire wing panel. The calculation predicted the differences to be less than one to two

degrees, again suggesting that there was attached flow.

(2) Comparison of measured and predicted pressure si_atures. Figure 4 shows a pressure

signature with the desired shaping (although at a C L -- 0.0519), while figure 5 shows a similar

pressure signature for the design lift (C L = 0.1022), but with an additional lift-induced shock. In

figure 11, these pressure signatures are compared with a Whitham-theory signature predicted for a

wind-tunnel distance of 24 inches and a C L = 0.1022.

_p, psf
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._ _ •

Lift/Design lift Exp. Whitham theory \
0.5 Q-4 --

1.0 13

I I 1 ! ! I I I
-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 14

x- 13/,, inches

ID

,I
12

Figure 11. Comparison of HSCT-10B measured and predicted pressure Signatures at M = 1.8;

CL= 0.0519 and 0.1022, theoretical signature at C L = 0.1022, h = 24 inches.
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As mentionedin theConfiguration Description section, low-boom design methods were used

to develop the HSCT-10B concept and model. These methods are based on the small disturbances

felt at separation distances from 150 to 200 body lengths (300 to 400 wing spans). At these

distances, flow-field disturbances generated by the aircraft have changed from complex and three-

dimensional to cylindrical, i.e., two-dimensional, in nature. Thus, these design methods are

applied outside the scope of their limitations when employed to predict full-length near-field

pressure signatures generated by aircraft with wing spans that are nearly half of their overall

length. It must, therefore, be emphasized at this point that the comparisons of the near-field

pressure signatures shown in figure 11 are valid only for the first third to first half of the pressure

signature. Over this length, the disturbances are due to forward-fuselage volume, forward-wing

volume, and a small amount of wing lift. The resemblance between these combined configuration

components and a slender body of revolution is very good. Measured pressure signatures were

adjusted to account for wind-tunnel characteristics as discussed in Appendix B of reference 16. A

comparison of the nose-shock strengths in the HSCT-10B model data with the predicted fore-

body signature pressures showed reasonably good agreement. The pressures in the small "hump"

between x - 13h values of 1.0 and 3.0 inches on the signature with the lift ratio of 1.0 did not

agree with theory as well as the pressures on the signature with the lift ratio of 0.50. This "hump"
is a lift-induced effect as is the shock that is centered at a x - 13h value of about 6.4 inches. So its

forward position would seem to preclude a separated-flow explanation. Further aft on the model,

where the leading-edge sweep is increasing rapidly, the local span is still small and the leading-

edge curvature is mathematically smooth and continuous. These model geometry features would

also seem to promote attached, rather than separated flow at the low cruise-altitude angle of

attack.

Discussion of Additional Tests and Theoretical .Analysis

These follow-on wind-tunnel tests and theoretical analyses gave two types of results. The two

wind-tunnel tests strongly suggested thatflow separation was not present. This conclusion was

corroborated by the first of the theoretical calculations. In the second analysis, a comparison of a

theoretically predicted signature with two measured signatures, the reasonably good agreement

indicated that the flow was probably attached over the whole model at the lift coefficient

corresponding to a (model lift)/(design lift) ratio of 0.50, and that flow could have stayed attached

at the higher lift coefficient where the lift ratio was 1.0. In spite of this conclusion, however, there
was insufficient evidence to conclude further that incomplete flow-field accommodation was the

definite cause of both the growth of pressure perturbations and the extra pressure signature shock

at the higher of the two lift levels. Sonic-boom tests in a supersonic-flow wind-tunnel facility with

a larger test section would be the best way to look for evidence of this effect. Unfortunately, these

facilities are few in number and are very expensive to use.

Reasonably good agreement between theory and experiment was found in the comparison of

pressure signatures (figure 11)for the part of the model that conformed to the Whitham theory
limitations. If it could be demonstrated that the near-field measurement distances, i.e., lack of

flow-field accommodation, were the cause of the observed lift-induced disturbances, then the

Whitham-Walkden theory could be trusted to predict ground signatures for HSCT-type aircraft.

Whatever may be hypothesized, the wind-tunnel pressure signature measurements, the follow-on

wind-tunnel tests, and the theoretical analyses already reported should serve as guidelines and

sources of data.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

An evaluation of measured near-field pressure signatures and theoretical analysis for a

conceptual low-boom HSCT configuration with four aft-fuselage mounted nacelles has led to the

following conclusions:

1. The measured near-field pressure signatures indicate that both large and small nacelles were

successfully integrated on the conceptual HSCT-10B configuration so as to prevent inlet shocks

from appearing. However, at the design lift, a pressure disturbance developed that was believed to

be caused by the lift being increased from an initial level of about 50 percent of the design lift to a

level of 100 percent of the design lift.

2. Two possible causes of the growth in localized pressure perturbations which led to the

formation of a lift-induced shock were investigated. The first possibility, flow separation effects,

was not found. The second, insufficient flow-field accommodation, might have been the cause but

could not be verified due to a lack of direct evidence. Further testing in supersonic wind-tunnel

facilities with larger test sections is suggested so that this hypothesis can be tested.
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LOW SONIC BOOM DESIGN ACTIVITIES AT BOEING*

George T. Haglund
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group

Seattle, WA

INTRODUCTION

Low sonic boom studies have continued during the last year with the goal of exploring the
,abifity of practical airplane designs to achieve significantly reduced sonic boom-loudness with
reasonable performance penalties. At the 1993 Sonic Boom Workshop (Ref. 1), improvements to
the low-boom design methods were described and early results of two low-boom configurations (-
935 and -936) were presented. Now that the low boom design methods are reasonably mature,
recent design activities have broadened somewhat to explore ret'mements to the -935 and -936
designs.

In this paper the results are reported of a detailed systems study and pertbrmance sizing of
the -935 (Hybrid sonic boom waveform) and the -936 (Flat-top waveform). This analysis included a
second design cycle/or reduced cruise drag and balance considerations. Another design study was
of a small-wing version of the -935. Finally, some preliminary results of the recent LaRC UPWT
test of the -935 configuration are given, along with a proposed alternative method for extrapolating
wind tunnel pressure signatures to the ground.

Figure 1 summarizes the various configurations studied. The topics covered by this paper
are as follows:

• Systems study results of the Baseline -939 and low boom
configurations -935 and -936.

• Small wing derivative of the -935.
• Wind tunnel test results of the -935.
• Test-derived F-function and propagation to the ffound.
• Future considerations (boom-softened baseline, overwater issues, and operations).

FLAT=TOP

FY93

BASELINE

FY94

HYBRID WAVEFORM

REDUCEDCo, SMALL

2ND CYCLE WING

WAVEFORM

REDUCEDCo

2ND CYCLE

Figure 1. Configuration Relationships and History.

* This work was done under Contract NAS1-19360, Tasks 6 and 25.
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BASELINE CONFIGURATION, -939

The -939 is a conventional baseline design used to assess the relative performance of the low-
boom configurations. The -939 is similar to the well-known "Reference H", and has the following
general characteristics:

• Unblended wing-body and low-wing integration.
• Three-post landing gear.
• Four GE 21/F15-A17 Mixed-Flow Turbofan 0VIFTF) engines, with bypass ratio 0.7.

Figure 2 is a configuration drawing of the -939, and gives additional airplane characteristics.

The low-boom airplanes share the above characteristics (and many other systems
components) of the baseline, and are designed to be as realistic as possible within the sonic boom
constraint. The MFTF engine concept selected is one of the better engine cycles, having excellent
fuel flow characteristics at both Mach 1.7 (overland cruise speed) and Mach 2.4 (overwater cruise
speed).

Fuselage Length: 314.0 ft

Wing Span: 137.1 ft

Wing Area: 7960.0 ft 2

L.E. Wing Sweep: 76.0 / 68.5 / 48.0 deg
Aspect Ratio: 2.367
Tri-Class Pax: 309

Cruise Speed
Overland: M 0.9
Overwater: M 2.4

Figure 2. Configuration Drawing of the Baseline Configuration, Model 1080-939.
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Figure3is theperformancesizing"thumbprint"thatallowsselectionof'theminimum
MTOW-sizedairplaneconsideringtheeffectsof OEW,payload,aerodynamics,andmore
specificallythefollowingdesignrequirements:

• DesignMach= 2.4
• Design Range = 5000 nm with a 750 nm subsonic leg
• Takeoff field length = 11,000 fl
• Approach speed = 155 KEAS
° Climb thrust margin = 0.1.

The performance-sizing method used by Boeing includes a technology projection for a 6%
improvement in drag. This drag reduction gives a significant reduction in the sized MTOW (about
10%) for the mission, and accounts for most of the difference in MTOW when compared to the

results in Reference 2. In addition, the climb speed schedule has recently been revised which gives a
significant reduction in MTOW of about 5%. Community noise levels were not evaluated.

MODEL 1080-939

TASK32 MISSION RULES
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Figure 3. Performance Sizing Chart, Model 1080-939.
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-935LOW-BOOMCONFIGURATION(HYBRIDWAVEFORM)

The-935,-935R,and-935Slow-boomconfigurationsweredesignedto the"Hybrid"
waveformshownin Figure4. TheHybridwaveformisacombinationof theflat-topandramp(or
minimumshock)waveforms,andhasdesirablefeaturesin termsof configurationdesign,sonic
boompropagation,andloudness(Refs.3 and4).

The-935Rwingplanformiscomparedto thebaselinein Figure5. Bothmid-wingshave
thesameleadingedgesweepangleof 68.5deg.Theoutboardleadingedgesweepanglesarequite
different,however,63.5degfor the-935and48.0degfor thebaseline.Figure6 is the-935
configurationdrawing.

Theinitial mission-performancesizingof the-935in June,1993,resultedin aMTOW that
wasabout26,000lb heavierthanthebaseline.Thissmallweightpenaltywasveryencouraging.
This wasalsothef'trstBoeinglow-boomdesignfor whichthestart-of-cruiseweightcloselymatched
thesonicboomdesignweight. However,this initial analysisrevealedsomedesigndeficienciesthat
werecorrectedin aseconddesigncycleduring1994,asfollows:

• Wing shifted45 inchesaft for balance
• Empennagesizedfor adequatecontrol
• Inboardwing thicknessincreasedfor adequatelandinggearvolume
• Wingcamberandtwist redesignedatMach2.4insteadof Mach 1.7

andwith morepositiveCMO

Theperformancesizingchartfor the-935Rin Figure7showstwosizedairplanes,oneatthe
optimumperformancesize(SREF= 7200ft2),andthe.otheratthesonicboomdesignwing areaof
9000ft2. TheMTOWs are651,000lb and707,000Ib, respectively,comparedto thebaseline
MTOW of 669,500lb. A noiseassessmentwasnotdoneat thistimesincetotalsuccesswasnot
achievedin reachingthereducedboomloudnessgoalwithasmallMTOW penalty.However,the
reducedaspectratio,morehighlysweptwing,wouldpresentamoreseverechallengethanthe

jq

/
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PLdB : 100,5

baseline.
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Figure 4. Target and Calculated Hybrid Waveform for -935R.
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Figure 5. Planform Comparison, -935R, -936R, and Baseline -939.

Fuselage Length:

Wing Span:

Wing Area:

L.E. Wing Sweep:

Aspect Ratio:
Tri-Class Pax:

Cruise Speed
Overland:

Overwater

rE',

317.5 ft

140.0 ft

9000.0 ft 2

74.0 / 68.5 / 63.4 deg
2.18

300

M 1.7

M 2.4

Figure 6. Configuration Drawing of Low-Boom Model -935.
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MODEL 1080-935R I

GE 21/F15-A17

TASK 32 MISSION RULES
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Figure 7. Performance Sizing Chart, Model 1080-935R.
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SMALL WING VERSIONOFTHE -935R

A big wingis very helpful in low-boom design since the low wing loading gives reduced

pressure levels for the lift contribution to sonic boom. Earlier Boeing designs (Ref. 5) had wing

areas of about 10,000 ft 2, while the more recent -935 and -936 have wing areas of about 9,000 ft 2.

The -935S is a "small" wing derivative of the -935R to explore the benefits of a smaller wing in

terms of reduced OEW and improved overall performance. The -935S has the following
characteristics relative to the -935R:

• Scaled down wing planform and thickness by 10% (SREF = 8100 ft2).

• Same wing sweep angles and aspect ratio

• No change to wing camber and twist

• Redesigned fuselage (slightly fatter)
• OEW reduced by 7230 lb

• L/D worse by 3.5% at Mach 2.4

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the planforms for the -935R and -935S, and Figure 9
compares the calculated presssure signatures for the -935R and -935S. The -935S signature has a

slightly higher pressure peak. In the performance sizing chart for the -935S in Figure 10, the

optimum performance size occurs at a MTOW of 660,000 lb and a wing area of 7350 ft 2, while the

sonic boom design wing area of 8100 ft 2 gives a MTOW of 680,000 Ib, which is only 10,500 lb
heavier than the baseline.

SMALL WING

100 120 1'40 1'60 1'80 2'00 2'20 2'40 2'60 280 3=00
BODY STATION, X, FEET

Figure 8. Planform Comparison, -935S and -935R.
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-936 LOW-BOOM CONFIGURATION (FLAT-TOP WAVEFORM)

The -936 low-boom configuration was designed to the "flat-top" waveform, shown in Figure

11. The fiat-top waveform is attractive since its low peak pressure may provide reduced loudness

for indoor observers. From an airplane design standpoint, however, the flat-top waveform is a more

difficult proposition, since it requires more wing sweep and a more aft wing location. Figure 5

compares the -936 planform with the baseline and the -935R planforms. Due to these rather severe

constraints, the intial performance-sizing of the -936 in June 1993 resulted in a MTOW that was _

significantly heavier (about 189,000 lb) than the baseline. Figure 12 is the configuration drawing.

In 1994 a second design cycle on the configuration (-936R) resulted in a significant
performance improvement, primarily through drag reduction. However, it was necessary to depart

from a true fiat-top waveform, as shown in Figure 11. The changes from the -936 to the -936R are
as follows:

• Wing shifted forward 74 inches for balance

• Revised fuselage camber and forebody shape

• New wing camber and twist design (at M 2.4 instead of M 1.7 and more positive CMO)
• L/D improved by 12% at Mach 2.4

• Payload reduced from 325 to 300 passengers

• Revised sonic boom waveform (maximum ,aP = 1.5 psf instead of 1.0 psf).

The -936R performance-sizing chart in Figure 13 shows a MTOW of about 720,000 lb for

the optimum performance size and 725,000 lb for the sonic boom design wing area of 8790 ft 2. As

with the -935R, a noise assessment was not done; however, meeting a noise constraint would be
more difficult than on the baseline due to the increased wing sweep and lower aspect ratio.
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Figure 11. Calculated Sonic Boom Pressure Signatures, -936 and -936R.
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FuselageLength: 317.5ft
WingSpan: 128.3ft _
WingArea: 8790.0ft2 S____ _'_

L E Wing Sweep" 787 / 68 00deg _r.s::_s:z-_/deg r-_ ..-"'_• . v, ._._lJ. q v .... •

_ --_ - --t= "----g---___--r-- - _-T-_._21L_----- _ ,.
r _ L _

Aspect Ratio: 1.8 7 _-__...-.-_._._ '---_'

Tri-Class Pax: 325 _._

Cruise Speed -'__
Overland: M 1.7 i

_; Ill

Overwater: M 2.4 - , j77

Figure 12. Configuration Drawing of Low-Boom Model -936.
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Figure 13. Performance Sizing Chart, Model -936R.
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SUMMARY OFCURRENT LOW=BOOM DESIGNS

The figure-of-merit for assessing various configurations is the performance-sized Maximum

Takeoff Weight (MTOW) for the 5000 nm mission. For configurations with different passenger

capacities, however, a more convenient metric is MTOW per passenger. Figure 14 summarizes the

MTOW/PAX for the varions configurations relative to the baseline, and Figure 15 shows the sonic
boom loudness for these configurations. A significant conclusion is that it takes severe arrow-wing

planforms with much increased risk to achieve fairly minor noise reductions with a significant
MTOW penalty. For the two up-dated low boom airplanes -935S and -936R, the loudness goal of

94 PLdB was exceeded by 5 and 7 dB, respectively, and the performance penalties in terms of
MTOW/PAX were +4.6 % and +11.4 %. Increased risk is associated with low speed performance,

takeoff noise, and wing structural characteristics.

The attempts to reduce drag and improve performance have tended to result in an increase in

the sonic boom loudness, primarily because of an increase in the strength of the tail shock. If the tail
shock could be reduced to about 1.0 lb/ft 2, the loudness could be reduced by about 6 dB, but would

require a more exotic planform with significant lift carried further aft.
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-935 PRELIMINARY WIND TUNNEL RESULTS

A 12-inch model of the -935 was tested in the LaRC Unitary wind tunnel in March and April,

1994. Test conditions included a range of CL in addition to the design CL of 0.11. Data were

obtained at distances of 12 and 24 inches from the model. Figure 16 compares the theoretical

Whitham 6P/P (calculated for the geometry and the wind tunnel conditions) and the test td:)/P at 12

and 24 inches away. Although there are differences in the details of the signatures, the pressure

levels and pressure peaks agree well. Differences are to be expected in this comparison because the
Whitham theory applies in the far-field, while the wind tunnel data at this close-in distance may have

strong non-linear effects.

TRANAIR results are also given in Figure 16, and are somewhat disappointing. Great care

was taken to preserve the shocks by using dense gridding near shocks and the second-order upwind
method. The shocks are rounded, however, and the nacelle influence appears muted.
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DERIVEDF-FUNCTIONAND PROPAGATIONTOTHE GROUND

For pressuresignaturesmeasuredin thewindtunnel(orcalculatedbyCFDmethods)for
low-boomshapedvehicles,anaccuratemethodisrequiredfor waveformextrapolationto theground
in therealatmosphere.TheThomasmethod(Ref.7)hasbeenwidely used:however,it doesnot
accountfor thedifferentwaveform"aging"(non-linearadvance)betweeenthewindtunnel(orCFD)
uniformconditionsandtherealatmosphere.In addition,the"reversepropagation"method
suggestedby Hayes( Ref.6, pg.50)wasusedto adjustthetestdatazxP/Pto theairplaneandthento
convertthemeasured,ff'/P to anF-function.Theprocedureis asfollows:

1)Matchtheagevariable,x, in the wind tunnel and the atmosphere. The well-known

"Hayes freeze" means that in the real atmosphere (with density increasing downward), the aging is

retarded compared to the uniform wind tunnel conditions. To match the wind tunnel age at h/L =

1.0, for example, the real atmosphere waveform must propagate to h/L of 1.53. Similarly, at h/L =
2.0 in the wind tunnel, the age match occurs at h/L = 3.08 in the real atmosphere.

2) Correct the measured aP/P for the h difference in ( 1). Alternatively, the amplitude could
have been matched, which would require a more difficult correction to the age. Since we have

matched the age at different h values, there needs to be a correction to the measured ,aP/P, as
follows:

(AP/P) corr = (AP/P)wT (hwT/hcorr) 1/2 (1)

where "WT" denotes wind tunnel conditions and "cog" denotes the corrected value for the real

atmosphere. The following table summarizes the wind tunnel / atmosphere matching for the Mach

1.7 test conditions of the LaRC Unitary wind tunnel and for the Standard atmosphere conditions at

44,000 feet altitude.

Wind tunnel h/L h/L in real

atmosphere to

match WT age

1.53

3.08

AP/P Factor

0.808

0.806

3) "Reverse propagate" the measured ,aP/P from the wind tunnel h/L to the airplane. Since

the wind tunnel Conditions are uniform, the reverse propagation is according to the well-known

equations for phase shift due to aging and for converting AP/P tO an F-function, as follows:

F(x) = (AP(x)/P) (2hl3) 1/2 / (y M 2) (2)

y = x - _h + k h 1/2 F(x), where k = (y+l) M 4 (2[33) -1/2 (3)

4) Propagate the "test-derived" F-function to the ground in the normal manner (Ref. 6 or 7).
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Figure 17 shows the ground-extrapolated pressure signatures calculated with the above

method and also calculated directly from the geometry using the ARAP method of Reference 6.

Figure 18 compares the "reverse propagation F-function" method to the Thomas method (Ref. 7),

and it's clear that the Thomas method gives pressure levels that are too high. The Thomas method

would agree with the new method if the 6P/P factor of 0.808 were applied.
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Despite the significant progress in low boom design, it appears that even radical arrow wing

concepts achieve only modest noise reductions (5 to 7 dB) at a significant performance penalty (5 to

12% in MTOW/PAX). Accordingly, boom design efforts will be directed toward small reductions in

sonic boom of the baseline configurations with minimal penalties. Fortunately, what we have

learned in our low-boom design work applies directly to this boom "softening". The boom-softened

baseline can be thought of as being an intermediate design between the baseline and the current

"radical" low-boom designs (-935 and -936), as illustrated below.

Other areas of future study include operational considerations, the focused booms produced

by accelerations and turns, secondary booms, and overwater issues.

BASELINE

(LOW RISK)

BOOM-SOFTENED

BASELINE

9

"RADICAL"

LOW-BOOM

.... _
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SONIC BOOM SOFTENING OF REFERENCE-H

Samson Cheung

MCAT Institute, NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA

INTRODUCTION

For the past four years, various low-boom configurations have been designed and tested in wind

tunnels. However, recent consideration of high speed civil transport (HSCT) flying over water reveals

the possibility of a high performance aircraft flying within a specific corridor. Boeing's Reference -H,

which is a performance aircraft cruising at Mach 2.4 over-water, is considered as a baseline configura-

tion for the HSCT. Typically, a performance aircraft has higher lift coefficient than a low-boom

configuration.

It is known to the industry that it is difficult to reduce the sonic boom of a performance aircraft

to the noise level of a low-boom aircraft. In the present study, effort was spent to find out what factors

make the reduction of loudness level of a performance aircraft so difficult, and to investigate the

possibility of reducing the loudness level of Reference-H.
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AIMS

First is to combine two computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes to form an accurate and

efficient flow analysis tool for near-field flow calculation in airplane design cycle. The characteristics

of the codes will be described later.

Second is to reduce the sonic boom of Reference-H by the above CFD codes and the optimization

package developed in the past [1,2].

Combining two CFD codes (Inviscid calculations)

Upwind Parabolized Navier-Stokes code: UPS3D

Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes code: OVERFLOW

• Reducing sonic boom loudness of Ref-H
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REFERENCE-H

The figure below is the surface grid and geometry of Reference-H. The free-stream Mach number

is 2.4, angle of attack is 4.5 degrees, and the lift coefficient CL is 0.124.

Grid

Configuration

(photograph not shown in color)

Ref.Area = S11200.0

Ref.Span = 777.8592

RIDf.Chord = 1032.288

C.G. =(2111.6, -32. (3)
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CODES

Two CFD codes are combined to calculate thenear-field solution of Reference-H. The f'trst one

is an upwind Parabolized Navier-Stokes code (UPS3D) [3]. It is a very efficient space-marching code,

which solves the Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations. However, it fails in subsonic flow that

often occurs near the nacelle/wing region. Furthermore, the gridding for such complex geometry is

such that UPS3D cannot handle.

Another CFD code is a time iterative thin-layer Navier-Stokes code (OVERFLOW) with overset

grid method [4]. It is a good CFD flow solver, which can handle almost any complex geometry.

However, time iterative code is relatively slow and computationally expensive.

Therefore, the flow in the wing/nacelle region is calculated by OVERFLOW, but the rest of the

flow is calculated by UPS3D code.

Upwind Parabolized Navier-Stokes Code (UPS3D)

Space-Marching Code

Roe Scheme

High Efficiency

Difficulty in Complex Configuration (Wing/Nacelle)

Failing in Subsonic Regions

Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes Code (OVERFLOW)

Time-lterative Code

Beam-Warming Implicit Three-Factor Central Difference Scheme

Qverset Grid

Relatively Slow
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GRID DIMENSIONS

The figure below shows the computational grids used by OVERFLOW and UPS3D codes. In the

wing/nacelle region, five grids are used, namely, one for wing/body, two for the outer part of the two

nacelles, and two for the inner part of the nacelles.

OVERFLOW

32x203x101 for partial wing/body

46x43x21 for outer nacelles (two)

43x8x8 for inner nacelles (two)

UPS3D

lllx121

step size 0.01 body lengths

(photograph not shown in color)
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UPS/OVERFLOW INTERFACE

The figure below shows the flow solution calculated from the two CFD codes. The upper diagram

shows the interfaces of the codes. The continuity of the pressure contours suggests that the interfacing

routine between the two CFD codes is satisfactory. The lower diagram shows the upper and lower

surface pressure fields.

Reference-H

UPS/OVERFLOW Interface

Pressure

OVERFLOW

Mach 2.4

a - 4.5 degrees

0.20 0.94 1.67

Lower Surface

Upper surface

2.40 3.14

SHC 9412

(photograph not shown in color)
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PRESSURE DATA

The figure below shows the comparison of the CFD computational data and the wind-tunnel data.

The triangle represents the wind-tunnel data, the solid hne represents the computational result from

UPS3D/OVERFLOW, and the dotted line represents the computational result from Airplane.

Airplane solves the Euler equations with unstructured grid concept. It took UPS3D/OVERFLOW

less than 45 mins. in Cray-YMP to generate the solution; whereas, it took Airplane more than 3.5

hours in the same machine. The Cp plots suggest that UPS3D/OVERFLOW is a good tool to compute

the near-field solution of Reference-H, although more grid points seem to be needed to resolve the

leading edge tip. Nevertheless, present grid density in the circumferential direction is sufficient for

sonic boom prediction.
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NACELLES REGIONS

The figure below shows the particle traces in the wing/nacelle regions. The lower diagram shows

that the flow is smooth over/into the inboard nacelle. On the other hand, the upper diagram shows a

significant turning of the flow. This turn could be due to mass spilling from the inlet of the naceUe.

The figure suggests that there is room for improvement in aerodynamics for the Reference-H.

- Spill out

Flow tucns

Outboard Nacelle

Reference-H

Inboard Nacelle

(photograph not shown in color)
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FLOW UNDER THE WING

The figure below shows the flow under the wing. The spill out in the outboard nacelle may be

due to the sweep leading edge.

Reference-H
Flow under the wing

(photograph not shown in color)
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SONIC BOOM EXTRAPOLATION

The figure below gives an idea how the sonic boom created by Reference-H is calculated. The

overpressure at one body-lengthy (H/L=I) under the flight track is first obtained from the near-field

solution. The near-field signal is then extrapolated to the ground by Whitham's F-function theory [5].

It is noticed that at H/L=1, the signal is almost an N-wave. This fact gives almost no room to design
a shaped signature for Reference-H.

UPS3D/OVERFLOW Interface
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(photograph not shown in color)
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SONIC BOOM OF REFERENCE-H

The sonic boom at the present flow condition (Mach 2.4 and angle-of-attack 4.5 °) of Reference-H

is an N-wave. The initial shock is as strong as 2.5 Psf. This is no weaker than the current supersonic

civil transport, the Concord. The perceived loudness of the boom is 104 PLdB.

SONIC BOOM

• N-Wave

• 2.5 Psf

• 104 PLdB

2.5 Psf

2 Psf

0.3 secs.
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TOTAL EQUIVALENT AREA

The figure below shows a typical total equivalent area (Ae) of a low-boom configuration. Note

that the total equivalent area is the sum of the equivalent area due to volume and lift [6]. The solid line

is the equivalent area of a previously designed low-boom configuration, and the dashed line is that

generated from an optimization package [1]. Since the curve is very generous, modification is

possible without adding or deleting too much volume, which will affect the performance and structure
of the aircraft.

<
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00t
°°°'1 /
0"002t /./_¢" Original
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TOTAL EQUIVALENT AREA OF REFERENCE-H

The solid line in the figure below shows the Ae of Reference-H. It is noted that there is a big turn

at about x--0.5. The curve is not as moderate as the one from the previous page. This is due to the

sudden change of lift from the wing. According to Whitham's theory, the F-function is relatedto the

integral of the second derivative of Ae. The sharp turn at x--0.5 creates a big wing shock, which

quickly coalesces to the bow shock and forms an N-wave as near as one body-length under the

airplane.

At this point, previous optimization technique for low-boom configuration is not applicable. In

this study, I am trying to make use of Whitham's theory which states that second derivative of Ae is

important. The dashed line in the figure is a modified Ae of Reference-H, so that the second derivative
of Ae is "smooth."

The modification has taken place by changing the fuselage and keeping the wing untouched. Note

that such a small change in fuselage does not have a big effect on aerodynamic and structure,

likewise.

Reference-H

<
i.=.=1

4=,a

O

[--,

0.010-

0.005-

0.000-

/I

Body/Nacelle

Orig.!nal

- ---. Modified
I I

0.0 0.5 1.0

x
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PRESSURESIGNAL OF REFERENCE-H

The figure below shows the overpressure of Reference-H at one body-length (I-I/L=I) under the

airplane. The solid line is from the original Reference-H, which is almost an N-wave. The dashed line

is the modified Reference-H as discussed on the previous page. It is noticed that small change in Ae

does reduce the shock strength from the wing. The dotted line is the modified configuration with a

dihedral wing (the tip is bended up 4 feet from the original place). The bended wing helps to reduce

the tail shock of the signature.

After extrapolation to the ground, the modified sonic boom is still an N-wave, but the loudness is

reduced by 2 PLdB, i.e., 102 PLdB, with shock strength of 2.3 Psf.
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PRESSURESIGNAL AT M=2.0

Nevertheless, the basic structure of the modified signal is still an N-wave. In order to look for

room for improvement, changing the flow condition is proposed. Now, the angle-of-attack is 4.5
degrees as before, but the free-stream Mach number is reduced to 2.0.

The figure below shows the signal at H/L=I. At this point, the bow and wing shocks can be

distinguished. However, the wing shock is still too strong, it coalesces the bow shock, and the

signature becomes an N-wave at the ground.
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DIFFICULTIES

The main difficulty I encountered was that the signal was already an N-wave at H/L=I, this left

me almost no room for modification. The reason to have an N-wave at such a close distance is due to

the strong wing shock, which is due to the high Mach number, high lift coefficient, and the sweep
angle of Reference-H.

• High Lift Coefficient

High Mach Number

Ae han e
X
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POSSIBLE SOLUTION

In order to reduce the rate of change of the slope in the Ae-curve, the following wing modifications
are needed:

increase leading edge sweep angle

increase wing planform area

add a platypus (such as SR-71, Langley Mach 2 model in 1991) as shown in figure

Proposed planform shape

0

(photograph not shown in color)
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THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF LOW BOOM CONFIGURATIONS USING CFD

AND NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES +

Michael J. Siclari

Northrop Grumman Research & Development Center

Bethpage, NY

INTRODUCTION

The use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for the analysis of sonic booms generated

by aircraft has been shown to increase the accuracy and reliability of predictions. CFD takes into

account important three-dimensional and nonlinear effects that are generally neglected by

modified linear theory (MLT) methods. Up to the present time, CFD methods have been

primarily used for analysis or prediction. Some investigators have used CFD to impact the design

of low boom configurations using trial and error methods. One investigator (Ref. 1) developed a

hybrid design method using a combination of Modified Linear Theory (e.g. F-functions) and CFD

to provide equivalent area due to lift driven by a numerical optimizer to redesign or modify an

existing configuration to achieve a shaped sonic boom signature. A three-dimensional design

methodology has not yet been developed that completely uses nonlinear methods or CFD.

Constrained numerical optimization techniques have existed for some time (e.g. see Ref.

2). Many of these methods use gradients to search for the minimum of a specified objective

function subject to a variety of design variable bounds, linear and nonlinear constraints. Gradient

based design optimization methods require the determination of the objective function gradients

with respect to each of the design variables. These optimization methods are efficient and work

well if the gradients can be obtained analytically. If analytical gradients are not available, the

objective gradients or derivatives with respect to the design variables must be obtained

numerically. To obtain numerical gradients, say, for 10 design variables, might require anywhere

from 10 to 20 objective function evaluations. Typically, 5-10 global iterations of the optimizer

are required to minimize the objective function. In terms of using CFD as a design optimization

tool, the numerical evaluation of gradients can require anywhere from 100 to 200 CFD

computations per design for only 10 design variables. If one CFD computation requires an hour

of computational time on a Cray computer, one can see that the use of constrained numerical

optimization quickly becomes impractical.

Hence, in order to practically couple a numerical design optimization technique with a

CFD method, the CFD method must be extremely efficient with running times on the order of

only minutes. The CFD Euler code developed under NASA sponsorship and referred to as

MIM3D-SB (Ref. 3) for the most part fulfills these efficiency requirements. Analysis of wing-

body configurations can be computed in a matter of a few minutes. The present study will

+ This work was sponsored by NASA Langley Research Center, Dr. C. Darden
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concentrate on the feasibility of the use of this CFD code in conjunction with a numerical design

optimization technique for the sonic boom reduction of candidate HSCT configurations. A

preliminary supersonic aircraft design system has been established that utilizes the numerical

design optimization code NPSOL (Ref. 2) developed at Stanford University coupled with the

supersonic MIM3D-SB CFD code.

Many questions still need to be answered in regard to using CFD and numerical optimizers

as design tools. There are difficulties related to both the CFD codes and the numerical

optimizers. Numerical optimizers can converge to a local minima rather than a global minima.

This behavior is largely a function of the initial guess in the design space. The optimizer also is

searching for a minimum of the function in terms of its derivative without any regard to the actual

function value. Numerically (i.e. CFD) determined gradients can also generate spurious numerical

local minima. In addition, for the sonic boom problem, grid fineness will also determine the

accuracy of the final design solution. Design optimization methods work well on problems

defined by continuous objective functions. The sonic boom signature design problem is not

necessarily defined by a continuous objective function. The signature can have a variety of

shapes; i.e. from N-wave to multiple shocks. The far-field or ground signature may not transition

continuously from one shape to another and hence, may exhibit discontinuous behavior. This is

also a source of difficulty in using design optimization methods.

In the following sections, several low boom and one reference aircraft configuration will

be analyzed to predict their sonic boom signature characteristics. Modifications to some of these

designs will also be presented to demonstrate the feasibility of using CFD as a design tool and to

demonstrate the feasibility of designing shaped sonic boom signatures. Design modifications to

some configurations will be presented to demonstrate the feasibility of achieving shaped

signatures with reduced levels and not necessarily to represent realistic or aerodynamically

efficient design modifications. Fuselage volume or camber are used as design variables in order to

have a minimal effect on the primary wing aerodynamics. The paper will also seek to demonstrate

whether a hybrid or ramped signature is feasible to achieve. For the low-boom configurations, the

CFD predicted signatures will be compared qualitatively to their MLT design signatures.

DESIGN SYSTEM

The CFD code MIM3DSB uses a simple wave drag geometry input data format to

describe the input geometry. MIM3DSB internally enhances this geometry to generate smooth

continuous surfaces. A grid is then generated at each marching station or crossflow plane. The

computation is carried out to a specified distance beyond the aircraft. Near-field pressure

signatures are then interpolated from data below the aircraft. These pressure signatures then

become input to a waveform parameter code (Ref. 4) which extrapolates these near-field

signatures to the ground through a specified atmosphere given an altitude and Mach number to

generate the aircraft's far-field sonic boom signature.
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This entire processhasbeenautomatedwithin the MIM3DSB code. To couple this
method with a designcode required severaladditionalmodifications. Firstly, the output
generatedfor a singleCFD run must be reduced to a minimum since scores of CFD runs will be

necessary for the design problem. Secondly, a mechanism is needed to automatically regenerate

geometry based on a finite number of design variables. It was decided to remain with the wave

drag format primarily for convenience since the geometry of a variety of configurations was

already available in this format. This geometry format defines the wing as a series of airfoils with

thickness and camber and the fuselage as a series of cross sections. The primary drawback to

this definition is the use of a finite number of airfoils and fuselage cross sections to def'me the

vehicle. As a result, a sufficient number of sections must be used to accurately define the

geometry.

Cubic splines with matched first and second derivatives are used for simplicity to describe

the geometric design variables. The design variables could be fuselage volume or radii, fuselage

camber, wing thickness, dihedral, etc. The practical implementation of the method requires the

use of a small number of design variables. A small number of design variables might be as little as

three variables or as many as fifteen. The gradient based optimization method will require one or

two evaluations of the objective function for each design variable depending upon whether one-

sided or central derivatives are used to evaluate the objective function gradients. Hence, for

example, if 10 design variables are used, the design methodology will require 10 to 20 CFD runs

to evaluate the objective function gradients. If 10 global iterations of the design method are

implemented, this amounts to 100 to 200 CFD runs. Even though the CFD code, MIM3DSB,

can take as little as 5 minutes of CPU time per run on a Cray computer, 100 to 200 runs can still

take a significant amount of computational effort. Hence, cubic splines are used to minimize the

number of design variables.

Figure 1 shows the implementation of the overall CFD sonic boom design optimization

system. The overall system is controlled by the optimization code NPSOL which calls three

subroutines, the geometry wave drag data set generator, the CFD analysis code MIM3DSB, and

finally, a subroutine which utilizes the CFD results to evaluate the sonic boom signature objective

function and any nonlinear aerodynamic constraints. In the present preliminary study, to

determine the feasibility or utility of the design system, aerodynamic constraints were not

implemented. Hence, given an initial guess for the geometric design variables, the geometry

generator will read an existing wave drag data set and replace the desired portion of the geometry

with geometric data generated by the cubic spline fits with the same resolution as the initial wave

drag input data. The geometric data is then rewritten to the same wave drag data file. The CFD

code then reads this wave drag data set and carries out the computation to a specified distance

below and downstream of the aircraft. New enhanced surface geometry required by the CFD

code and a new grid are then generated automatically within the CFD code conforming to the new

surface geometry of the new data set. A subroutine to the CFD code calls the Thomas ANET

wave propagation method to extrapolate the near-field data through the atmosphere down to the

ground. Aerodynamic coefficients and ground sonic boom signatures are then returned to the

design program. At this point, the design program contains a subroutine which uses this

information to evaluate the user specified objective function and constraints. The design program

will use this information to generate gradients and to further predict new values of the design
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variables. The entire system has been automated and hundreds of CFD runs can be performed

without any user intervention. User inter'activity comes in the form of specifying appropriate

geometric design variables, objective functions, and constraints on the geometric design variables.

Care must be taken in specifying the proper constraints on the design variables, otherwise, totally

unrealistic geometries can result. In addition, the constraints that govern the design variables will

also ultimately govern the goodness of the geometry and prevent the CFD code from "blowing

up". For example, if fuselage camber is to be optimized, the constr_nts must be such that the

wing root remains within the fuselage. In other words, the fuselage camber can not be allowed to

grow unbounded and upper and lower limits must be prescribed accordingly.

CFD Sonic Boom Design System

Design Optimization
Code

NPSOL

./
I New GeometricDeslgnVariables

Evaluate

Sonic Boom Objective
Function/Gradient

for Each

Design Variable

Generate New Wave Drag "[

Geometry Data Set Ground Extrapolation
Replaces Specified Part
of Geometry with Cubic

Spline Fit

Sonic Boom Signature
Thomas ANET Code

/
CFD Code/MIM3DSB

Analysis
Near-Field Signatures

Aerodynamic Coefficients

Figure I CFD Sonic Boom Design System.
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Figure 2 illustrates the definition of the objective function used in this study for seeking

shaped or hybrid sonic boom signatures. Given a baseline geometry, the baseline sonic boom

ground signature is established. The objective is to modify this signature either by "softening" or

by a general reduction in level over a specified portion of the signature. A target level and shape

are then prescribed. The objective function is evaluated numerically as the sum of the absolute

value of the difference between the target signature and current signature over a specified portion

of the signature. The objective function is evaluated on a fixed Cartesian grid from the output of

the Thomas extrapolation code. In addition, in order to evaluate the objective function with

multiple shocks, a finite rise time is added to the ground signature for numerical definition. The

purpose of the design method is to find the minimum of the objective function and the

corresponding design variables. If the objective function vanishes or goes to zero, then the target

signature and current signature wiU coincide.

As will be discussed throughout this paper, many problems and difficulties arise in this

design procedure. Two of the biggest problems are that the objective function is not necessarily

continuous and that many local minima may exist. The design methodology is seeking a minimum

to the objective function in terms of its derivative and not the minimum value of the function.

Hence, if the initial guess is near a local minimum, the design process will determine this to be the

optimal solution. This leads to a trial and error game, where several initial guesses must be

specified to try to converge to a global minimum of the objective function. There is also no

guarantee that the objective function will vary continuously or smoothly as the character of the

signature changes from an N-wave to a multiple shock or smooth distribution. This property of

the objective function also wrecks havoc on the design methodology. Lastly, there is no way of

knowing whether an optimal solution even exists for a given target signature and specified set of

geometric design variables.

Obiective Function

X2

P Obs/l_)

Design Segment

Xl x2

• Design specified portion of ground

pressure signature

• Minimize absolute difference between

target and current signature

• Both target and current signature

interpolated to same Cartesian grid

• Finite rise time added to shocks

prior to interpolation

Figure 2 Objective function definition for shaped signature design.
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BASELINE CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 3 shows four HSCT configurations. Three of these configurations correspond to

low-boom modified linear theory (MLT) designs and the fourth corresponds to a reference

aerodynamic configuration. The two Boeing low-boom configurations are designed for Mach 1.7

overland flight at an altitude of 44000 feet (see Ref. 5). The Boeing-936 configuration was

designed to have a fiat-top signature with an overpressure of about 1.0 lbs/ft2. The Boeing-935

configuration was designed for the same overland Mach number and altitude for a hybrid or

ramped signature from about 1 to 2 lbs/ft2. The Boeing-936 wing configuration is more highly

swept in comparison to the Boeing-935. The third Boeing configuration is a baseline aircraft

referred to as Reference H and exhibits an N-wave signature at Mach 2.4. In addition, the NASA

Langley low-boom design referred to as LB18-10B (see Ref. 6) was also designed by MLT to

have a hybrid signature at Mach 1.8. The following sections will present the CFD analysis of

these configurations and their sonic boom characteristics and attempts at design modifications to

"soften", shape, or generally reduce the level of the sonic boom signatures. In all cases, only clean

wing-body configurations are analyzed in the absence of engine nacelles and other devices. As

will be demonstrated in the subsequent studies, C'FD analysis does not indicate the attainment of

the MLT target signature.

LB18
Math - 1.80
Altitude - 48600 feet

> 2.5

I _N-wave "4"
Mach - 2.4
Altitude - 52700 feet

-LII=I_2F.9._
Mach- 1.70
Altitude - 44000 feet

Maeh - 1.70
Altitude - 44000 feet

2.0

Hybrid

Figure 3 Several low-boom HSCT configurations and their MLT target signatures
in comparison to a reference aircraft.
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NASA LANGLEY LB 18-10B

Baseline Analysis

Figure 4 shows the results of the CFD analysis for the NASA Langley LB 18-10B low-

boom configuration. The left side of the figure shows the near-field signatures computed by the

CFD code at h/1 - 0.50, 1.0, and 2.0. The right side of the figure shows the results of

extrapolating the computed near-field signatures to the ground from an altitude of 48,600 feet

using the Thomas ANET extrapolation code. An interesting feature of this configuration is the

secondary shock that increases in strength with increasing extrapolation distance from the aircraft.

This third shock in the signature increases from about 1.2 to 1.5 lbs/ft2. This is most likely due to

three-dimensional effects. This can be seen also in the near-field signatures where the second

shock strength is diminishing faster with extrapolation distance in comparison with the third

shock. This configuration was originally designed to have a hybrid or ramped signature from

about 1.0 to 1.5 lbs/ft2. As is indicated by figure 4, the CFD analysis does not indicate a hybrid

or ramped shape to the far-field signature although the MLT target pressure levels (i.e. 1 to 1.5

lbs/ft2) have been achieved.
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LBI8-10B Configuration

Mach- 1.8 Alpha = 2.06 Altitude = 48,600 feet

Figure 4 CFD analysis of near-field and extrapolated ground signatures for the LBI8-10B.
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Design Modifications

Modifications to the 10B configuration were undertaken to determine if a hybrid signature

could be recovered with some minor revisions to the shape of the aircraft. Fuselage volume was

chosen as the candidate for design modification. Several steps had to be taken to modify the

existing signature. The fuselage radii were fitted with cubic splines while the existing fuselage

camber line was maintained. For the design process, a cruder baseline grid is desired for

computational efficiency which still maintains the characteristics and shape of the baseline

signature. It is also desirable to extrapolate the signature from the closest possible distance to the

aircraft while also maintaining the characteristics and shape of the baseline signature. The cruder

grid and closer distances are required simply to reduce the amount of computational effort

throughout the design process which might require as many or more than 100 CFD runs. The

cruder grid could be used in this case but the closer extrapolation distance could not because of

the buildup of the strength of the third shock. In order to modify or soften this shock it must exist

in the ground signature that is used to evaluate the objective function.
Since a certain amount of trial and error as well as intuition must be used in the design

process, the design cycles used to modify this configuration will be presented in their entirety. An

attempt was made to recover a hybrid or ramped signature. Figure 5 documents the design cycles

used for this configuration. Initially, an attempt was made to modify and reduce the strength of

the second shock of the signature by modifying the volume of the forward part of the fuselage.

12 design variables in terms of fuselage radii were used at 20 foot intervals on the fuselage. To

let the design process have as much flexibility as possible a three-dimensional elliptical fuselage

shape was also allowed. 6 radii were used for the maximum side width and 6 radii described the

upper and lower centedine with the Original fuselage camber maintained during the design

process. Stations in between were fitted with cubic splines. It was determined in earlier trials that

allowing three-dimensionality to the fuselage yielded much more flexibility and prevented

fuselages from becoming too slender. The three-dimensionality to the fuselage also allows for

more flexibility in canceling out waves since the centerline can be expanding while the side could

be compressing. RUN1 of figure 5 shows the initial ground signature obtained with the cruder

design grid extrapolated from h/1 -1.0 and also the initial target ground pressure signature

distribution specified for the forward part of the signature to be used in evaluating the objective

function. The initial prescribed target pressure distribution was consistent with the 1.0 to 1.5

lbs./ft2 MLT design goal. The unmarked curve shows the final result of the design process. In

most cases, the objective function could not be made to vanish yet a significant reduction in the

objective function could be achieved. Hence, the target pressure distribution was not completely

achieved. In the second design run, or RUN2, the target pressure distribution was modified to

include more of the signature. A further reduction in the objective function was achieved using

the same design variables. For the third run or RUN3 it was desired to modify the strength of the

third remaining shock. Since this shock was definitely coming from the aft end of the

configuration, the latter half of the fuselage radii were used as design variables as indicated on the

figure as well as a new target pressure distribution. The third shock was completely eliminated in

RUN3 although the target pressure distribution was not totally achieved as indicated by the bump

in the signature at about 75 feet. The intention of the last design run or RUN4 was to remove this

bump in the signature by redesigning the mid portion of the fuselage. As indicated by the figure,

the bump was significantly reduced with only some discrepancy in the target versus attained
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signature in the forward part of the signature. These four design runs were comprised of at least

I00 CFD runs for the overall design process. One must ask why not design the entire fuselage all

at once. At least 25 to 30 design variables would probably be necessary to do this instead of 12.

That means that upwards of 50 CFD runs would have to be made for just one design iteration for

each design run.

Hence, the design process is shown to be capable of recovering a signature similar to a

hybrid or ramped shape although the increase in pressure of the new hybrid signature is less than

that of the original MLT design. Now, the ultimate test is to analyze the modified design using a

LB18-10B DESIGN CYCLES
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Figure 5 Fuselage volume modifications and target signatures for the LB18-10B Configuration
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fine grid for the CFD computation. Figure 6 shows the result of such a fine grid analysis

computation for the ground signature extrapolated from h/1 - 1.0 in comparison to the signature

obtained on the cruder design grid. The fine grid analysis indicates a slightly lower initial shock

overpressure but two steep compressions have arisen due to the fine grid analysis in comparison

to the smooth crude grid design signature. The steep compressions or steps in the signature were

not represented as shocks in the Thomas ANET extrapolation code. To further determine how

well the design signature will hold up, the fine grid analysis was also extrapolated from h/l -2.0 as

shown in figure 7 and compared to the fine grid signature of the original configuration. The steep

pressure gradients in the design signature obtained at an extrapolation distance of h/1 - 1.0 have

diminished at the extrapolation distance of 2.0. A further increase in pressure signature level

appears at this extrapolation distance at about 150 feet due to the initial effect of the increase in

strength of the third shock previously observed for the original design. Whether this design

signature could be made into a linear ramp is still unknown because fine grids would have to be used

in the design process which would require significantly more computational effort. This study

may be conducted in the near future. If a linear ramp can not be achieved, the question will

always be whether the bumps in the signature really represent weak shocks not being resolved by

the CFD analysis or truly shockless compressions.

LB18 Modified Design
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Figure 6 Comparison of ground signatures for crude design Figure ? Comparison of ground signatures for modified

and fine grid analysis of modified LB18-10B and original LB18-10B configuration
extrapolated from ld1-1.0, extrapolated from h/! -2.0.
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Figure 8a shows the fuselage area modification to the design. Several bumps in the

fuselage area can be observed. Two additional bumps in the fuselage area distribution were

created by the design process. The fourth bump already present in the original configuration was

diminished. Figure 8b further shows the three-dimensional contouring of the fuselage area

modifications by plotting maximum half width radii and centerline plane radii versus the original

radii of the circular fuselage. Figure 9 further shows a comparison of the near-field pressure

signatures of the original design and the modified design. At h/1 - 0.25, the modified design

shows a series of shocks partially due to the bumps in the fuselage area. At further distances

below the aircraft, the modified design exhibits a flatter character in comparison with the original

design. Evidently, these additional shocks are necessary to achieve the hybrid or ramped

signature.
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Figure 8 Fuselage volume and radius modifications to the LB18-10B configuration.
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BOEING-936 CONFIGURATION

Baseline Analysis

Figure 10 shows computed CFD near-field and extrapolated far-field or sonic boom

signatures for the Boeing-936 configuration flying at Mach 1.7 and an altitude of 44000 feet.

This configuration was designed by MLT to have a flat-top signature with an initial shock

overpressure of about 1 lbs/ft2. The fine grid Cb_ analysis indicates a multi-shock signature with

shock strengths of about 1.2 and 1.7 lbs/ft2. Very little variation in the ground signature was

obtained as a function of extrapolation height. Hence, to save computational effort, the signature

extrapolated from h/1 - 0.25 or 75 feet below the aircraft was used in the design process on a

cruder grid.

BOEING 936 LOW BOOM AIRCRAFt
Mach - 1.70 Alpha - 3.15 Alt - 44000 feet
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Figure 10 CFD analysis of near-field and extrapolated ground signatures
for the low-boom Boeing-936 configuration.

Design Modifications

The first attempt at redesigning and shaping this ground signature consisted of

modifications to the fuselage volume while preserving the fuselage camber. A three-dimensional

elliptical representation of the fuselage was again chosen for flexibility and 10 design variables

were used, 5 for the upper and lower radii and 5 for the side or maximum width radii. Cubic
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splineswereusedagainto fit thefuselagebetweendesignvariablestationsandtheforward two-
thirdsof thefuselagewaschosento bemodified. Thetargetsignaturewasto recoverthefiat-top
signatureof the originalMLT design. The left sideof figure 11 showsthe final resultsof the
designprocesson the crudedesigngrid in comparisonto the original fine grid signature.The
secondshockwas virtually eliminatedat the slight expenseof the initial shock. A fine grid
analysisof themodifieddesignwasthencarriedout for verificationandtheresultsareshownon
theright sideof figure 11at variousextrapolationheights. At extrapolationheightsbeyondh/1-
0.25, a smooth nearly fiat-top signature is indicated although the 1 lbs/ft2 level could not be

achieved. The growth to the fuselage volume to attain this signature was unacceptable. To

determine if this solution was unique, 12 design variables were used and the design process was

continued. Figure 12 shows the final fine grid results of this design modification. A slightly

different shape to the ground signature was obtained but the growth to the fuselage volume was

still similar and unacceptable placing an undesirable hump at mid-section. Evidently, to fill in the

expansion region prior to the second shock and also to negate the strength of the second shock, a

compression followed by an expansion in fuselage area is necessary.

The unacceptable fuselage growth led to a third try at modifying this configuration using

fuselage camber while maintaining or preserving the original volume. The left side of figure 13

shows the original signature and the target signature applied during the design iteration process

on the crude grid using an extrapolation distance of 141 - 0.25. A ramped target pressure

distribution
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Figure 11 Fuselage volume modification to ground signatures using 10 design
variables for the Boeing-936 configuration.
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was used for the design in an attempt to lower the strength of the initial shock. The results of the

design split the second shock into two smaller shocks but could not diminish the initial shock

overpressure. The right side of figure 13 shows the results of a fine grid analysis of this

modification at several extrapolation distances. Unfortunately, the second shock coalesces with

the initial shock with increasing extrapolation distance somewhat increasing the initial shock

overpressure above the 1 lbs/ft2 level. Figure 14 shows the extent of the fuselage camber

modifications in comparison to the original camber of the configuration. Additional camber was

added near the nose and diminished near the mid-section of the fuselage.
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Figure 12 Fuselage volume modifications to ground signature using 12 design variables for the Boeing-936 configuration.
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Boeing-936 configuration.
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A further attempt was now made to improve and smooth the signature characteristics

using the fuselage volume. Figure 15 shows an interesting comparison indicating the sensitivity of

the overall process to the geometry. Figure 15 shows a comparison of the ground signature

obtained for the fuselage camber modification with the same design but with the fuselage radii

now fitted with cubic splines for the stations in between. Significant changes to the signature

were computed just by fitting the fuselage radii with cubic splines every 20 to 30 feet.

Apparently, there is a sensitivity to the geometry, its derivatives, and to the type of analytical fit

used to represent it. This is an important issue and must be addressed sometime in the near

future. The left side of figure 16 shows the result of applying some minor fuselage volume

modifications to the configuration. The target pressure distribution was flat-top in an attempt to

eliminate the second shock and smooth the pressure signature. This was not fully obtained

although the strength of the second shock was diminished as well as the expansion region. The

right side of figure 16 shows the results of a further fine grid analysis for the additional fuselage

volume modification for several different extrapolation heights. As before, the second shock

coalesces with the first shock giving rise to an increase in the initial overpressure with increasing

extrapolation distance. At extrapolation distances of h/l -I.0 and greater, the ground pressure

signature essentially becomes a fiat top. Figure 17 shows a comparison of the two design

modifications for the pressure signatures in the near field at hfl - 1.0 and in the far-field

signatures. In the near-field, it is quite evident that the fuselage camber modification virtually

eliminates the second shock or wing shock. The additional fuselage volume modification led to a

more fiat-top signature in comparison to the fuselage camber alone modification.
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Figure 14 Fuselage camber modifications to the
Boeing-936 configuration.
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Figure 16 Ground signatures computed for the Boeing-936 configuration
with additional fuselage volume modifications.
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Figure 17 Near-field and extrapolated ground signatures for fuselage camber
and volume modifications to the Boeing-936 configuration.
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BOEING-935 CONFIGURATION

Baseline Analysis

Figure 18 shows the results of the CFD analysis for the near-field and extrapolated ground

signatures for the Boeing-935 low-boom configuration at Mach 1.7 and an altitude of 44000 feet.

As mentioned earlier, this configuration was designed by MLT for a target ramp signature from

1.0 to 2.0 lbs/ft2. As is typical for most configurations designed by MLT for a ramped or hybrid

signature, a multi-shock signature (in this case almost an N-wave) is obtained when analyzed by

CFD. The second stronger shock is caused by the more highly loaded wing planform. The

discrepancy between MLT and the CFD analysis is largely due to the nonlinear and three-

dimensional effects of the highly loaded wing that are neglected by MLT.

Initial attempts at shaping this signature with fuselage volume were found to be completely

ineffectual. Fuselage camber was used in an attempt to modify the signature and separate the two

leading shocks. A shaped signature objective function was abandoned and the sonic boom

objective function was specified to simply minimize the maximum shock overpressure. This was

partially successful and led to a reduction in level of the second shock. Unfortunately,

continuation of this design process was leading to extreme fuselage camber shapes. The design

process was terminated and a less extreme fuselage camber shape was chosen that reduced the

level of the second shock. This is illustrated in figure 19 where the original fuselage camber is
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BOEING 935 LOW BOOM AIRCRAFT
Mach - 1.70 Alpha - 3.50 Alt - 44000 feet

Figure 18 CFD analysis of near-field and extrapolated ground signatures for the
Boeing-935 low-boom configuration.
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plotted versus the modified camber line. Positive values of the camber line were completely
eliminated for the forward half of the fuselage. Figure 20 shows the final ground signatures

obtained with a fine grid CFD analysis. A significant reduction in level of the overall signature

from about 2.25 to 1.7 lbs/ft2 was achieved. The design modifications also significantly reduced

the strength of the tail shock. A further attempt at this point to reduce the level was carried out

using fuselage volume. Figure 20 also shows the result of this design process. The overall level
was reduced from about to 2.3 to about 1.5 lbs/ft2.

Major changes to the fuselage camber might alter the lift coefficient. Since this

preliminary study did not include aerodynamic constraints, a check on the lift coefficient for the

modified design showed a reduction in lift coefficient from .121 to .105. Figure 21 shows the
effect of lift coefficient. The signature of the original design is plotted versus the modified design

at the design angle of attack with a lower lift coefficient and at a higher angle of attack

corresponding to a lift coefficient of .124 similar to the original design. Some of the reduction

gained during the design process is lost at the higher lift coefficient. In future studies, the lift
coefficient will be a constraint and hence, the angle of attack will become a design variable.
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Figure 19 Modified fuselage camber distribution
for the Boeing-935 configuration.
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Figure 20 Fuselage camber and volume effects on
ground signatures for the Boeing-935
configuration.

Figure 21 Effect of lift coefficient on modified signature
for the Boeing-93$ configuration.
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BOEING REFERENCE H CONFIGURATION

BaselineAnalysis

Figure 22 shows the results of a CFD analysis of the Boeing Reference H configuration at

Mach 2.4, angle of attack of 4.5 degrees, and an altitude of 52700 feet. The near-field signatures

indicate the dominance of the highly loaded wing generated shock. Extrapolation to the far-field

yields an N-wave with an initial overpressure of almost 3 lbs/ft2. The far-field signature is longer

than previous configurations reaching almost 700 feet in length. At 4.5 degrees angle of attack,

the lift coefficient was computed to be about 0.12. The ground signature is relatively invariant

with extrapolation distance although the signature becomes slightly longer with a slight increase in

initial shock overpressurc.
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Figure 22 CFD analysis of near-field and extrapolated ground signature for the
Boeing Reference H configuration.
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DesignModifications

As beforewith theBoeing-935configuration,the signature shape based objective function

can not be used initially if the configuration exhibits an N-wave signature. The first objective is to

break up the N-wave into a multiple shock signature. To accomplish this, the objective function is

specified to minimize all shock strengths. If just the initial shock overpressure is used in the

objective function, a second stronger shock would result in the design process. Hence, the

objective function is specified to detect and minimize all shock waves for the positive or forward

half of the signature.

Figure 23 shows the results of an initial attempt to modify the N-wave of the Boeing

Reference H configuration using fuselage volume at a lower lift coefficient corresponding to 3.0

degrees angle of attack. As indicated, the strong nose shock is separated into three shocks of

almost equal strength, hence, resulting in an overall reduction in boom level. The right side of

figure 23 shows the resulting "coke bottle" fuselage shape required to produce the multi-shock

signature. Work is currently in progress to further modify this configuration to produce shaped

signatures at higher lift coefficients.

Boeing Reference H Configuration
Mach - 2.4, Alpha - 3.0 degs., Alt - 52700 feet
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Figure 23 Preliminary modifications using fuselage volume to eliminate N-wave
signature for the Boeing Reference H at 3.0 degrees alpha.
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SUMMARY

A preliminaryCFD designsystem using an efficient Euler code in conjunction with a

numerical optimizer has been developed for the optimization of High-Speed Civil Transports.

The design system can be used for inviscid aerodynamic optimization and for sonic boom

signature shaping and reduction. The design system is coupled to an extrapolation code to obtain

ground sonic boom signatures that are used in evaluating a user specified objective function. The

system has also been automated so that geometric and grid generation take place automatically

during the design process. The geometry utilizes a simple wave drag input format.

The CFD analysis of several low-boom configurations demonstrated the departure of

MLT from its specified sonic boom signature design goals. This was particularly apparent for

configurations designed using MLT with a hybrid or ramped sonic boom signature. It is evident

from the CFD analysis of these configurations that MLT does not properly account for the three-

dimensional nonlinear wing aerodynamics. Preliminary application of the design system has

demonstrated its capability in modifying surface geometries of baseline configurations in order to

achieve desired sonic boom shapes and signatures. It was found that fiat-top shaped signatures

and signatures with a small rise in pressure (i.e. hybrid or ramped) could be recovered using the

present design system and with fuselage volume and/or camber as the design variables. In some

cases, these modifications may have been unacceptable in terms of aerodynamic efficiency.

For configurations exhibiting close to N-wave signatures, the pressure shape objective

function approach had to be abandoned during initial attempts to modify the design. Instead, a

simpler objective function designed to minimize the strength of all shocks over the forward half of

the signature was utilized.

Further work on the design system will be to include aerodynamic constraints in the

overall design process.
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MID-FIELD SONIC BOOM EXTRAPOLATION METHODOLOGY

Samson Cheung, Sanford Davis, and Eugene Tu

NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA

INTRODUCTION

In the design cycle of low-boom airplanes, sonic boom prediction must be accurate and effi-

cient. The classical linear method, Whitham's F-function theory [1], has been widely applied to

predict sonic boom signatures. However, linear theory fails to capture the nonlinear effects created by

large civil transport. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been used successfully to predict sonic

boom signals at the near and mid fields [2]. Nevertheless, it is computationally expansive in airplane

design runs [3].

In the present study, the method of characteristics is used to predict sonic boom signals in an

efficient fashion. The governing equations are the axisymmetric Euler's equations with constant

enthalpy. Since the method solves Euler's equations, it captures more nonlinear effects than the clas-

sical Whitham's F-function technique. Furthermore, the method of characteristics is an efficient

marching scheme for initial value problems.

In this study, we will first review the current CFD extrapolation technique and the work previously

done in sonic boom extrapolation [2]. Then, we will introduce the governing equations and the meth-

od of characteristics. Finally, we will show that the present method yields the same accurate results as

previous CFD techniques, but with higher efficiency.
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SONIC BOOM EXTRAPOLATION PROCESS

ThisparagraphdescribestheCFDsonicboompredictiontechniquein Ref. [2].

The near-field solution of a supersonic vehicle is calculated by the UPS3D code [4] which solves

the Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations. This near-field solution is then interfaced to an

extrapolation code for sonic boom prediction. In Ref. [2], Whitham's F-function theory [ 1] and an

axisymmetric finite-volume PNS code (PNSYM) were used to extrapolate the solution to mid and far

fields. Since the F-function theory is based on linear potential theory, the nonlinear effects arc not

taken into accounL Although the PNS code captures the nonlinear effects, it is computational

expensive for optimization runs, even in an axisymmetric case.

CFD Calculation

SONIC BOOM PREDICTION PROCESS

-- _ m

.,.\ N_u'-Fleld _ Signal

Extrapola_

F function Theory

Sonic Boom at Ground Level

-- .i ........ ; ....... i ........
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REVIEW: CONE.CYLINDER

A technique of sonic boom prediction used in Ref. [2] has been described on the previous page.
A cone-cylinderconfigurationwas chosenbecausewind-tunneldata[5]were available.Sincethe

geometryisaxisymmctric,two pointsarcneededinthecircumferentialdirection.An axisymmetric

PNS code (PNSYM) was usedtoobtainthepressuresignals.

Cone-Cylinder

M= 168, a=0
6.48 °

• 10 and 20 cone-lengths _- 43,n =

Grid dimensions:

2 points in circumferential direction

340 points in normal direction

1% cone length in step size
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PRESSURE SIGNAL AT H/L=10

The figure below shows the pressure signal at 10 cone lengths (H/L=IO) obtained from the

axisymmetdc PNS code (PNSYM). This shows that the CFD code is capable of obtaining a sonic

boom signal if enough grid points are used.
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PRESSURE SIGNAL AT H/L=20

The figure below shows the pressure signal at 20 cone lengths (H/L=20) obtained from the

axisymmetric PNS code (PNSYM). Note that viscosity was turned off for these calculations. This

shows that the CFD code is capable of obtaining a sonic boom signal if matching step size is small

enough.

PRESSURE SIGNAL AT H/L = 20
Cone-cylinder: M = 1.68, Euler calculation, Grid = 340
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REVIEW: DELTA.WING BODY

Another geometry chosen tobe studiedinRcf. [2]isa delta-wingbody whose wind-tunneldata

[6]wcrc available.In thiscase,thenear-fieldsolutionisfirstcomputed by the 3-D CFD code

COPS3D); thenthe solutionisinterfacedwith theaxisymmelric PNS code (UPSYM) forsonicboom

extrapolation.

• M=2.7

• UPS3D:

Delta-Wing Body

40 points in circumferential

140 points in normal

0.06-0.18% body length in step size

r .. 0.540-0.011 (x-7.01) 2 forforebody

3.45

17.52 _.-

t/c= O.OS tt_
C

UPSYM

2 points in circumferential

400 points in normal
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PRESSURESIGNAL AT H/L=3.1 BY CFD

The figure below shows the pressure signal at 3.1 body lengths (H/L=3. I) obtained by both

viscous and inviscid calculations. The differences between the calculations are due to the boundary

layer displacement. Detailed explanation can be found in Ref. [2]. The near-field inviscid calculation

took 20 CPU rains, in Cray-YMP, and the inviscid extrapolation (to 3.1 body lengths) took 40 mins.

PRESSURE SIGNAL AT H/L = 3.1
Viscous and inviscid calculation
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I
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!
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I
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I
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PRESSURE SIGNAL AT H/L=3.1 BY F-FUNCTION

The figure below shows the pressure signal at 3.1 body lengths ffI/L=3.1) obtained by Whitham's
F-function (linear) theory. The extrapolation interfacing with the near-field CFD solution at two
different distances gave two different results. This shows that nonlinear effects still played a
significant role in these distances. In general, this is hard to determine where are the good places to
start the linear extrapolation.
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FORMULATION

So much about the review of previous sonic boom extrapolation results. Let us change gear and

consider the formulation of the present methodology. Below is the formulation of Euler equations

with constant enthalpy.

Formulation

The non-conservation form in cylindrical coordinates

of Euler equations with constant enthalpy is

Op ap Ou av pv
u_ + v_ + P_-k + P_ = --F

au ou 1 ap
u-_ + v-_ + -- .. 0p ax

av av 1 ap v_
u#+ " -7

where u and v are velocity components in the x and r

directions respectively, p is density, and p is pressure.
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FORMULATION (CONT.)

The idea is to convert the governing equations into a form of Burger Equation. The trick is to

introduce a variable R, such that R is the natural logarithm of density, p. Note that for sonic boom

extrapolation, a small perturbation theory can be assumed.

Formulation (Cont.)

Let R be In(p), therefore,

1 ap OR
I m

p Ox Ox
1 op ffi 1 apaR = a2aR
p Ox p Op Ox Ox

where a is the local speed of sound.

Small perturbation u = U(l+u) and v = Uv'

where U is free-stream velocity.
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FORMULATION (CONT.)

With previous assumption and substitution, the system of Euler equations can be written as a

syatem of Burger equations. Note that the prime in u' and v' is dropped for convenience. To solve

this system of equations, a method of characteristics is used.

Formulation (Cont.)

The form of Burger Equation (System)

Aqx + Bqr .. c

'l+u°'B'o1+ c. o.

where M 2 = (a/U) 2. The primes are dropped.
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METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS

A and B are 3x3 matrices. Look for a 3x3 matrix T, such that TA = ATB where A is a diagonal

matrix which consists of the eigenvalues of the system, as shown below.

Method of Characteristics

Governing Equations

Look for Te £t 3,

or

Aq x+ Bq r ffi c

TA -- A TB, therefore

TAqx + TBqr = TC

A TBqx + TBqr ffi TC

Obtain A by soiving det(A-XB)=0

Obtain T by solving (AT-;k,i BT) ti=0 , ti is ith row of T
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METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS (CONT.)

Suppose initial conditions at Q, T, and S are given. The solution at point P in the next step is

needed to be found. There are three characteristic curves passing through P from Q, T and S. Let these

curves be o_=constant, [3=constant, and y---constant, respectively, as shown below.

8 l a
Along each characteristic, we have _. + _r - r e _aa etc.

The left-handed side of this equation fits the left-handed side of the Burger equation

ATBq x + TBqr = Tc

Therefore, each of the three equations has the form shown at the bottom of the viewgraph.

Method of Characteristics (Cont.)

A TBqx + TBqr -- Tc

Let ct, 13,and -¢be the characteristics of the

corresponding eigenvalue's Ls.

Along a

L_+__a_ = 1 0Or r Oa
a

characteristic, ct=const.

For each X

aR au av

_o_ = (Tc)x

P
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METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS (CONT.)

So far we have three equations, but six unknowns (R, u, v, and three k's). The other three

equations become the characteristic equations.

Method of Characteristics (Cont.)

• Unknowns: R, u, v, and Xs

Three characteristic equations plus

ax ardx X _ =X
dr aa

for all X

• Six equations and six unknowns
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METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS (CONT')

Six equationsand sixunknowns arcshown below.

Method of Characteristics (Cont.)
aR au av ar

al _ + a2_ + a3 aa " 84 aa

aR Ou av
b l _ + b2 a---_ + b3-E-_

aR au av

ar

= b4c_

ar

ax ar ax ar ax Z ar
aO_ = _'1 , = X2a---_-- a_ _ ,-_- 3_

a's, b's, and c's are functions of R, u, and v.
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DISCRETIZATION

Suppose we are looking for the solution (R, u, and v) at point P, and the solution at current points

Q, T, and S are known. Consider one of the three governing equations at a-characteristic, as shown

below. Denote R(P) to be the value of R at point P, etc.

We discretize _f/5(x by (f(P)-f(Q))/A(x, and we average ai by (ai(P)+ai(Q))/2. Note that Aa are

cancelled out in the discretized equation. The six discretized equations are solved iteratively.

Method of Characteristics (Cont.)

Discretization

aR au av
a__-_ + a2_-_ + a3a-_

(al(P) +al(Q))

2

ar
= a4dcL

-R(Q))

Solve the system iteratively.
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POSSIBLEPROBLEMS

The values of 7L's are given below.

The first problem occurs when v=0 (note v is v'). This can be solved easily as shown.

The second problem occurs when Mv=l. In application of sonic boom propagation in civil

transport, M is in the range of 1.5 to 3. On the other hand, v' is much less than 1/3 for low

angle-of-attack civil transport. Therefore, the problem will not occur.

Possible Problems

l+u
X 1 =

V

_v(1 +u) ± IM2(v2+ (u+ 1)2)-1
M2v2_ 1

For ;k1, problem occurs at v.. 0
ax ar ar _ ax

= XI_-- _ "-* _ = Xl1_-- _

For X2,3, problem occurs at Mv.=-,-1

In application of supersonic flow; therefore M>I.
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APPLICATION (2-D)

This is a 2-D application. Initial signal is a sine curve. At supersonic flow (Mach 1.414), we can

see the formation of the shock waves in space.

CH2D code iiii /_

• °'°° \ I -
"°'°_ \I

o. 00" ---_ll "lli'L

-0,o5'

-0. 1O"

,...y
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APPLICATION (AXISYMMETRIC)

The name of this code solving the Euler equations with constant enthalpy by method of character-

istics is W'PSYM (wave propagation - symmetric).

The geometry is the delta-wing body described previously. The near-field solution is obtained by

UPS3D code at about 0.6 body length under the flight track. This calculation took 20 CPU mins. in

Cray-YMP. At this point, the solution was interfaced with two extrapolation codes; namely, the

axisymmetric PNS code mentioned before and WPSYM. The axisymmetric PNS code took 40 mins.

to obtain the pressure signal at H/L--3.1; whereas, WPSYM took 1.2 rains, in the same machine. The

x -y plot below also shows the new method sharply defines the shock points with high efficiency.

Near-field Solution

Sonic Boom ; t

Propagation Navler-Stoke, (PN$)

(UPb'3D Code - 20 rain)

Generic Delta-Wing Body

• _<'/ Extrapolated Solution,

.02 1 _,__ % HIL = O.E _Wllve Propagation I=entroplc

/ _ "(% \ _,_m,tr, cE.,..Cod.

-'01J ° -:- "°°m;isl_:_:'._ _k, /i H/L = 3.1

-.03 [ ..... .r_.._x,._,,,o. e;v.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
aX/L
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INTRODUCTION

A performance assessment of eight low-boom high speed civil transport (HSCT)

configurations and a reference HSCT configuration has been performed. Although each of the

configurations was designed with different engine concepts, for consistency, a year 2005

technology, 0.4 bypass ratio mixed-flow turbofan (MFTF) engine was used for all of the

performance assessments. Therefore, all original configuration nacelles were replaced by a year

2005 MFTF nacelle design which corresponds to the engine deck utilized. The engine thrust

level was optimized to minimize vehicle takeoff gross weight. To preserve the configuration's

sonic-boom shaping, wing area was not optimized or altered from its original design value.

Performance sizings were completed when possible for takeoff balanced field lengths of 11,000 ft

and 12,000 ft, not considering FAR Part 36 Stage III noise compliance. Additionally, an arbitrary

sizing with thrust-to-weight ratio equal to 0.25 was performed, enabling performance levels to be

compared independent of takeoff characteristics. The low-boom configurations analyzed

included designs from the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, Douglas Aircraft Company,

Ames Research Center, and Langley Research Center. This paper discusses the technology level

assumptions, mission profile, analysis methodologies, and the results of the assessment. The

results inclu'de maximum lift-to-drag ratios, total fuel consumption, number of passengers,

optimum engine sizing plots, takeoff performance, mission block time, and takeoff gross weight

for all configurations. Results from the low-boom configurations are also compared with a non-

low-boom reference config0ration. Configuration dependent advantages or deficiencies are
discussed as warranted.
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This paper is divided into the six sections shown in the outline below. The

technology assumptions and propulsion system are discussed first. The full mission

profile simulated for all of the configuration sizings is presented, followed by a brief

discussion of the methodology employed to arrive at the results. The performance

results for a non-boom constrained reference configuration are shown first, then the

results for the eight low-boom configurations are presented. The sonic-boom

characteristics of each low-boom configuration are assumed to be as designed (refs. 1-

7). Finally the results are compiled, when applicable, into three differently constrained

sizing tables. The final page of this report contains conclusions which can be drawn
from this assessment.

The method of analysis and assumptions used are constant for each of the

configurations evaluated. When assumptions are made that affect the relative sizing of

the concepts differently, the advantage is always given to the heavier configuration,

since sonic-boom shaping and design closure inherently become less certain as the

configuration's weight grows. In addition, the heavier designs are unlikely to be

selected for further study, and slight performance assumption advantages gained over

more efficient configurations are, therefore, moot. One example of this philosophy is
the method for estimation of available fuel volume. All configurations are assumed to

have the same Size landing gear bay as the reference configuration. As the low-boom

configurations grow in takeoff gross weight (TOGW), this assumption becomes less and

less valid, giving the heaviest configurations a slight advantage in fuel capacity.

Outline

Technology Assumptions

!1. Mission Schematic

III. Methodology

IV. Reference Configuration Results

V° Individual Low-Boom Configuration Results

VI. Tabular Comparisons & Conclusions

q .....
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The technology assumptions shown below are used for all of the performance

analyses. A year 2005 Entry-Into-Service (EIS) date is assumed. Major weight savings
are achieved by utilizing advanced composite materials, structural designs, and aeroelastic

tailoring. Synthetic vision is used to eliminate the weight penalty of a variable geometry
nose section. Cockpit multipurpose displays and advanced flight control systems provide

additional weight savings. Computer-controlled flap schedules allow for aerodynamic

shape optimization during takeoff and landing, which minimizes the net thrust required for
final vehicle sizing. The takeoff distance computations are reported as balanced field
lengths and are not constrained by FAR Part 36 Stage III noise certification compliance.
The eight low-boom configurations were developed over a time span of years, with some

originating before the High-Speed Research (HSR) mission requirements were well
defined, or year 2005 engine technologies well understood. The changes in technology

level assumptions and mission requirements, along with the severe challenges of sonic-

boom shaping, cause a significant variance between the low-boom concepts' passenger
load, propulsion system layout, and assumed engine cycle. Though not all of these

inconsistencies can be removed for these analyses, a single engine cycle must be selected
to remove the large possible TOGW variance directly proportional to engine weight and
performance. Therefore, a year 2005 EIS, 0.4 bypass ratio Mb'TF is used for all of the

concept analyses. Since none of the configurations were designed with this engine, all
original configuration nacelle geometries were replaced with the nacelle of the year 2005
MFTE This change impacted the wave drag of the reference and all low-boom

configurations differently, and is discussed on a case by case basis later in this paper.

Technology Assumptions

or. 2005 Entry-Into-Service (EIS) Date

°:° Advanced Composite Materials and Structural Designs

or. Aeroelastic Tailoring

•:. Synthetic Vision and Cockpit Multipurpose Displays

°t. Computer-Controlled Flap Schedules for Takeoff and Landing

el. Balanced Field Length with NO Noise Constraint Applied

•:° 0.4 Bypass Ratio, Mixed Flow Turbofan (MFTF) Engines
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When replacing the original propulsion system with that of the year 2005

engine shown below, every effort was made to preserve the originally assumed boundary

layer offset, lateral spacing, and longitudinal positioning of the nacelles. However, if for a

particular configuration this placement would result in greater than one third of the nacelle

overhanging the wing, the MFTF nacelles were moved forward, averaging damage

tolerance (engine face behind rear spar) and overhang constraints. The MFTF propulsion

system performance, weight, and dimensional data were generated using a modified

version of the Navy/NASA Engine Program (NNEP, ref. 8), with temperature, structural,

and material limits established by HSR industry partners and Lewis Research Center. The

MFTF has a bypass ratio of 0.4 and an overall pressure ratio of 21.9. The inlet is an

axisymmetric, mixed compression, translating centerbody inlet, and is started for Mach

numbers greater than 1.6. An axisymmetric/two-dimensional hybrid mixer ejector (ME)

nozzle is used to reduce takeoff noise associated with the high jet velocity typical of this

cycle. The ME nozzle entrains an additional 120 percent ambient air over the MFTF's
inlet air. The ambient air mixes with the engine air to reduce the jet velocity at the exit of

the nozzle, thereby reducing noise. Acoustic lining is used inside the nozzle to reduce

mixing noise. The baseline engine has a design corrected mass flow of 650 lb/s and

develops 47,000 lb of sea-level static thrust. The total propulsion system (inlet, engine,

nozzle, nacelle, firewall, mounts, diverter, etc.) weighs 18,692 lb and is scaled linearly

with thrust for all analyses. Installation effects included in the propulsion system data are

inlet spillage, bleed, and bypass drags. Because of this engine's early development,

boattail drag is not in the engine deck, but is included with the far-field wave drag data.

Diameter = 62.6.,in.
/ Area = 3078 in. "_

2005 MFTF

Height = Width = 79.6 in.

Maximum Area = 6336 in."

i _ Ejector Inlet Doors
.xi. to 2D transition

Weight Breakdown, Ib

Inlet 3,200

Engine 7,140

Nozzle 5,320

Misc. 3,032

Total 18,692

244 in.
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The mission profile illustrated in the schematic below was utilized for the

performance assessment. Instead of the usual HSR mission profile which has an all

Mach 2.4 overwater cruise leg, a mixed mission is used in the current study that
incorporates an initial 25 percent overland segment. The non low-boom reference

configuration flies subsonically during the overland segment at Mach 0.9 while the low-

boom configurations' overland Mach numbers vary from 1.6 to 2.0. The remaining 75
percent of the 309 passenger, 5000 n.mi. range mission is assumed to be overwater at

Mach 2.4. Main mission trip fuel allowances include fuel for 10 minutes of warm-up
and taxi at idle power, takeoff and climb, cruise at optimum altitude, and descent.

Reserves include fuel for a missed approach, climb to 37,800 ft, cruise at Mach 0.9 and

37,800 ft for 260 n.mi. to an alternate airport, a 30-minute hold at 15,000 ft, descent
from hold condition, plus an additional 6 percent of the trip fuel allowance. Since most

of the low-boom arrow-wing type planforms are significantly challenged in the low-

speed arena, up to three different constant wing area performance sizings are presented
for each configuration. These include an 11,000 ft takeoff field length (TOFL)
constrained sizing, a 12,000 ft TOFL constrained sizing, and an arbitrary 0.25 thrust-to-
weight ratio sizing. This last sizing is presented to provide a relative comparison of the

configurations independent of their takeoff characteristics which could be improved by
future design cycles, or by improving high-lift augmentation capabilities.

Mission Schematic

/r25% Overland Cruise

Climb /
Taxi out,/

Overwater Cruise (Mach 2.4)\

Descent

Land5000 n. mi. _ Tax n
r

Cruise ' "" Descent I Reserve Mission /
@ 37,800 ft (Mach 0.9) l

ro_.,.__ 0 min Hold @ 15,000 ft + 6% trip fuel

Missed app _ Approach

260 n. mi.----_
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The performance analysis methodology used in this study closely follows the well
documented method of reference 9. All methods are linear, modified-linear, or

empirical in nature. Zero-lift drag analysis consists of skin-friction, roughness, and

volume-wave drag computations with base drag assumed negligible for all

configurations. Skin-friction drag is calculated using the T' method of Sommer and

Short (CDF1, ref. 10), and roughness drag is empirically calculated as a percentage of

skin-friction drag. Zero-lift far-field wave drag is estimated using a slightly refined

method of reference 11 (AWAVE). Supersonic lift-dependent drag calculations are

performed with the modified-linear theory method of reference 12 (WDES), with the

empirical corrections of reference 13 applied. Supersonic trim-drag increments are
obtained from the linear results of the UDP (ref. 14) code. Nacelle interference effects

are calculated in the lift analysis module of the System for Aerodynamic Design and

Analysis of Supersonic Aircraft (SDAS, refs. 15,16) code. AERO2S (ref. 17) is used

for subsonic and trimmed takeoff drag polar development. A configuration's weight

and balance are estimated using the Flight Optimization System (FLOPS, ref. 18). Fuel

volume is determined by laying out wing and aft fuselage fuel tanks utilizing the

Configuration Development Module (CDM) of reference 19, with a final empirical

factor applied. Passenger count estimation, a linear curve fit based on numerous

previously documented supersonic transport studies, utilizes available fuselage volume

and assumes a fixed volume for galleys, lavatories, etc., plus volume per passenger.

Final constant wing area sizing and full mission simulation are accomplished with

FLOPS.

f

Performance Assessment Methodology

Zero-Lift Drag: CDF1, AWAVE

Subsonic & Takeoff Lift-Dependent Drag Calculations: AERO2S

Supersonic Lift-Dependent Drag Calculations: WDES

Supersonic Trim Drag Increments: UDP

Supersonic Nacelle Interference Effects: SDAS

Mass Properties: FLOPS

Fuel Volume, Passenger Count, Center-of-Gravity: CDM, FLOPS

Mission Simulation & Configuration Sizing: FLOPS
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Plan-viewsof thereferenceconfigurationandtheeight low-boom concepts
assessedin this studyarepresentedbelow. Although thereferenceconfigurationhasthe
sameplanformasBoeing'sReferenceH, thepropulsionsystemandaerodynamic
performanceassumptionsdiffer. As shown,the low-boom configurationshavemore
aerodynamicallyaggressive(andstructurallychallenging)arrow-wingplanformsthan
thedoubledeltaof thereference.This is adirect resultof applyingthelow-sonic-boom
constraint(traditionallyasmooth,elongatedlift distribution) during thedesignprocess.
Threeof the low-boom designsincorporateahorizontaltail, two include acanard,and
threeusesinglelifting surfaces.Adherenceto theHSRprogrammaticassumptionsof a
309passengerMach2.4overwatermissionwith four underwingenginesvaries. Design
variationsinclude: theAmesModel 1,designedasa trijet; theLangley LB 16,designed
to accommodateonly 250passengersat anoverwaterMachnumberof 2.0; andthe
Langley LB 18,designedwithaft fuselagemountedenginesto ensuresonic-boom
shaping.Suchradically different characteristicscouldbiastheanalysis results either for

or against these particular concepts. Therefore, care must be taken when comparing the

final results of these three low-boom designs because differences in performance could

be highly dependent on cruise Mach number or propulsion system layout. Additionally,

because the individual designers used several different methods of calculating reference

area, a calculation of planform area carried to the centerline using a consistent method is

presented for each configuration.

Reference & Low-Boom Configurations

Reference

J

Ames Model 3 Douglas

Ames Model 2

Boeing 935

Boeing 936

Langley LB 16

Langley LB 18
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Shown below is the sizing diagram for the reference configuration. This concept is

an HSCT designed without any consideration for the loudness of the sonic-boom

signature. Although the configuration was originally designed for an all Mach 2.4
overwater cruise, this sizing study includes an initial 25 percent subsonic leg simulating

overland operation. The incorporation of the 25 percent 0.9 Mach number segment

results in a penalty of approximately 30,000 lb in TOGW and 1.4 hr in block time. The

original design incorporated four turbine bypass engines. When the original engine

nacelles were replaced with the larger year 2005 MFTF engine nacelles for this study,

the result was a wave drag penalty of 3.0 counts at the overwater cruise Mach number.
The maximum lift-to-drag ratio for Mach 2.4 at 40,000 ft is 7.9. Illustrated on the

diagram below are the three different sizing points. At the 11,000 ft TOFL sizing point,
the vehicle is estimated to have a TOGW of 895,600 lb with a reference wing area of

9,270 ft 2 (calculated wing area of 9,760 ft 2) and a thrust per engine of 57,500 Ib

resulting in a mission fuel bum of 448,000 lb. For the 12,000 ft TOFL sizing, the
vehicle has a TOGW of 881,000 lb at a wing area of 8,700 ft 2 (calculated wing area of

9,200 ft 2) and 55,500 lb thrust per engine with the mission fuel burn reduced 4,600 lb.

At a thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.25, the minimum TOGW sized configuration drops to

873,000 lb at a reference wing area of 7,800 ft 2 (calculated wing area of 8,300 ft _) and

54,600 lb thrust per engine. The TOFL for this configuration increases to an estimated

13,500 ft while the mission fuel burn remains roughly the same as for the 12,000 ft

sized vehicle. The required fuel volume was not a factor in any of the sizings for this

vehicle, resulting in a full passenger load of 309 for all cases.

Reference Configuration Sizing Diagram

70 xlO_ Srer : 7,100 ft2

w 6o

_ 55

50 t i _ .... : ' " _'- , ^x103
7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.b ]u

Wing Area, ft 2
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A sizingdiagramfor theAmesModel 1 low-boomconfiguration is shownbelow.
Of theeight low-boom configurations,theAmesModel 1 is theonly trijet, configured
with two wing-mountedenginesandonetail-mountedengir__e.A canardis usedasa
secondlifting surface.Thewing referenceareais 11,200ft2while the calculated
planform areais 600ft2smaller.The year2005MFTF enginenacellesaresignificantly
larger thantheoriginal propulsionsystemnacellesandhaveanexcessiveoverhang
wheninstalledat theoriginal longitudinalposition. Therefore,thewing-mounted
MFTF nacellesareshiftedforward approximately5 ft while thereis nochangein the
positioningof thetail-mountednacelle. As aresultthereis a wavedragincreaseof 1.2
countsatthe low-boom cruiseMachnumberof 2.0 and0.8countsattheoverwater
cruiseMachnumberof 2.4. At analtitudeof 40,000ft, themaximumlift-to-drag ratios
are8.1and8.8for Machnumbers2.4and2.0,respectively.As shownin thediagram
below, thisvehicle satisfiesthe 11,000ft TOFL constraintat a thrustperengineof
107,400lb. This sizingresultsin aTOGW of 1,032,400lb anda trip fuel bum of
536,000lb to carry 260passengers.The 12,000ft TOFL constraintcanbesatisfiedfor
12,400lb lessthrustperengine. Thecorrespondingfuel burnis reducedby 13,000lb,
loweringtheTOGW to 999,500lb while allowing 4 morepassengersonboard. At a
thrust-to-weightratio of 0.25, thevehicle'sTOGW is 988,200lb for 82,200Ib of thrust
perengine;however,theTOFL would be over 15,000 ft. This sizing requires slightly

more mission fuel than the 12,000 ft sizing and therefore carries one less passenger.

Ames Model 1 Sizing Diagram

xl0_ Srer = 11,200 ft2

11o

.o 105

85

80 x103
10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5

Wing Area, ft2
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Shownbelow is asizing diagramfor theAmesModel 2 configuration. The Ames
model2 is anarrow-wing configurationwith four underwingenginesand anaft
mountedtail. Thereferencewing areais 11,590ft2, shownasthevertical line on the
diagram,which is closeto the 11,690ft2caicuiatedplanformarea. The AmesModel 2
wasdesignedto cruiseat a low-boom Machnumberof 2.0overlandandMach2.4
overwater. Theconfigurationwasdesignedwith thesameengineconceptasthe Ames
Model 1, andtheyear2005MFTF enginenacellesareagainrelocated5 ft forward.
This replacementof theoriginal nacellesyieldsan increasein wave dragof 1.5counts
and0.7countsat thecruiseMachnumbersof 2.0 and2.4,respectively.The maximum
lift-to-drag ratio at analtitudeat 40,000ft is 8.4at Mach2.4and 8.5at Mach 2.0. As
illustrated in thediagrambelow,thevehiclecanbesizedatthe intersectionof thedesign
wing referenceareaandthe 11,000ft TOFL constraintline with athrustperengineof
approximately80,000lb. This sizingresultsin a TOGW of 1,013,600lb andbums
473,500Ib of fuel for themission. Sizingon the 12,000fl TOFL constraintline requires
70,250lb of thrustperengine.This vehiclehasanestimatedTOGW of 960,900Ib and
bums446,100lb of fuel. Theconfigurationthatresultsfrom thethrust-to-weightratio
equalto 0.25sizingrequiresonly 57,200lb of thrust andweighs915,100lb at takeoff
with afuel bumof 430,600lb, but hasaTOFL of 15,500ft. Theconfigurationhasmore
thanadequateinternal volumeto carry 309passengersfor all of theabovesizings.

r

8O

65

6O

Ames Model 2 Sizing Diagram

Sr, r = 11,590 _2

I I

.,000 ft TOFL Sizing

Sizin

11 11.5

Wing Area, ft 2

12

_,J
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A sizing diagramfor theAmesModel 3 low-boom HSCTconfiguration is
illustratedbelow. This single lifting surfaceconfigurationhasa referencewing areaof
10,040ft2, indicatedby avertical line on thediagram. Thecalculatedplanformareais
10,580ft2. The conceptwasdesignedfor low-boomcruiseat Mach 1.7overland,and
Mach2.4 overwater.The configurationfeaturessomerathercomplexandpronounced
shapingof thefuselageimmediatelyaft of thewing for sonic-boomsignaturetailoring;
however,the incorporationof themuch largeryear2005MFTF enginenacelles5 ft
forward of the original nacellepositioningwould almostcertainlycompromisethe
function of this shaping.ThelargerMFrF nacellesincreasedtheconfiguration'swave
dragby 2.3countsat Mach 1.7and3.2countsat Mach 2.4. This resultsin amaximum
lift-to-drag ratio of 9.6 and8.9at Machnumbers1.7and2.4,respectively. Havinga
low aspectratio, highly-sweptwing, but lacking ahorizontaltail or canardto function
asatrimming surface,theconfigurationis hamperedby alow-speedlift deficit. As a
result, theconfigurationcannotmeetthedesiredtakeoff field lengthrequirementsatany
enginesizefor thedesignwing areaandmission. Whensizedto athrust-to-weightratio
of 0.25, thevehiclehasaTOGWof approximately925,200lb at anenginesizeof
57,900lb thrustperengine.Thisvehiclesizingpoint is indicatedon thediagrambelow;
andat thissize,thevehicleconsumes452,600lb of missiontrip fuel. The configuration
asanalyzedhasinternal volumeadequatefor 309passengersand512,000lb of fuel for
trip fuel andreserves.The estimatedTOFL for the configuration is over 20,000 ft.
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Shownbelow is the sizingdiagramfor Boeing'smodel935 configuration. The

935 has an arrow wing with aft mounted horizontal tail configuration layout. The
reference wing area of 9,000 ft 2 for this design is represented by the vertical line on the

sizing diagram. Calculated planform area for this concept differs significantly at 9,710

ft e. The original Boeing 935 nacelles are within 0.01 ft of the year 2005 Mb'TF engine

nacelle length and, therefore, the original nacelle longitudinal location is easily

preserved. However, the replacement nacelles are lowered 0.3 ft to allow for the

increased diameter of the MFTF nacelles. The replacement of the original propulsion

system engine nacelles results in a wave drag increase of 2.0 counts at Mach 2.4 and 3.2

counts at the low-boom cruise Mach number of 1.7, resulting in maximum lift-to-drag

ratios at 40,000 fl of 8.9 and 9.6, respectively. As shown in the diagram below, the

11,000 ft TOFL constraint line nearly asymptotes the designed wing area and does not

allow for a reasonably sized vehicle. However, as marked by the sizing point, the

12,000 ft TOFL constraint can be met for a thrust level of 60,700 lb per engine at the

design wing area. This vehicle sizing results in a TOGW of 876,700 lb and a mission

fuel burn of 417,300 lb. The estimated passenger load for this vehicle is 300, and the

required fuel volume with reserves is 476,100 lb. For the thrust-to-weight ratio equal to

0.25 sizing, the thrust level drops to 53,300 lb per engine for a resultant TOGW of

853,900 lb. This lighter vehicle requires 10,000 lb less fuel capacity which allows 2

more passengers on board, and has an estimated 14,500 fl TOFL.

80
x10 3

Boeing 935 Sizing Diagram
Srer = 9,000 ft2
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The sizing diagram for the Boeing 936 low-boom concept is presented below. The

936 configuration layout is similar to the Boeing 935, but has higher inboard and
outboard wing sweep, less span, and a lower wing reference area of 8,790 ft 2. The

calculated planform area is 9,340 ft 2. As with the 935 design, the variation between the

original and replacement engine nacelles is small. As a result, the longitudinal position

is preserved, and the nacelles are again lowered 0.3 ft. The larger year 2005 MFTF

engine nacelles cause a wave drag increase of 1.9 counts at Mach 2.4 and 3.1 counts at

the reduced boom cruise Mach number of 1.7 providing maximum lift-to-drag ratios at

40,000 ft of 8.7 and 9.0, respectively. The sizing point shown on the diagram is for the

thrust-to-weight ratio equal to 0.25 sizing. This sizing yields a calculated TOGW of

864,300 lb for a thrust level of 54,000 lb per engine. Fuel bum for the mission is

422,200 lb; required fuel volume, 481,000 lb; and passenger load, 303. The TOFL for

this vehicle would be over 22,000 ft. Sizing for an 11,000 ft or 12,000 ft TOFL could

not be achieved for the design wing area. This model has an efficient high-speed

planform; however, the low-speed performance is poor. The estimated low-speed CL_

is 0.033, which when combined with the relatively small wing area for this type of

vehicle, results in poor takeoff performance.

Boeing 936 Sizing Diagram

xlOs Srer = 8,790 ft2
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Shown below is the sizing diagram for the Douglas Mach 2.4/1.8 low-boom concept.

The Douglas design layout is unique with a bow canard containing a forward-facing flap

for sonic-boom shaping. The Douglas-calculated wing reference area of 12,650 ft 2 (the

vertical line on the sizing diagram) correlates well to the 12,710 ft 2 calculated planform

area. The original lateral and longitudinal nacelle placement locations are preserved even

though the original Douglas nacelles are nearly 12 ft shorter than the replacement year

2005 MFTF engine nacelles. However, the MFI'F nacelles are raised by 0.2 ft to account

for the difference in engine diameters. The longer MFTF nacelles cause a significant wave

drag increase of 6.0 counts at Mach 1.8, and 4.0 counts at Mach 2.4. The maximum lift-

to-drag ratio at 40,000 ft is 9.8 and 8.7 for Mach numbers 1.8 and 2.4, respectively. As

seen in the diagram below, the 1 t,000 ft TOFL constraint line can be met for a thrust of

102,100 lb per engine which results in a 1,197,400 lb vehicle TOGW which includes

573,300 lb of trip fuel. For the 12,000 ft TOFL sizing, the thrust per engine is 91,300 lb,

and the resultant TOGW and fuel bum are 1,137,800 lb and 541,000 lb, respectively.

When this configuration is sized to have a thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.25, the thrust per

engine level drops to 64,700 lb with a TOGW of 1,034,700 lb and fuel consumption of just

over 500,000 lb. For this case, the estimated TOFL is 23,000 ft. The Douglas design is

the largest configuration in this study and easily carries 309 passengers for all sizings. In

fact, this study's first'order passenger count estimation indicates that the Douglas-reported

value of 300 passengers (ref. 5) is very conservative. Since the current method correlates

well with the reported Boeing passenger count numbers (ref. 4), a fundamental difference

between the companies' passenger estimation methods may exist.
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A sizing diagram for the Langley LB 16 low-boom configuration is shown below.

This single lifting surface configuration with four wing-mounted engines has a

reference wing area of 9,260 ft '_, nearly equal to the calculated planform area of 9,280
ft 2. This vehicle was designed to carry 250 passengers at a low-boom Mach number of

1.6 overland and Mach 2.0 overwater. Therefore, the results for this configuration are

that of a Mach 2.0 overwater mission, and may be difficult to compare to the other Mach

2.4 configuration results. The year 2005 IVIFTF engine nacelles are over 15 ft longer

than the original turbine-bypass engine nacelles and are, therefore, relocated 9.6 ft

forward to prevent an excessive nacelle overhang. Smaller position changes were also

required in the lateral and vertical planes. This significant nacelle relocation would

likely negate the sonic-boom shaping of the vehicle. An increase in wave drag of 1.8

counts and 4.0 counts at the cruise Mach numbers of 2.0 and 1.6, respectively, results

from the installation of the larger MFTF nacelles. The maximum lift-to-drag ratios at

an altitude of 40,000 ft are 10.8 at Mach 1.6 and 10.0 at Mach 2.0. As illustrated on the

diagram below, the vehicle satisfies the ] 1,000 ft TOFL constraint for 49,400 lb of

thrust per engine resulting in a TOG W of 743,100 lb. The 12,000 ft TOFL vehicle sizes

at a thrust per engine level of 45,800 Ib resulting in a TOGW of 738,800 lb. At a thrust-

to-weight ratio of 0.25, the Langley LB16 sizes at a per engine thrust of 46,200 lb

corresponding to a TOGW of 738,700 lb. The estimated TOFL for this sizing is 11,845

ft. The approximate 357,000 lb fuel bum varies relatively little between these sizings

providing the same 252 passenger count and 405,000 lb total fuel volume requirement
for each vehicle.

Langley LB16 Sizing Diagram

Wing Area, ft 2
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The sizing diagram for the last low-boom configuration to be presented, Langley's

LB18, is shown below. The wing reference area is 10,470 ft 2, nearly identical to the

10,500 ft 2 calculated plan.form area. The aft-fuselage nacelle placement for this single

lifting surface configuration prohibits any favorable nacelle interference lift contributions,

and fuselage structural penalties are incurred. The magnitude of the weight penalties

assessed for this unconventional nacelle placement may be over- or underestimated,

which could cause a relative difference to the other configuration analyses. Because of

the nacelle locations on the aft fuselage, the original longitudinal positions of the nacelles

are easily maintained for the year 2005 MFTF engine nacelles. The lateral and vertical

position of the MFTF nacelles are changed only slightly to allow for the relative diameter

difference, Replacing the original propulsion system engine nacelles results in a

significant wave drag increase of 5.0 counts at Mach 2.4 and 9.7 counts at the reduced

boom cruise Mach number of 1.8 with resulting maximum lift-to-drag ratios of 8.7 and

9.2, respectively. The trailing-edge flaps for this design cannot be fully utilized for low-

speed lift augmentation (because of little trim authority) which contributes to its inability
to meet an 11,000 ft TOFL at its design wing area. However, the 12,000 TOFL constraint

may be met for 71,400 lb of thrust per engine with a fuel consumption of 464,800 lb

resulting in a TOGW of 966,600 lb. The 530,700 lb fuel volume requirement of this case

allows for the transport of only 252 passengers. When sized to a thrust-to-weight ratio of

0.25, the thrust per engine drops to 56,800 lb resulting in a 908,600 lb TOGW and a

440,500 lb fuel burn. This significantly down-sized vehicle requires 31,000 lb less fuel

volume which allows for 8 additional passengers and has an estimated 13,500 ft TOFL.
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Summary characteristics are tabulated below for the configurations which could

meet an 11,000 ft balanced TOFL requirement while carrying maximum passenger

loads of up to 309. The reference configuration is allowed to size at its optimum wing

area while the low-boom configurations are at their originally reported reference area as

shown on the previously presented sizing diagrams. The wing area given below,

however, is not the configuration's reference area, but the consistently calculated

planform area, allowing for a meaningful comparison of actual concept size. For each

sized configuration the overwater maximum lift-to-drag ratio at 40,000 ft, takeoff gross

weight, passenger count, block time, and final engine thrust are shown. Since the
TOGWs are difficult to compare for varying passenger loads, the TOGW divided by the

number of passengers is presented. Finally, this ratio is normalized to the reference

configuration and presented graphically to provide one possible rating of the

configurations for which the percent difference is easily identifiable. The weight

penalty per passenger for the low-boom configurations is seen to vary from 2 percent for

the Langley LB16 design to over 30 percent for the Ames Model 1 and Douglas

concepts. Though the weight penalty per passenger is small for the Langley LB16

configuration, it operates overwater at Mach 2.0 and incurs a block time penalty which

does not enter into the presented normalized rating. Other ratings could be used which

include block time and, therefore, penalize the reference and LB 16 designs relative to

the other low-boom designs.

11,000 ft TOFL Constrained Sizings

Configuration Wing Area

Identification fit 2)

Reference 9,760

Ames Model 1 10,600

Ames Model 2 11,690

Douglas 12,710

Langley LB16 9,280

L/D Max TOGW

Overwater 0b)

7.9 895,600

8.1 1,032,400

8.4 1,013,600

8.7 1,197300

10.0 743,100

Pass

#

309

260

309

309

252

1.40

1.20

1.00

0.00

0.60

i

Block'Eme Thrust per

(hr) Engine Ob)

5.74 57,500

4.49 107,400

4.43 80,000

4.55 102,100

5.26 49,400

...................... i!iiii!!_!_!!_!!ii!i..............................................

TOGW Normalized

Pass # Rating

2,898 1.00

3,971 1.37

3,280 1.13

3,g75 1.34

2,949 1.02
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It is thought that the 11,000 ft TOFL constraint may be too severe at the elevated

TOGWs which result in part from replacing the original configurations' propulsion

systems. Therefore, the TOFL constraint is relaxed to 12,000 ft for the table of sized

configuration characteristics presented below. The tabulated and graphed parameters
are identical to the ones shown on the previous page. As for the 11,000 ft TOFL sizings,

the percent range of weight penalty per passenger varies from 2 to over 30 percent. The

Boeing 935 design is the most efficiently rated low-boom design, closely followed by

the Langley LB16. In addition, the Ames Model 2 has less than a 10 percent penalty.

Two of the three low-boom configurations showing the greatest penalty, the Douglas

and Langley LB 18 designs, incurred the largest wave drag increase resulting from the

incorporation of the year 2005 MFTF engine nacelles. This partially accounts for their

relatively poor performance levels. The poor performance of the Ames Model 1 may be

attributable to the inefficiencies associated with a trijet configuration layout that is

constrained by takeoff performance characteristics.

12,000 ft TOFL Constrained Sizings

Configuration Wing Area
Identification (it 2)

Reference 9,200

Ames Model 1 10,600

Ames Model 2 11,690

Boeing 935 9,710

Douglas 12,710

Langley LB16 9,280

Langley LBI8 10,500

L/D Max Pass

Overwater #

7.9 309

8.1 264

8.4 309

8.9 300

8.7 309

10.0 252

8.7 252

TOGW

(Ib)

881,000

999,500

960,900

876,700

1,137,800

738,800

966,600

Block Ttme Thrust per

(hr) Engine (It))

5.72 55,500

4.52 95,000

4.45 70,300

4.66 60,700

4.57 91,300

5.28 45,8OO

4.58 71,400

1.40

1.20 ............

1.00 ....

0.00...1

0.60

TOGW

Pass #

,H,

2,851

3,786

3,110

2,922

3,682

2,932

3,836

Normalized

Rating

1.00

1.33

1.09

1.02

1.29

1.03

1.35
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As mentioned previously, a 0.25 thrust-to-weight ratio sizing is presented for each

design to allow for a relative comparison of the low-boom configurations independent

of their takeoff characteristics. These arbitrary sizings do not represent closed vehicles.

Therefore, the normalized ratings are not presented for this sizing method and care

should be exercised when comparing the numbers below. As expected, all of the low-

boom designs exhibit better supersonic-cruise aerodynamics than the reference

configuration because of their aggressive arrow wing planforms. However, the

combination of higher empty weights and poorer low-speed performance combine to

totally negate this supersonic aerodynamic advantage when TOGW per passenger is

considered. The effect of the reference configuration flying at only 0.9 Mach number

overland is clearly seen in increased block time. The reference configuration arrives at

the airport a full hour after most Mach 2.4 overwater low-boom configurations, and
even arrives 25 minutes after the Mach 2.0 Langley LB16. Thus, a significant

advantage in block time is achieved for even small percentages of low-boom supersonic

overland flight.

Thrust-to-Weight Ratio = 0.25 Sizings

Identification

Reference 8,300

Ames Model 1 10,600

Ames Model 2 11,690

Ames Model 3 10,580

Boeing 935 9,710

Boeing 936 9,340

Douglas 12,710

Langley LB 16 9,280

Langley LB 18 10,500

L/D Max
Overwater

7.9

8.1

8.4

8.9

8.9

8.7

8.7

10.0

8.7

TOGW
0b)

873,000

998,200

915,100

925,200

853,900

864.300

1,034 '700

738300

908,600

Pass

#

309

263

309

309

302

303

309

252

260

Block Tune

(hr)

5.69

Thrust per
EngineOb)

54,600

TOFL
(ft)

13,500

4.57 82,200 15,100

4.52 57,200 15,500

4.71 57,900 20,100

4.69 53,300 14,500

54,000 22,2004.69

4.69 64 '700 23,000

5.28 46,200 11,800

4.67 56,800 13,500

TOGW
Pass #

2,825

3,757

2,961

2,994

2,827

2,852

3.349

2,93 I

3,495
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A consistent performance analysis of eight low-boom configurations and a

reference configuration has been completed. The reference and low-boom

configurations were designed with vastly differing propulsion systems. Therefore, all of

the concepts' engines were replaced with a single representative year 2005 EIS MFIT

engine to ensure a consistent evaluation. This propulsion system raised the absolute

TOGW values for all of the configurations slightly, but the relative difference between

the TOGW numbers is thought reliable. The normalized TOGW per passenger rating

of the analyzed configurations indicates that selected low-boom concepts have made

significant progress towards achieving the performance level of non-boom constrained

designs. However, the TOGWs of the low-boom configurations are heavier than

assumed during the original design process. At the TOGWs calculated in this study,

another design cycle would be required to ensure successful low-boom shaping. During

the next design cycle, careful attention should be given to the low-speed high-lift arena

to prevent large TOGW penalties due to poor low speed aerodynamics. The design

cycles required to close the gap between the assumed TOGWs of the initial low-boom

design process and the final calculated TOGWs of this study emphasize the importance

of a coordinated systems analysis during sonic-boom design studies. Mission

parameters, technology assumptions, and analysis methodologies should be agreed

upon for future design efforts. Additionally, it was observed that supersonic overland

flight offers large block time (and, therefore, economic) advantages even when the
assumed overland cruise segment is a small percentage of the overall mission.

Conclusions

Selected low-boom designs achieved a TOGW per passenger

only slightly higher than the reference configuration. However,
the low-boom TOGWs are heavier than originally assumed and

the configurations would require an additional design cycle to
ensure successful low-boom shaping.

Most highly-swept low-boom planforms are challenged in the

high-lift, low-speed regime.

Supersonic flight overland offers significant block time (and,
therefore, economic) advantages.

Lessons Learned

These results emphasize the importance of a coordinated
systems analysis during sonic-boom design studies. Mission
parameters, technology assumptions, and methodologies
should be agreed upon for future design efforts.
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Airplanedesignstudieshavedevelopedconfigurationconceptsthatmayproducelowersonic
boomannoyancelevels(Ref. 1).Sincelowernoisedesignsdiffer significantlyfrom otherHSCT
designs,it is necessaryto accuratelyassesstheir potentialbeforeHSCTfinal configuration
decisionsaremade.Flight teststo demonstratelowernoisedesigncapabilityby modifyingan
existingairframehavebeenproposedfor theMach3 SR-71reconnaissanceairplane(Ref.2, 3).

To supportthemodifiedSR-71proposal,baselinein-flight measurementsweremadeof the
unmodifiedaircraft. Thesemeasurementsof SR-71near-fieldsonicboomsignatureswereobtained
by anF-16XLprobeairplaneat flightpathseparationdistancesrangingfrom approximately740to
40 ft. Thispaperdiscussesthemethodsusedto gatherandanalyzetheflight data,andmakes
comparisonsof theseflight datawithCFDresultsfrom DouglasAircraft CorporationandNASA
LangleyResearchCenter.TheCFDsolutionswereobtainedfor thenear-fieldflow aboutthe
SR-71,andthenpropagatedto theflight testmeasurementlocationusingtheprogramMDBOOM
(Ref.4).

TheCFDandMDBOOM datafrom DouglasAircraft Corporationin thispaperarecoveredby
limited exclusiverightsdataprovisions.
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Airplane Near-Field Signature
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Theobjectivesfor this flight testaregivenbelow. Validationof (present)state-of-the-artdesign
techniquesrequirescloserverticalseparationsor higherMachnumbersthanusedfor previous
experiments(Ref.5, 6, 7). TheSR-71experimentwasconductedto obtaindataatdistances.
comparablewith thosefor near-fieldsignaturesmeasuredinwind tunnelsandatdistancesnearthe
domainof currentCFDsolutionsat distancesapproaching1/3bodylength.

Previousin-flight signaturemeasurementhasbeenaccomplishedby Mullens(Ref.5), Smith
(Ref.6) andMaglieri etal. (Ref.7).TheMullensdatawere85 to 1770ft belowand 100to 1420ft
to thesideof anF-100airplaneat aMachnumberof 1.05.A B-58bomberairplanewastheboom
generatorfor theSmithandtheMaglieri investigations.Smith includesdatafor theF-100and
F-104airplanesat Mach1.2aswell asfor theB-58at Mach1.3to 1.8usinglateralseparation
distancesfrom 120to 425ft. Theinvestigationwasconductedto determinethenear-fieldflow
patternsfor assessingthedangerinvolvedin close-formationflying. Maglieri'sdatawereobtainedat
distancesfrom 4600to 9100ft belowandfrom 1300to 2000ft aboveandbelowtheB-58operating
at Machnumbersbetween1.42and1.69.Emphasiswasonobtainingdatato assesslift-volume
interactioneffectson thenearfield signatureof adeltawing bomber.For all theseexperiments,the
dataareeithertoo low in Machnumber,notbelowthegeneratingaircraft,or toofar awayfor the
presentneeds.
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OBJECTIVES AND BACKGROUND

Determine if near-field measurements possible

(as close as 1/3 body length)

Obtain flight data for CFD / wind tunnel validation

Obtain baseline data for low boom SR-71 modification

Study propagation of sonic booms through the atmosphere

Background: previous work too slow, not below, or too far away

Conductor Aircra_ Mach Distance and Position

- Mullens, 1956 F-100 1.05 85'-1770' below
100'-1420' to side

- Smith, 1960 B-58, F-100, F-104 1.2-1.8 120'-425' to side

- Maglieri, 1963 B-58 1.42-1.69 1300'-9100' below
1700'-2000' above
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The sonic-boom generator aircraft was an SR-71A, the same airplane proposed for the modified

SR-71A experiment. The SR-71A is a delta-wing aircraft designed and built by Lockheed, capable
of cruising at Mach 3.2. The aircraft is 107.4 ft (32.73 m) long, has a wing span of 55.6 ft (16.94
m), and is 18.5 ft (5.63 m) high (ground to the top of the rudders when parked). Gross takeoff

weight is about 140,000 Ib (52253.83 kg), including a fuel weight of 80,000 lb (29859.33 kg). The
SR-71A used for this sonic boom experiment is NASA 844, military serial 64-17980, and was
manufactured in July 1967 (Ref. 8).

An F-16XL was used to probe the shock signatures of the SR-71A. Two F-16XL aircraft were
built by General Dynamics Corp. as prototypes for a derivative fighter evaluation program

conducted by the Air Force between 1982 and 1985. The aircraft were developed from basic F-16
airframes. The most notable difference is the delta (cranked arrow) wing, which gives the aircraft a

greater range because of increased fuel capacity in the wing tanks and a larger load capability
because of increased wing area. The number 2 aircraft, tail number 848, was used in this flight test.
The aircraft has a two-seat cockpit, and has a length of 54.2 ft (16.52 m), a wingspan of 34.3 ft
(10.45 m), and a height at the vertical tail of 17.7 ft (5.39 m). Its maximum gross weight is 48,000
lb (17915.60 kg) (Ref. 9). Note the conventional flight test noseboom that was used to measure the
sonic boom overpressures.

SR-71A #844 & F-16XL #848 AIRCRAFT
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Theflight testmaneuverdescriptionfor thisexperimentisoutlinedbelow. For safety,probings
wereorderedstartingwith thegreatestseparationandprogressivelyflying closer.Becauseof the
shockangleof 34° atMach 1.8,theF-16XL neverwasdirectlybelowtheSR-71,eventhoughthe
flight pathof theF-16XL wasdirectlybelowtheSR-71.For theSR-71to holdthisMachnumber
andaltitude,therightenginewasin afterburnerandtheleft enginewasin military power,resulting
in about1.5° angleof sideslip.Both inletswerestartedandhadnearlyidenticalairflow andengine
rpm. The planneddatawereobtainedwith theSR-71in straightandlevel flight.

Theaircraftdid haveto turnaroundto remainin theproperairspace.Probeswerecontinued
during theseturnsfor practiceandadditionaldata,althoughthesedatarequireextraeffort for
analysis.Turningat constantaltituderesultsin elevatedg's and increased angle of attack.
Additional CFD solutions at these elevated angles of attack have not yet been generated. The

airdata systems of the two aircraft have not been calibrated at these higher angles of attack. INS

errors increase during elevated g's. The data analysis is also complicated by the nonsteady wind
component present in a turn.

According to the pilot of the F- 16XL, "The probe aircraft could be repeatedly flown in and out of
shocks generated by the SR-71. The shocks were well defined with little additional turbulence. The
work load was normal for close formation. The easiest way to determine if the F- 16XL was ahead

of the (tail) shock was loss of engine noise."

FLIGHT TEST MANEUVER DESCRIPTION

• Maneuver sequence

- SR-71 maintains Mach 1.8, altitude 48,000 ft

F-16XL positions at desired distance below, and more than
(1.5 x distance below) behind SR-71 : now behind tail shock

- F-16XL accelerates while maintaining altitude separation

- After clearly ahead of bow shock, F-16XL drops back

• Because of shock angle, F-16XL is never directly below SR-71

• F-16XL always has visual contact with SR-71; SR-71 cannot see F-16XL

• For data in tums, F-16XL remains in vertical body plane of SR-71

• Pilot comments: safe, work load not excessive, can see shocks
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OnJuly28, 1993,theSR-71#844wasusedto generatesonicboomsat anominalflight condition
of Mach 1.8and48,000ft altitude. A totalof 22distinctnearfield probesweremadewith theF-16
XL #848,with flightpathseparationdistancesof 40 to 740ft. Thesedataaresummarizedattheend
of thepaper.

No modificationsweredonetoeitheraircraftandexistinginstrumentationandresourceswere
used,aslistedbelow. Ground-basedradardatagaveaircraftseparationinformation,theF-16XL
noseboomgaveoverpressureinformation,andotheraircraftsensorsandanatmosphericanalysis
(Ref. 10)for theflight daywereusedfor thedataanalysis.

Trajectoryreconstructionwasusedto determinethereferencenoseboompressuresthatwould
havebeenmeasuredin theabsenceof theSR-71.Thesepressureswerethensubtractedfromthe
actualpressuresto give theoverpressurescausedby theshocksfrom theSR-71.TheF-16XL
pneumaticairdatasystemhasvery longlinesandlargevolume,whichcausedlargelagand
attenuationfor thestaticpressuremeasurementandmoderatelagandminimalattenuationfor the
total pressuremeasurement.Theselag-and-attenuationeffectswereremovedby deconvolution,
whichwill bediscussedon thenextpage.
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EXPERIMENT METHOD

• A total of 22 near field probes of SR-71A made with F-16XL
on one flight, 7/28/93

• Separation distances of 40 to 740 ft

Conventional flight-test instrumentation used:

- Ground-based radar used for vehicle separation data

- Noseboom airdata probe on both aircraft

- INS on both aircraft

- Atmospheric analysis

Variation of F-16XL noseboom pressures yields shock measurements

- Reference pressures determined from trajectory reconstruction

- Pneumatic lag and attenuation effects removed by deconvolution
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Theflight dataanalysisconsistsof pressureandpositiondetermination.Thepressureanalysisis
discussedfirst. TheF-16XLpitot-staticpneumaticeffectsareremovedby deconvolution.A series
of step-inputresponseswereobtainedduringgroundtestsof theairdatasystem,andasecond-order
modelwasfit to thesedatato give thenaturalfrequencyanddampingratio. Thesevalueswerethen
extrapolatedto thepressureandtemperatureof theflight condition.The second-ordermodelwas
thenusedto amplify andphaseshift thedatato recovertheoriginalpressuretimehistoriesat the
noseboomorifice location.

Thereferencepressuresaredeterminedasshownbelow. Thefirst andlast few secondsin a
signaturetime historyarechosensotheyareclearlyoutsidetheinfluenceof theSR-71shocks.It is
assumedthattheverticalvelocityfrom radarwill give atrueindicationof F-16XLpressurealtitude
rateasif theSR-71werenot there. Thedifferencebetweengeometricaltitudeandpressurealtitude
in theabsenceof theSR-71isassumedconstantfor theentiremaneuver.TheINSandradar
velocity componentsof eachaircraftexhibiteddifferencesof up to 50 ft/sec. Bothaircraftusethe
samemodelof INS. Mostof thetime thesedifferencescouldbeexplainedby INS heading
discrepanciesof 0.4° on the SR-71, and 1.6 ° on the F-16XL; however, the INS has better dynamic
velocity data than the radar. The INS velocities were generally used for the F-16XL data analysis,
and constant wind values were chosen to match reference and measured airspeeds at the beginning

and end of the signatures. Ambient temperature was determined from the atmospheric analysis, as
the SR-71 temperature sensor was inoperative. Each assumption and measurement error adds to the
reference pressure error. Because the reference total pressure has more assumptions and
measurements than the reference static pressure, the reference static pressure always has less error

than the reference total pressure.

The overpressures from the static pressure and total pressure measurements are determined
separately, although the total pressure reference uses the static pressure reference. Good agreement
between the two gives confidence of the quality of the analysis.

Relative aircraft position is determined by ground-based radar, as outlined below. Poor data
quality is readily apparent for low radar elevation angles and very close aircraft. A few minutes of
air-to-air video show good agreement with radar data at moderate elevation angles and moderate

Further comments on radar data errors will be discussed later.

FLIGHT DATA ANALYSIS
aircraft separations.
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• F-16XL pitot-static pneumatic effects removed
- Step response of F-16XL pitot-static system measured on ground
- 2nd order model fit to data
- Frequency and damping extrapolated to flight conditions
- Deconvolution applied: lag and attenuation removed

• Reference pressures deterrnined from trajectory reconstruction
- Radar altitude and atmospheric data give reference Ps

INS / radar velocities and winds give reference airspeed
- Reference airspeed and ambient temperature give reference Mach
- Reference Mach and reference Ps give reference Pt

• Overpressure is deconvolved pressure minus reference pressure
- Overpressures from Ps andPt are separately determined

SR-71 - F-16XL relative position determined
- Radar positions subtracted for relative position
- Coordinates are in SR-71 stability axes with origin at SR-71 nose-tip

Data below 10 ° elevation of low quality
- Data when aircraft very close is poor because of multipath
- Nearly colocated ground-based radars minimize refraction errors
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Data from signature 22 will now be shown in detail to illustrate the steps taken in the flight data
analysis. This signature was measured from the back to the front of the SR-71. Time histories of
raw and deconvolved static and total pressure are shown below. The shock waves generated by the

aircraft tail, inlet, canopy, and bow are labeled. The raw static pressure has been greatly attenuated
and lagged by the pneumatics of the static pressure line. The raw total pressure is slightly lagged
and has slightly higher amplitudes than the deconvolved total pressure. This is because of
resonance in the total pressure line of the airdata system.

After the measured pressures have been corrected by deconvolution, the reference pressures need
to be determined. These reference pressures are the pressures that the F-16XL would experience in
the absence of the SR-71. First, the reference static pressure is calculated as shown on the next

page.
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RAW AND DECONVOL VED PRESSURES

• Raw data magnitude and phase affected
• Deconvolution removes these effects
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Shownherearethetimehistoriesof deconvolvedandreferencestaticpressure.Deconvolved
staticpressureisconvertedinto indicatedpressurealtitude. Themeandifferencebetweengeometric
altitudefrom theradarandindicatedpressurealtitudefor thefirst 20datapoints(onesecondof the
timehistory)is usedasabiasto thegeometricaltitudeto give referencepressurealtitudefrom the
radardata. Therefore,thetwo curvesbelowagreeverywell bydefinition for thefirst secondof
time. Theagreementis worseafterabout7.6sec,which is forwardof thebow shock.This2 psf
shift maybebecauseof the influenceof thewake,or accumulatederrorsin theradardata,or an
altitudebiasthatis notconstant.

Thedifferencebetweenthetwo curvesbelowis thesonicboomoverpressureasmeasuredby
staticpressure.Thiswill beplottedlateraftertheover'pressuremeasuredby totalpressureanalysis
is illustrated.
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STATIC PRESSURE WITH REFERENCE

• Reference and deconvolved pressures matched over first second

• 2 psf shift at end of signature, resulting from wake, radar, or va_ing bias
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Total pressure is affected by the pressure altitude and Mach number of the aircraft. The reference
pressure altitude was determined as described on the previous page. Reference Mach number is
determined from Earth-relative velocity from INS or radar, the wind vector, and the ambient
temperature. As discussed earlier both the INS and radar velocities have some discrepancies. The
INS velocities were generally used with a constant wind value that matched indicated and reference
airspeeds outside the influence of the SR-71 shocks. Ambient temperature from the atmospheric
analysis was used as discussed earlier. Below is the time history of indicated and reference Mach
number for signature 22. Again there is good agreement aft of the tail shock and worse agreement
forward of the bow shock. The error in reference Mach number forward of the bow shock could be

because of INS velocity errors, an unsteady wind, and an unsteady ambient temperature.

Now that the reference static pressure and reference Mach number are known, the reference total
pressure can be determined.

MACH NUMBER WITH REFERENCE
Y , elerence Mach rom groundspeed, wind, an,

, is agreement at _nd of signature fro m errors
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• Reference Mach from groundspeed, wind, and ambient temperature
• Disagreement at end of signature from errors in these three inputs
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The time history of deconvolved total pressure and reference total pressure is given below. The
errors in the reference static pressure and the reference Mach number both contribute to give the

disagreement between the deconvolved and reference total pressure curves aft of the tail shock and
forward of the bow shock. The difference of these two curves is the sonic-boom overpressure as

measured by total pressure.
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TOTAL PRESSURE WITH REFERENCE
• Reference total pressure from Mach and static pressure references

• Disagreement from errors in these two inputs
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The overpressures can now be plotted from both total pressure, Pt, and static pressure, Ps. For
comparison purposes, the overpressure using raw total pressure is also shown in the plot below.

Since the total pressure line does not have a large volume, large lag and attenuation are not
expected. This is confirmed by the good agreement of the raw and deconvolved total pressure
overpressures; only a slight resonance and lag are evident in the raw data. There is also good
agreement between the overpressures from deconvolved total and static pressure, which are
independently measured. This is illustrated in the following plots of overpressures from this and
other signatures, which give confidence in the deconvolution analysis method used.

Signature 22 is measured from 200 to 260 ft below the flightpath of the SR-71. The F-16XL
made this probe at a relatively fast overtake speed, so there was less time for its trajectory to be
influenced by the shocks of the SR-71. Notice that the maximum and minimum overpressures at

this separation are about +15 psf.
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RAW AND DECONVOL VED OVERPRESSURES

• Goodagreementbetween rawand deconvolvedPI
• Good agreementbetween deconvolvedPtand Ps, independentlymeasured
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Here in signature 12 the amplitude of the overpressure is about 7 psf. This is much lower than for
signature 22 because the separation between aircraft is about three times as large. The probe was
from front to back, and this signature does not have a defined canopy shock. This may be because
of the relatively fast overtake rate during the probing, because the update rate of the pressure
transducers is only about 0.05 sec. The overpressure from total pressure has a drifting error as much

as 2 psf.
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SIGNATURE 12 OVERPRESSURES

• Lower amplitude at greater separation distance

• Drifting errors in total pressure; no canopy shock detected
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Signature 10 shows overpressures in a 35 ° bank turn, probed from front to back. The canopy
shock can be seen in the total pressure data, but is obscured in the static pressure data. The total
pressure reference here is worse than that seen in the previous plots, possibly because of the effect

of elevated g's on the INS data and assuming steady winds over a longer time interval.
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SIGNATURE 10 OVERPRESSURES

Probe conducted in turning flight
•" Larger drifting errors in total pressure, Ps canopy shock obscured
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Signature 11 was also taken in a turn probed back to front. It shows very good agreement
between total and static pressure, except for a small region aft of the tail shock and forward of the
bow shock. The larger amplitudes correspond to the close flightpath separation distance of 70 to

160 ft.
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SIGNATURE 11 OVERPRESSURES

Very good agreement over most of signature
•" Larger amplitudes because of close separation distance
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Signature15wasprobedfrom backto front while flightpathseparationvariedfrom 80 to 240fl
Thecanopyshockis notseenin theoverpressurefrom staticpressure,andtherearelargeerrorsin
thereferencetotalpressure Thestaticpressuremeasurementmayhavebeentoogreatlyattenuated
for deconvolutionto extractthecanopyshock.Thereferencetotalpressurecalculationmayhave
sufferedfrom theaircraftjust completingaturn. Theoverpressuremeasuredfrom staticpressureis
still avalid signature,evenif someof thefinestructureis lost.
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SIGNATURE 15 OVERPRESSURES

• Canopy shock not seen in static pressure
• Large errors in reference total pressure
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Theclosestprobingoccurredonsignature18,backto front,with aflightpathseparationof 40 to
90 ft. Thesedatawerealsotakenin bankedflight. Thereis a largedisagreementbetweenthetotal
andstaticpressureoverpressuresatthetail shockandbow shock,whichmaybeexplainedby
limitationsof thedeconvolutionscheme.Thesecond-ordermodelthatthepneumaticpitot-static
systemis assumedto haveis only valid for laminarflow throughthesystem.For thealtitudeand
Machnumberof theF-16XL,both thetotal andstaticpressurelineswill experienceturbulentflow
with pressurespikesgreaterthanabout45psf. Thereforethedeconvolutionmethodisnotexpected
to work for shocksthatapproach45psf overpressure.Of course,someof thedisagreementcanalso
bebecauseof referencetotalpressureerrors.

Theoverpressuresfor thesesix signatureshavebeenplottedasafunctionof time. If thedataare
plottedasa functionof longitudinaldistancefrom theSR-71,theycanbecomparedto data
computedfrom CFD. For theflight to CFDdatacomparisons,only theoverpressurefrom static
pressureflight datawill beshown,asit haslesserrorsin its reference.Onereasonfor presenting
theseoverpressuredatain thetimedomainis thatit isgenerallyeasierto seethefeaturesthandata
plottedasa functionof longitudinaldistancealongthesignature.This is becauseof errorsin the
radarpositiondatathatwill bediscussedshortly.

@

SIGNATURE 18 OVERPRESSURES

• Large amplitudes because of close separation distance
• Deconvolution may be invalid >45 psf because of turbulent flow
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The results of the flight data analysis are outlined below. In spite of the fact that the
instrumentation was not optimum for sonic boom measurement and some sensors had significant

problems, the techniques of deconvolution and trajectory reconstruction were able to extract very
good near-field sonic boom data from the static pressure measurements. Although some of the
overpressures measured from total pressure had significant biases, the general shape of the signature
and the intensity of the shocks could still be seen.
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FLIGHT DATA RESULTS

• All 22 signatures analyzed

• Total pressure
- Good response

- Some slowly drifting biases remain after trajectory reconstruction

• Static pressure

- Large pneumatic lag

Deconvolution successfully removes pneumatic effects for Ap < 45 psf

- Easier trajectory reconstruction task to remove altitude effects

• Shock strengths from independent static and total pressures agree well

• Signatures show structure from various aircraft components

• Signatures decrease in amplitude and increase in length

with increasing separation

• Radar data still have some unexplained biases
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CFD data from Douglas Aircraft Corporation and the NASA Langley Vehicle Integration Branch
were provided with the properties listed below. These data give pressures on a cylindrical surface
around the SR-71, with a radius of 28 percent of aircraft length from Douglas and one-third of
aircraft length from Langley. This distance is closer than any probing by the F-16XL. The program
MDBOOM (Ref. 4) was modified to propagate the CFD cylinder data to the probing location.
These modifications do not affect the propagation algorithms.

MDBOOM normally outputs a time history of overpressures for a series of points in space as the
aircraft flies past. MDBOOM was modified to accept the vertical and lateral separation flight data
between the SR-? 1 and F-I 6XL as inputs for these series of points. The zero time point nearly
corresponds to the bow shock. The time of the overpressure was multiplied by the true airspeed of
the SR-71 to give overpressure as a function of longitudinal distance from the bow shock. The bow
shock was then assumed to occur on the analytic Mach cone emanating from the nose of the SR-71,
to give overpressure as a function of longitudinal distance from the nose of the SR-71 for
comparison to the flight data, These MDBOOM overpressures are a more sparse data set in distance
than the flight data, so the nearest MDBOOM data point to the flight location was used to compare
to the flight measured overpressure. Interpolation of the MDBOOM data was specifically avoided
to get the correct peak pressures. This results in some stair-step patterns in the data.

There are several errors and limitations with MDBOOM and the radar data that is used in

MDBOOM. MDBOOM cannot currently handle more than two shocks coalescing at a time. This
prevented the analysis of all 22 signatures. The bow shock of the MDBOOM overpressure not
being located at the zero time point of the time history causes a slight shift in the position of the
shocks. The largest errors are problems with the radar data that are used as inputs to MDBOOM.
Large biases in the radar flight separation data exist for some signatures. This is determined by the
indicated location of the bow shock being several hundreds of feet different from that expected from
the analytical Mach cone from the nose of the SR-71. These biases are unexplained at this time.
These biases were applied to the flight data before input, into MDBOOM. For the closest
separations the radar separation data are very erratic, probably because of multipath errors of the
radar.

CFD TO FLIGHT DATA COMPARISONS

• CFD solution cylinders provided by DAC and LARC

- Both solutions
-- Mach= 1.8, Pressure Altitude = 48,188', alpha = 3.5 °
-- Lateral symmetry
-- Modeling effort concentrated forward of inlet

- Douglas Aircraft Company
-- SCRAM code
-- R/L = 0.28

- Langley Vehicle Integration Branch
-- USM3D / VGRID3D unstructured grid
-- R/L = 1/3

• MDBOOM used to propagate solutions.

- Program modified to generate solutions at flight locations

- Assume that CFD bow-shock occurs on Mach cone from nose

- Cannot handle three shocks coalescing simultaneously

• CFD and flight overpressures plotted as a function of distance
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Overpressures from CFD and flight for signature 22 are plotted as a function of distance back
from the bow shock. The distances that the bow shock is from the nose of the SR-71 at this

separation are given .in the abscissa label next to each of the three labels. As discussed on the
previous page these distances are not equal. The length of the signature is about 80 ft, which is less
than the SR-71 length, because the F- 16XL flightpath was inclined to the flightpath of the SR-71.

The overpressure from CFD is zero forward of the bow shock, as compared with -2 psf for the flight
data. If the flight data were biased up 2 psf, the CFD and flight data for the bow and canopy shocks

would give excellent agreement. The CFD data underpredict the inlet shock strength, but this is to
be expected because the CFD does not model the bypass doors on the engines. The Douglas and
Langley CFD results are very similar from the bow shock to the inlet shock, with diverging results
towards the tail. Because the CFD work was concentrated forward of the inlet for a sonic-boom

modification experiment (Ref. 2, 3), less effort was put into the CFD grid aft of the inlet, and engine
bypass doors were not modeled.
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SIGNATURE22 CFD & FLIGHT

Excellent bow and canopy shock agreement with 2 psf bias
CFD underpredicts inlet shock; bypass doors not modeled
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Signature 12 also shows very good agreement between CFD and flight data on the bow shock
after the flight data bias is considered. As stated on the time history of signature 12 earlier, the
canopy shock is missing from the static pressure data. This signature has about three times .the
separation distance that signature 22 has, and so it has smaller overpressures and a longer signature
length. These are normal features of the signature aging process.
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SIGNATURE 12 CFD & FLIGHT

Excellent bow shock agreement with bias
Greater separation distance yields lower amplitude, longer signature
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Excellent agreement is shown for the bow and canopy shocks for signature 10, with quite poor
agreement in distance in the tail shock region. The poor agreement in the tail area is because of
radar errors in longitudinal position. Since these data are from a turn, the angle of attack of the SR-71
is about 5.2 ° as compared with the CFD solutions calculated at 3.5 °.
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SIGNATURE 10 CFD & FLIGHT

• Excellent bow and canopy shock agreement
Poor agreement inlet to tail region because of radar errors
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Signature 15 shows very good agreement between CFD and flight data for the bow and canopy
shocks. The inlet and tail shock location differ for all three data sets. The F-16XL started the probe

from behind at the 80-ft flightpath separation, then diving to 240 ft flightpath separation while

moving forward through the SR-71 shocks. The radar data may be inaccurate at the close separation
while probing the tail region. The diving motion shortens the apparent signature length.
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SIGNATURE 15 CFD & FLIGHT
• Excellent bow and canopy shock agreement

• Poor agreement inlet to tail region because of radar errors
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The CFD-to-flight-data comparison results are outlined below. It is important to remember that
the good agreement achieved is between flight data and CFD that have been propagated 40 to 740 ft

through the atmosphere using the MDBOOM program.
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CFD TO FLIGHT DATA RESULTS

• Very good agreement for bow and canopy shock strength and position

• CFD underpredicts inlet shock because of limited CFD engine detail

• Poor agreement in tail region where CFD effort not concentrated

• CFD from Douglas Aircraft Corp. and NASA Langley give very

comparable results

• Need to fix MDBOOM infinite loop to analyze remaining signatures

° Cause for large biases in radar separation distance as yet unknown

° Abili_ of CFD and MDBOOM to predict near field overpressures gives

conf=dence to use it as a design tool
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For future experiments of this nature the following recommendations for enhancements are made
in the figure below. To determine accurate relative position, the differential GPS option is currently
available at NASA Dryden. The other options have not yet been developed at NASA Dryden.
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ENHANCEMENTS FOR FUTURE EXPERIMENT

• Noseboom specifically for shock wave probing

• Pneumatic system with high rate, low lag, low attenuation

• Airdata calibration of SR-71 will enhance quality of trajectory reconstruction

• GPS velocities will minimize INS/radar velocity errors

• Better relative position determination

- Differential GPS (3-5 m accuracy)
-- No 10 ° elevation limit, 100 nmi range of each ground station

- Carrier phase or pseudolite technology

- Centimeter accuracy may be possible
-- Relative attitude determination may be possible

- Optical methods

-- Laser rangefinder

-- Air-to-air video and image processing
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Thegeneralconclusionsaddresseachof the objectives for this flight experiment. Referring back
to the objectives of the experiment, (1) near-field measurements as close as 40 ft were demonstrated
and enhancements were identified, (2) flight data were compared with CFD with very good
agreement forward of the inlet, (3) baseline data of an unmodified SR-71 were provided for a
modified SR-71 experiment (Ref. 2, 3) and confidence was gained of its success, and (4) this data
can be used for analyses of sonic-boom propagation through the atmosphere to 740 ft and has good
agreement with MDBOOM
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CONCLUSIONS

• Near-field measurements as close as 40 fl demonstrated;

enhancements identified

• CFD compared with flight data: very good agreement forward of inlet

• Confidence gained in CFD tools for SR-71 lower noise design

based on baseline SR-71 CFD - flight data comparison

• Near-field flight data gathered for propagation studies;

good agreement with MDBOOM
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FLIGHT DATA SUMMARY

This is a summary of all 22 si_,natures. The start and stop times of the signatures are in Pacific daylight time. The F-16XL
refueled at a tanker between signatures 11 and 12. The parameters are

- Radar elevation - radar elevation, deg, minimum, mean, and maximum
- Distance below - distance that the F-16XL is below the SR-71, in the vertical plane of the SR-71, ft, minimum, mean,

and maximum

- Phi - angle off directly below, as viewed from behind, positive toward the right, de°, minimum, mean, and maximum
- F-16XL bank angle - roll attitude of the F-16X:L, deg, minimum, mean, and maximum
- SR-71 bank angle - roll attitude of the SR-71, deg, minimum, mean, and maximum
- Overpressure - overpressure from static pressure, psf, minimum and maximum
- Probe region - direction and region of probe, ~ denotes difficult to tell
- SR mean gross wgt. - mean gross weight of the SR-71, lb, fr(_n the Mission Recorder System, (MRS)
- SR mean alpha - mean SR-71 fuselage reference angle of attack, de°, from MRS
- SR mean pr. alt. - mean SR-71 pressure altitude, ft, from MRS
- SR mean Mach # - mean SR-71 Mach number, from MRS

Data enclosed in a heavy border are of questionable quality or off-nominal condition, such as resulting from low radar
elevation angle, high bank angle, incomplete probing, or off Mach number.
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SR-71A REDUCED SONIC BOOM MODIFICATION DESIGN

John M. Morganstem, David B. Bruns, and Peter P. Camacho
McI_nnell Douglas Aerospace-West

Long Beach, CA 90846

INTRODUCTION

The adverse impact of sonic booms stems from the loudness and startle they produce. It is

desirable, for future generation supersonic u-ansport studies, to develop technology for reduced sonic

boom environmentalimpactandpossiblyenhanceoperationaleconomics.Previoussonicboom reAuction

studiesdevelopedsonicboom waveformshapingasamethodforreducingloudness.The shapeofthe

waveformisalteredbytailoringthedistributionofliftandvolumeofthevehicle,generatingawaveform

shapethatdoesnotevolveintoan 'N'wave when itreachestheground.Waveform shapinghasbeen

validatedinwind tunneltests,demonsu'atingthatwaveform shapingcanbe achievedup m severalbody

lengthsfromavehicleinauniformamaospber¢.Sonicboom propagationtheoryhasbeendevelopedto

predicthow thesonicboom waveformevolvesasitwavelstothegroundintherealatmosphere,without

winds,atmospherictttrbulence,orfiniterisetimecalculation.Thispropagationtheoryhasbeenvalidated

for'N"wave sonicbooms undercalmamaosphericconditions,andim:dictsthemean loudnesswellforthe

morerandomwaveformsobtainedunderunsteadyatmosphericconditions.

An investigationwas undertakenby McDonnellDouglas,underNASA funding,m determineifa

flightexperimentcouldbedevelopedto:demonstratethepropagationofshapedsonicboom waveforms

througharealatmosphere,andobtainanindicationoftheeffectsofturbulenceon sonicboom shaping.

Thisinvestigationledtotheconclusionthatan SR-71A was a suitablevehicleforfurtherwaveform

shapingstudies.A veryroughanalysisdevelopedapreliminarymodification,consistingofonlyvolume

additions,thatappearedtomake theexperimentfeasible.More d_tailedstudieswerethenundertakento

validatemethodsandrefinethedesign.

In-flightdatawas obtainedfortheunmodifiedSR-71A tovalidatesonicboom predictionsinthe

near-fieldoftheSR-71A. An F-16XL flewseveralpassesI00to500 feetundertheSR-71A tomeasure

theSR-71A wavcform pressuredistributionatthedesignconditionofMach 1.8.McDonnellDouglas

EulerCFD calculationslinkedwithpropagationcodespredictedthepressuresundertheSR-71A. The

CFD propagationmethodwasthenusedformodificationdesignanalysisandtheshapeofthemodification

was finalizedthroughanitcrativedesignapproach.
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Sonic boom annoyance, along with engine emissions and airport noise, is one of the three major

environmental challengesfacingthenext supersonicu'ansport.Studieshave indicatedthatshaping offers

the best chance for reducing the annoyance thatcharacterizesthe sonic boom noise problem. The

technology of sonic boom shaping has bccn demonstrated in wind tunnel testsand mcthods for

propagatingthc wavcforms to theground have bccn validatedwith 'N-wave' signaturcs.The propagation

of shaped wavcforms has never bccn demonstrated,and recentlyeven the rateof shock coalcsccncchas

come intoquestionasnew, non-linearpropagationmcthods arcshowing differenceswith lincarthcory.In

April 1992, a separatestudy on FlightResearch Requirements,referenceI,was undcrtakcn to dctcrminc

where flighttcstingcould enhance NASA's High Speed Research (HSR) program. An investigationwas

undcrtakcn by McDonncll Douglas, under NASA funding,to dctcrminc ifa flightexperiment could bc

developed to: demonstratethepropagationof shaped sonicboom wavcforms through a realatmosphere,

and obtainan indicationof the effectsof turbulenceon sonic boom shaping. That study rccommcndcd

more detailedstudy of the SR-71A as the bestaircrafttomodify forsonic boom shaping demonstration.

To validateshaped sonicboom technology,thefollowingobjectivesncccltobc addressed.

1)

2)

3)

4)

OBJECTIVES

Demonstrate propagation of shaped waveform.

Provide an indication of turbulence effects on a shaped
waveform.

Provide experimental data for developing theoretical
models for propagation through atmosphere.

Validate design methods for sonic boom loudness
reduction.
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The Flight Research Requirements study included a very rough analysis of what it would take to

modify an SR-71A for a shaped sonic boom waveform. The linear analysis below gives an approximation

of what a shaped waveform modification might look like. Its analysis is based on linear design methods,

including the far-field wave drag method. Volume has been added to the vehicle starting just behind the

nose with a large peak area just ahead of the engines. This modification was reviewed by NASA and

some preliminary design work of the modification was done indicating that it seemed feasible. More

detailed studies followed under NASA contract NAS 1-19345 task order.

SR-71A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
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The SR-71Aproposeddesignusesdesignconditionssimilar to mostHigh-SpeedCivil Transport

(HSCT)low boomdesigns. Below is a comparison between an HSCT low boom design and the modified

$R-71A. The SR-71A can generate the same pressure disturbance but the length of the disturbance is

shorter. So there are no scaling issues between the SR-71 test and proposed HSCT Low Boom designs,

only a shorter shaped portion of the signature. Also, there has been no attempt to shape the aft portion of

the SR-71A signature because its shaping was not considered necessary to meet the preceding objectives

and the large modifications that would be necessary to achieve a shaped aft waveform.

SR-71A AND HSCT WAVEFORM COMPARISON
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Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was employed using the McDonnell Douglas SCRAM Euler

solver. Wind tunnel tests and other design work have highlighted inaccuracies of linear, far-field design

methods. Specifically, large volume humps in the vicinity of other large surfaces behave differently than

the transparent assumptions used by far-field theory. For example, a naeelle mounted right on the wing

lower surface creates a strong shock that is reflected by the wing so that the nacelle on wing produces 2

strong shocks underneath and none above, instead of the single strong shock that an isolated nacelle would

produce. Another example of this is the SR-71 canopy shock being reflected by the chine. Since the chine

does not extend out far spanwise, only some of the shock is reflected; the rest travels around the chine

before it can propagate downward causing it to be farther behind the front shock underneath the vehicle

than with linear theory. This can be seen in the figure by tracing from the canopy at the Mach angle--the

trace fails in the green region well ahead of the actual canopy seen as the yellow-orange following the

green. Some of the canopy shock is reflected upward by the chine, so while the linear, far-field theory

predicts that the canopy shock is the same strength as the front shock, the CFD predicts a shock of haft the

strength.

SR-71A BASELINE CFD UNDERTRACK PRESSURES
................. _ f IL FI'_IME : trTl-k I_'.,UNI

(photograph not shown in color)
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To validate the CFD method, a flight experiment was performed at the NASA Dryden Flight

Research Center, Edwards A.F.B., reference 2 (locatedinthese proceedings). An F-16XL flew under the

SR-71A at the low boom design conditions: Mach 1.8 and alpha of 3.5 degrees (45,400 to 50,000 feet).

The corrected pressure measurements are compared with CFD predictions from NASA LaRC and

McDonnell Douglas, which were propagated to the flight trajectory from near-field pressure cylinders

using the MDBOOM-Cylinder method described and validated in reference 3, and validated for a full

configuration in reference 4. (In short, this method takes close-in near-field CFD data, where accuracy is

best, and mathematically eliminates the near-field diffraction that typically takes from 2 to 6 body lengths

to completely disappear. It then propagates by the typical modified-linear Thomas method.) The

predictions show excellent agreement except for 2 places: the nacelle shock is 20% under predicted and

the aft shock levels are also off (the DAC CFD aft shock position matches the LaRC position in later,

smoother grids). These findings were somewhat expected because the inlet and nozzle operating

conditions were not fully modeled, including a significant amount of inlet bypass bleed dumped from the

forward bypass doors and the nozzle and ejector settings. To avoid the complication of trying to model

inlet bleed, an increase in the nacelle shock strength was added to the near-field dam that makes the flight

data and predictions align at the measuring point Differences in the aft shock do not affect the front shock

shaping area so no corrections to the aft shock were made.

SIGNATURE 22 CFD & FLIGHT

III

Signature 22 200 - 260 Feet Below -_f 20 , ,

15

10

SR-71A #844 ,

m Flight Ps Data

- - DAC CFD

..... LARC CFD

-40 13aZc_,.It(FIIOht-351,Z_ACFD-4_64, L_BCCFDS-060) 100Distance

NASA Dryden J
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The predicted ground waveform, with the increased nacelle shock, is shown below.

SR-71A BASELINE GROUND WAVEFORM

o

o

r.
u3
Q..

-_ n.o

 Ioo

TIME, 5

PMRX - 1.7
PLOB - I00.I
C5EL - 106.1
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The first design iteration was based on linear theory analysis and a SEEH (reference 5) design

goal, to get started quickly with existing methods. The geometry, in green, was generated at the Mach

angle on UNIGRAPHICS using a specified area distribution and engineering judgement for how to place

it. The red areas denote landing gear doors, navigation, refueling, and parachute deployment areas that we

avoided in making the modifications.

SR-71A MOD V1.0

(photograph not shown in color)
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After generating MOd V1.0 based on linear methods, it was analyzed using an Euler CFD solver.

The figure below shows the diffraction corrected pressures comparison with the baseline very close to the

vehicles. While the diffraction has not disappeared at this point, this form is necessary for redesign to be

sure that the proper waveform is achieved after diffraction effects subside. The Mod V1.0 pressure

distribution shows a front spike and following pressures averaging a ramp but with large under and over

shoots of the average.
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Looking back at the area modification in more detail revealed three reasons for over and under

shoots: some courseness in the area tolerance, a mis-match in the position of the upper meal and the

location of its pressure influence after traveling around the chine (just like the canopy shock mentioned

earlier), and a failure of linear theory to account for the aging of the nacelle shocks and the modification

expansion which shift relative to one another before they travel far enough to begin interacting and

canceling. The fh'st two reasons are corrected in the figure below by creating a new "corrected" area

distribution with more accuracy and a shift in the upper surface meal location to account for the increased

propagation path length.
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The modification area distribution then has to be carefully matched in location relative to the

pressures. This is difficult to determine exactly since the pressures age (move) as they propagate.

SR-71 Area Modification Effect
Version 1.0
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The objective at this point was to use the higher accuracy of CFD to do the design of the low boom

modification. The key to implementing such a method was to get a very close-in pressure prediction

where a minimum of aging has occurred and somehow eliminate the close-in diffraction that distorts the

pressures in the near-field. This is provided by the aforementioned MDBOOM-Cylinder method. With

such a baseline pressure prediction, linear theory can be used to apply changes in pressure to the baseline

based on the modification area. This approach was implemented in a spreadsheet where the modification

area can be changed until the desired diffraction-free pressure distribution is reached. To validate this

redesign method before putting it into use, it was applied to the baseline using the MOd V1.0 area

distribution and compared with the MOd Vl.0 CFD analysis in the figure below. There are lots of spikes

with the redesign method that would disappear or interact and cancel if the aging could be modelled; so

the match is actually considered validating.
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This is the Mod V2.2 design which actually is designed to cancel out the stronger in-flight

measured nacelle shock with a negative pressure spike of the corresponding size.

SR-71 MOD V2.2 Design
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Notice that the Mod V2.2 area differs mainly from the linear design in that the area is smoother

around the canopy and that the expansion to cancel out the nacelle shock is moved forward to account for

the nacelle shock aging forward.

SR-71 Area Modification
Version 2.2
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The modification area V2.2, in green, was held to the exact specified area distribution tolerance

(+/-0.05 sq. ft. which is +/- 0.5 psf).

SR-71A MOD V2.2 VIEW

(photograph not shown in color)
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The modification area was applied only to the lower surface to eliminate the path length issue and

simplify the modification.

SR-71A MOD V2.2 VIEW

/
/

J
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(photograph not shown in color)
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SR-71A MOD V2.2 CFD UNDERTRACK PRESSURES

The one strong effect left out of this redesign is that the changes in area also cause changes in lift,

which affect the pressure distribution. Since the modification is now only on the lower surface, changes

in volume that cause increases in pressure probably also cause increases in lift. This in effect means that

the volume is more "effective" so the constant in the area changes could be changed to allow for a better

correlation on the next iteration. The baseline 8.8 case was run with increased values of 10 and 11.2.

11.2 was chosen as the best.
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8.8 SR*71A R_eslgn Method Validation
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a method for efficiently incorporating CFD into the sonic boom reduction design

process has been refined and applied to an SR-71A. The design process works on complex configurations

and the spreadsheet based redesign has a fast turn around time (hours to a couple days) but the overall

process time is dominated by the CFD analysis (weeks to months). It is hoped that the final design will be

flight tested to meet the four objectives required for sonic boom reduction technology validation.
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CFD PREDICTIONS OF SONIC-BOOM CHARACTERISTICS FOR

UNMODIFIED AND MODIFED SR-71 CONFIGURATIONS

Kamran Fouladi

Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co.

Hampton, VA
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Shaped sonic-boom signatures refer to signatures that look something other than the

typical N-waves. The potential benefits of shaped signatures for supersonic aircraft have been

discussed in ref. 1. Shaped sonic-boom signatures such as "flat-top," "ramp-type," or

"hybrid-type" waveforms have been shown to reduce the subjective loudness without

requiring reductions in overpressure peaks (ref. 2). The shaping of sonic-boom signatures

requires increasing the shock rise time and changes in frequency spectra. So far, a flat-top

waveform was shown to be achievable in wind tunnels (ref. 3); however, the influence of long

propagation distance and real aunosphere on shaped signatures should be addressed using

flight tests. Several techniques for establishing the persistence of shaped signatures were

identified and listed in ref. 4.

BACKGROUND

SHAPED SIGNATURES (NON N-WAVE) HAVE HIGHER SHOCK RISE TIME AND

DIFFERENT FREQUI_CY SPECTRA THAN N-WAVE SIGNATURES

SHAPED SIGNATUKES SHOWN TO REDUCE SUBJECTIVE LOUDNESS

EXAMPLES OF VARIOUS SHAPED SIGNATURES WAVEFORMS ARE:

(1)FLAT-TOP

(2)RAMP

(3)HYBRID

* A "FLAT-TOP" WAVEFORM HAS BEEN ACHIEVED IN WIND-TUNNEL TESTS

* NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH THE PERSISTENCE OF SHAPED SIGNATURES

THROUGH REAL ATMOSPHERE
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Two different approaches have been proposed for sonic-boom minimization flight

tests. The first approach, proposed by Eagle Aerospace (ref. 4), is for a flight test using a

modified BQM-34 "FIREBEE" remotely piloted vehicle. The 30-foot long FIREBEE has a

steady state flight condition at the Mach number and altitude of interest, and it can be

recovered by helicopter from the water. As an alternative approach, a modified SR-71 vehicle

has been proposed by the McDonnell Douglas Corporation (ref. 5). Benefits of the SR-71

include its variable geometry supersonic inlets, small cockpit bulge, higher Mach number

capabilities, slender design, and longer length (105 foot). The present investigation addresses

the sonic-boom analysis for the second vehicle.

PROPOSED SHAPED SIGNATURE PERSISTENCE FLIGHT TESTS

TWO ALTERNATIVE FLIGHT TESTS HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED TO ESTABLISH

PROPAGATION AND PERSISTENCE OF SHAPED SIGNATURES

* MODIFIED BQM-34 "FIREBEE" REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLE

* MODIFIED SR-71 AIRCRAFT
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The objective of the current investigation is to assess the feasibility of a modified

SR-71 configuration, with McDonnell Douglas-designed fuselage modifications, intended to

produce shaped sonic-boom signatures on the ground. The present study describes the use of a

higher-order computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method to predict the sonic-boom

characteristics for both unmodified and modified SR-71 configurations. An Euler

unstructured grid methodology is used to predict the near-field, three-dimensional pressure

patterns generated by both SR-71 models. The computed near-field pressure signatures are

extrapolated to specified distances below the aircraft down to impingement on the ground

using the code MDBOOM (ref. 6). Comparisons of the near-field pressure signatures with"

available flight-test data are presented in the current paper.

OBIECTIVE

ASSESS THE FEASIBILITY OF AN SR-71 CONFIGURATION MODIFIED TO

PRODUCE SHAPED GROUND SIGNATURES USING A HIGHER-ORDER CFD

METHOD

UNMODIFIED SR-71 CONFIGURATION,

M _- 1.8; ct = 3.5DEG.
OO

SR-71 CONFIGURATION WITH McDONNELL DOUGLAS-MODIFIED FUSELAGE

M = 1.8; ct = 3.9DEG.
O_
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In the present study, a fast and efficient algorithm based on an unstructured grid is

used to predict near-field signatures of the SR-71 configurations. As a first step and prior to

surface and volume grid generation, a geometrical representation of the configuration is

prepared using points, curves, and patches as input to GridTool (ref. 7), an interactive surface

representation code.

Grid generation and flow solver application are the next steps in the procedure to

predict near-field signatures. The USM3D/VGRID3D (refs. 8 and 9) unstructured grid

generation and flow solver scheme has been used and validated for sonic-boom analysis

applications (refs. 10 and 11). This scheme allows greater geometrical flexibility for

simulation of flows past complicated configurations such as the SR-71, and it also requires

less effort in grid generation compared to structured grids (ref. 11).

MDBOOM, an extrapolation code (ref. 6), is the final step in predicting a mid-field or

ground signature procedure. MDBOOM is used to post-process the three-dimensional flow

solution to obtain pressure signatures at various distances below the aircraft down to the

ground.

NUMERICAL SCHEME

UNSTRUCTURED GRID SCHEME IS USED FOR SONIC-BOOM ANALYSES DUE TO rrs

(1) GEOMETRICAL FLEXIBILITY

(2) DECREASED EFFORT IN GRID GENERATION (COMPARED TO STRUCTURED GRIDS)

THE PRESENT SCHEME ISMADE UP OF FOUR CODES:

(1) GRIDTOOL - INTERA_ GRAPHICAL PROGRAM FOR SURFACE

REPRESENTATION FOR INPUT TO GRID GENERATION

(2) VGRID3D - SURFACE AND VOLUME GRID GENERATOR

(3) USM3D - THREE-DIMENSIONAL EULER FLOW SOLVER

(4) MDBOOM - PROPAGATION PROGRAM
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Computer Aided Design (CAD) programs typically represent the surfaces of

aerodynamic configurations with a set of parametric surfaces such as NonUniform Rational

B-Spiines (NURBS). CFD surface grids can then be generated on the NURBS surfaces.

GridTool program (ref. 7), an interactive and graphical program, allows the grid generation

program to accomplish this task by approximating the NURBS surfaces with a smaller

number of bi-linear patches.

The grid generation code VGRID3D (Ref. 9) is used to generate the three-dimensional

unstructured tetrahedral inviscid grid. VGRID3D is based on an advancing front technique.

The advantage of this technique over other unstructured grid-generation techniques, such as

Voronoi/Delaunay, is that it does not require separate library modules to distribute grid points

throughout the domain.

The combination of GridTool and VGRID3D has greatly simplified the task of grid

generation for complex configurations. Using this combination, a three-dimensional grid can

be generated in a few weeks for a complex configuration such as the SR-71, and in a matter of

days for a simple wing-body configuration.

GRID GENERATION

GRIDTOOL:

* WORKS WITH OUTPUT FROM CAD PROGRAMS (NURBS, IGES FORMAT)

* APPROXIMATES NURBS SURFACES BY A FEW SMALLER BI-LINEAR PATCHES

* GRAPHICAL AND INTERACTIVE

.VGRID3D:

* BASED ON FRONT ADVANCING TECHNIQUE

* SMOOTH GRID DISTRIBUTION WITH STRUCTURED BACKGROUND GRID

* GRID RESTARTING AND LOCAL REMESHING
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USM3D is a NASA-Langley developed finite volume, upwind code which solves

Euler equations on unstructured tetrahedral meshes (ref. 8). In this flow solver, spatial

discretization is accomplished by cell-centered finite-volume formulations, and Roe's flux

difference splitting is used to compute the fluxes across cell faces. Higher-order accuracy is

achieved by fast multidimensional linear reconstruction algorithms. Solutions are advanced

by a 3-stage Runge-Kutta time-stepping technique. Residual smoothing and local time

stepping are used for convergence acceleration.

MDBOOM (ref. 6) is a propagation code which computes sonic-boom characteristics

of a supersonic aircraft in a horizontally stratified atmosphere. The overpressure ratios

computed using USM3D and interpolated on the surface of a cylinder with a specified radius

and azimuth can be directly input to MDBOOM. MDBOOM allows the cylinder to have small

radii since it uses a matching technique based on an acoustic multipole formulation and

accounts for diffraction effects in the flow field near the aircraft. This feature allows for

flow-field solutions to be calculated at distances practical for CFD schemes.

FLOW SOLUTION

SOLVER USM3D:

SOLVES 3-D EULER EQUATIONS ON UNSTRUCTURED TETRAHEDRAL CELLS

CELL-CENTERED, FINITE VOLUME SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION

ROE'S FLUX -DIFFERENCE SPLITTING

3-STAGE RUNGA-KU'/'I'A TIME INTEGRATION

PROPAGATION

tb

CODE MDBOOM:

COMPUTES SONIC-BOOM CHARACTERISTICS IN STRATIHED ATMOSPHERE

BASED ON ACOUSTIC MULTIPOLE FORMULATION TO ACCOUNT FOR
DIFFRACTION

UTILIZES FLOW SOLUTION FROM CFD CALCULATIONS
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Various issues of importance in grid generation codes such as the grid spacing

parameters, the background grid, and nodal and linear sources in the background grid were

detailed in refs. 9, 10, and 11 and are not discussed here for the sake of brevity. The

background grid for each SR-71 configuration includes 28 linear source elements on the

aircraft and 16 nodal source elements for the outer boundaries. All source elements have

directional intensities for better control of grid-point distribution on components of the

configuration.

Due to complexity of the configuration, the surface geometry of the unmodified SR-71

was approximated, using GridTool, with 75 bi-linear patches. The number of bi-linear patches

for the modified SR-71 configuration was increased to 112 to ensure geometrical integrity of

the changes. The surface patches of the unmodified SR-71 configuration are shown below.

SURFACES PATCHES REPRESENTING SR-71
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A set of unstructured grids with varying grid resolution was generated for the

unmodified SR-71 to obtain a grid-independent solution. The finest grid consisted of 152,255

grid points and 844,344 grid cells. The finest grid generated for the modified SR-71

configuration consisted of 165,246 grid points and 918,867 grid cells. The surface grid of the

unmodified SR-71 configuration is shown below. Only the results for the finest grids are

presented in this study.

USM3D has a computational speed of about 17.5 la-sec/ceU/iteration and a required

memory of 45 words/cell. For the present computation, this translates to approximately 38 and

41.5 megawords of core memory for the unmodified and modified SR-71 configurations,

respectively. The converged solution for cases in the present calculation was obtained in

approximately 6 hours of CPU time on the CRAY-YMP at the NASA Langley Research

Center.

SURFACE GRID REPRESENATIONS FOR BOTH SR-71 CONFIGURATIONS

TOP VIEW OF UNMODIFIED SR-71 ........

152,255 NODES - 844,344 CELLS ....

SIDE VIEW OF MODIFIED SR-71

165,246 NODES - 918,867 CELLS
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It has been shown that supersonic configurations may generate significant off-ground-

track sonic-boom levels in comparison with the level on the ground track. It is, therefore,

important to maintain sufficient grid resolution off the plane of symmetry. Hence, integration

of "sonic-boom grid topology" with the current scheme may be required for accurate

prediction of off-centerline pressure signatures (refs. 10,11).

The sonic-boom grid topology mimics the method of characteristics. The upstream

and downstream boundaries both flare out at the Mach angle of the free-stream Mach number.

Therefore, the wave characteristics emanating from the configuration are contained between

the two boundaries and grid resolution can be greatly increased. This type of grid is ideal for

off-centerline pressure signature prediction since the grid clustering can be extended in the

lateral direction. The shape of the computational domain results in a savings in grid points

which should make up for the increase in the number of grid points due to this clustering. The

surface grid on the plane of symmetry for the unmodified SR-71 configuration is shown

below.

SURFACE GRID ON THE PLANE OF SYMMETRY
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A comparison of flight-test data (ref. 12), signature 22, and computationally obtained

pressure signatures are presented below for the unmodified SR-71 configuration. To obtain

the computed pressure signature, the overpressure ratios on the surface of a cylinder with a

radius of 35 feet (one third of the aircraft length) are extracted from the three-dimensi0nal

solution. MDBOOM is then used to propagate the computed data to locations where pressure

data are recorded in the flight test.

The comparison of the trends of the two signatures indicates good agreement,

particularly in the first half. The pressure peak in the inlet region is, however, underpredicted

in the computed signature. This may be due to the lack of modeling of some features such as

bypass doors on the engine in the CFD computations.

20.0

10.0

o')

0.0

© .lO.O

PRESSURE SIGNATURE OF SR-71, CFD VS. FLIGHT TEST

Signature 22 - 260 Feet Below

Flight Test, NASA Dryden (ref. 12))

o CFD, Euler

0 0

N°

._._ i , i , ,• _0. _0. _. _0. _. 460.

X, feet
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A comparison of computed signatures with flight-test signature 15 is shown below.

Good agreement is shown between the computed signature and the flight test signature in the

bow and the canopy region; however, the inlet shock is underpredicted. For signature 15, as

the probe aircraft moved from the rear to the front of the SR-71 aircraft, the separation

distance between the two aircraft varied between 80 feet below in the tail region to 240 feet

below in the front half. The close separation between the two aircraft in the tail region may

have introduced inaccuracies in the radar data, which is used to measure the separation

distances. The poor agreement between the flight-test data and the computed signature in the

tail region may be due to this inaccuracy since the computed signature would not be

propagated to the correct locations.

PRESSURE SIGNATURES OF SR-71, CFD VS. FLIGHT TEST

28.0

14.0

-14.0

Signature 15, 80-240 ft. below

Flight Test, NASA Dryden

__ (ref. 12))
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Ground signatures of the unmodified SR-71 can be illustrated with a pressure carpet

plot generated by the aircraft. The ground carpet plot shown below depicts the pressure

signatures versus flight path axis (X) as well as the lateral distance to the side of the flight path

(Y). Also shown is the ground-pressure signature at the centerline. As expected, the shape of

the ground pressure signature at a given lateral distance is a typical N-wave. The carpet plot

indicates a significant variation in the pressure pattern in the lateral direction up to

approximately 18.2 miles with the largest overpressure peaks occurring at the centerline and

attenuating laterally.

PRESSURE SIGNATURE CARPET OF UNMODIFIED SR-71 ON GROUND

0 P-Pinf (psf)

X (feet)

Y (miles)
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The ground-pressure carpet plot of the modified SR-71 and its centerline ground-

pressure signature are shown below. The carpet plot for this configuration also indicates a

significant variation in the pressure pattern in the lateral direction up to approximately 18.2

miles. Similar to the unmodified configuration, the highest signature overpressures are located

on and near the centerline with the ground signatures close to the flight path indicating a

subtle double shock overpressure peak in the nose region. Though this is not the intended

signature shape, the present analysis shows that shapes other than N-waves may persist to the

ground.

PRESSURE SIGNATURE CARPET OF MODIFIED SR-71 ON GROUND
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0 P-Pinf (psf)

Y (miles)
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The differences in the sonic-boom characteristics of the two SR-71 models are

highlighted in the plot shown below. The variation of loudness levels versus lateral distances

to the side of the flight path (Y) was calculated using the procedure developed by Shepherd

and Sullivan (ref. 13). A shock rise time of 3 milliseconds per 1 psf of shock was used to

calculate rise time for both configurations. The computed noise loudness level for the

modified SR-71 is predicted to be consistently lower than the unmodified configuration. The

major differences between the loudness patterns for both configurations lie in the region near

the flight path up to Y=5.0 miles.

LOUDNESS LEVELS ON AND OFF-FLIGHT PATH FOR BOTH

SR-71 CONFIGURATIONS
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An Euler unstructured grid methodology has been used to analyze .the sonic-boom

characteristics of an unmodified SR-71 aircraft and a modified SR-71 with a Douglas-

designed fuselage modification intended to produce shaped sonic-boom signatures. The

predicted near-field pressure signatures of the unmodified configuration were compared with

the flight-test data. The results indicate very good agreement in the front half of the signatures

and in overall trends. The pressure peaks due to the inlet, however, were underpredicted in the

computed signatures. Non N-wave signatures with double shock overpressure peaks in the

nose region were predicted for the modified configuration, which resulted in lower noise

loudness level near the flight path.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

SONIC BOOM ANALYSES OF BOTH UNMODIFIED AND MODIFIED SR-71

CONFIGURATIONS WERE PERFORMED USING AN UNSTRUCTURED GRID

SCHEME

GOOD CORRELATIONS WERE OBTAINED BETWEEN THE COMPUTED

RESULTS AND AVAILABLE FLIGHT-TEST DATA FOR UNMODIFIED SR-71

COMPUTED SIGNATURES UNDERPREDICTED THE INLET SHOCKS

MODIFIED SR-71 CONFIGURATION PRODUCED NON N-WAVE PRESSURE

SIGNATURE ON THE GROUND
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Abstract

A flight program using the SR-71 airplane to validate sonic boom technologies for High-Speed
Commercial Transport (HSCT) operation and potentially for low- or softened-boom design
configurations is described. This program employs a shaped signature modification to the SR-71
airplane which is designed to demonstrate computational fluid dynamics (CFD) design technology at a
full-scale HSCT operating condition of Mach 1.8 at 48,000 feet altitude. Test plans call for
measurements in the near-field, at intermediate propagation altitudes, and through the more turbulent
boundary layer near the Earth surface. The shaped signature modification to the airplane is comprised
of added cross-section areas on the underside of the airplane forward of the wing and engine nacelles.
Because the flight demonstration does not approach maximum SR-71 altitude or Mach number, the

airplane provides more than adequate performance and maneuver margins for safe operation of the
modified airplane. Probe airplane measurements in the near-field will use fast response pressure
sensors. Far-field and ground-based boom measurements will use high response rmcrophones or
conventional sonic boom field recorders. Scope of the planned demonstration flights also includes

ground level measurements during conditions which cause minimal signature distortion and conditions
which cause high distortion of the signature.

Outline

• Introduction

• Justification

Flight test objectives

Demonstration test approach

Modified signature flight test plan

Measurement requirements

° Discussion

° Summary
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INTRODUCTION

Air traffic-routing plans for large supersonic passenger aircraft consider that ground level sonic

boom strength may be too large to allow regular flight routes over populat_ areas. Thus, supersonic
routes used by the Concorde and those envisioned for second-generation High-Speed Commercial

Transport" (HSCT)aircraft are essentially restricted to over-watersegments.This restrictionextends
the travel time required for many city pairs and thereby reduces the utilization (mileage) rate for each
airframe. Intercontinental service to inland cities would be faster and the overall return on airfzame

investment would be greater if supersonic speeds could be used on overland routes. However,
supersonic operation over most populated areas is not likely to be allowed for current baseline HSCT
designs because they would produce boom over pressures on the order of 3.0 pounds per square foot
(psf) at cruise (Mach 2.4) and somewhat higher in the Math 1.2 to 1.4 region during the accelerating
climb and decelerating descent. To alleviate this problem, recent airplane design studies developed
configuration concepts that could be used to reduce boom annoyance levels (refs. 1 and 2). These
modifications of the configuration cross-section area and lift distributions would reduce the initial
overpressure rise. The resulting shock pattern at ground level would not be as large and sharp as the
N-wave usually produced at the ground by aircraft at high cruise altitudes.

Flight tests to demonstrate low-boom design capability by modifying existing airframes have been
proposed for the BQM-34E remotely piloted vehicle (RPV, the "Firebee," Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical
Co., San Diego, CA, refs. 3 and 4) and the manned Mach 3 SR-7 l(Lockheed Corporation, Burbank
CA) reconnaissance airplane (refs. 5 and 6). An important reason for testing the viability of low-boom
design concepts is provided by route performance trade studies (ref. 7) which indicate that reduced
boom configurations using a cruise Mach number of 1.8 for sensitive overland corridors and 2.0 over
oceanic routes would reduce travel time for many city pairs and increase airframe utilization rates
relative to conventional configurations using 0.9 Mach overland and 2.4 Mach over oceanic route
segments. Moreover, the ability to serve additional cities would improve the return on fixed investment
costs by increasing the production run. Thus, successful demonstration of the computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) technology to predict the near-field boom signature and to design supersonic
configurations which produce low-annoyance boom signatures at ground level could allow expansion
of supersonic HSCT flight to a number of additional overland route segments. Since low-boom
characteristics require major differences in airframe configuration, accurate assessment of their

potential is important before HSCT pre-production design specifications are finalized.

Introduction

Demonstrate low-boom, shaped signature technology in

flight
Acquire in situ, near-field signature measurements to

validate low-boom design technology

Examine signature formation and initial coalescence
characteristics
Evaluate state-of-the-art computation tools for sonic
boom propagation
Document sonic boom distortion caused by Earth

turbulent boundary-layer effects for shaped and N-wave

signatures under quiet and turbulent conditions
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JUSTIFICATION

Unique merits of the plan to demonstrate low (or reduced) boom design technology with the
SR-71 include the (1) large, essentially full-scale HSCT capability for the signature modification
evaluation, (2) demonstration test condition would be at a realistic flight altitude and Mach number for
HSCT cruise, (3) test altitude permits propagation evaluation over a conservatively long propagation

path to the ground, (4) measurements at intermediate altitudes would scale directly to the actual HSCT
operating condition, (5) SR-71 performance margins can support a wide range of experimental
modifications and aerodynamic conditions within the HSCT altitude envelope. The plan incorporates
measurements of near-field signature formation, coalescence, aging over long propagation paths and
turbulent distortions through the ground layer. These measurements will serve to assess CFD near-

field prediction, establish the capability for state-of-the-art propagation codes and illustrate the effects
of Earth turbulent boundary-layer and signature shape. As such, the design technology enabled by the
SR-71 demonstration will support sonic boom impact assessment for standard planforms as well as for

low-boom configurations. It will substantiate, and most likely improve, the technologies needed to
address boom sensitivity concerns for both overland and over-water routes. The primary driver in the
choice between reduced boom and conventional HSCT configurations is likely to be future national
and international standards for maximum over-pressure metrics and exposure rates over various

population zones and natural habitats. Hence, the ability to formulate recommendations and negotiate
favorable route agreements will hinge on expert first-hand skills in the sonic boom technical areas.

Significant resources in research program dollars, intellectual effort, CFD development and wind-
tunnel testing have been directed at improving traditional boom prediction tools during recent years
(ref. 2 ). State-of-the-art improvements for boom propagation prediction appear to center on rise time
as influenced by oxygen and nitrogen molecular absorption. Sound attenuation by water vapor is also
indicated by some investigators. Turbulence effects have been explored experimentally using shocks
produced by sparks in the laboratory and by using parametedzed boundary-layer characterization with
previous field study data. Adequate field data for empirical validation of these new refinements in
boom signature propagation and boundary-layer distortion have not been acquired for their use in the
significant decision-making processes that face the HSCT.

Delay of the real atmosphere experience at HSCT flight conditions, which brings the above
refinements to maturity, increases program risk and cost penalties. Outside interests (other

agencies, other countries and environmental groups) will continue to periodically bring
confrontation on sonic boom issues to the table. If the High Speed Research (HSR) Program is

ready with mature, demonstrated boom technology, the program risks attending these
confrontations will be minimized. If test and demonstration of the boom technology elements are

delayed, the costs needed to maintain the current technological position on the learning curve will
increase, or capabilities for accomplishment at a later date will decrease. Decreased capability
could result from human and technical attrition because of several factors. First, inadequate career

phasing can fail to provide the needed expert personnel. Second, in the face of pressing decision-
making situations, the lack of adequate expertise easily leads to over-reaching assumptions, or
perhaps worse yet, to technical apathy and misdirected attention. The element of human attrition is
particularly critical for several reasons. Sonic boom technologies span several areas of expertise.
Personnel retention is difficult since levels of program support vacillate from "some" to "nearly
none". Present capabilities rely strongly on empirical experience and "engineering art" as practiced
by only a few experts. New theoretical formulations are not quickly validated in flight nor rapidly

assimilated as permanently established engineering practices.
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JUSTIFICATION (cont'd)

A large part of the existing national ability can be attributed to NASA HSR Program efforts at

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. These efforts have brought together broad
interdisciplinary expertise from government, industry and academia. Note that these disciplinary
areas are thinly staffed and, that historically, industry has not internally maintained more than one
or two of the requisite skills in any given corporate entity at any given time. Continuation of the
national team activity is the least costly way to provide the critical expertise necessary to deal with
future challenges to supersonic fleet operattons.

Sonic boom technology is and will continue to be a competitive element for national and
international acceptance of supersonic passenger aircraft design and operation. Low-boom concept
technologies could be established as a potential HSCT enhancement factor for overland route
segments. Moreover, the U.S. sonic boom technical ability will be one of the HSCT make-or-
break issues for environmental review of routes over water and sparsely populated areas.

Justification

• Reduced boom overland flight segments will increase HSCT

utilization rate and airframe production run.

Flight-demonstrated technology will be applicable to soften

boom strength for conventional Mach 2.4 HSCT planforms.

Critical expertise in sonic boom technologies cultivated from
the 1960's to 1990's can be sustained for application during

the HSCT era - 2000 to 2020.
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FLIGHT TEST OBJECTIVES

The modified signature demonstration using the SR-71 will address four goals:

1. Demonstrate a shaped sonic boom waveform (non N-wave signature) at the ground.

2. Validate the CFD code capabilities for design of shaped near-field sonic boom signatures.

3. Evaluate the abilities of state-of-the-art tools to predict shaped signature propagation from cruise
altitude to mid- and low-altitudes.

4. Obtain empirical data for shaped signature (non N-wave) propagation through the Earth
boundary layer under quiet (stable, low wind) and turbulent (convective, windy) conditions.

The ultimate test of low-boom design technology is for the sonic boom waveform generated
by the test airplane at HSCT cruise conditions to reach ground level without coalescing into the
classic N-wave form with its large, strong, sharp rise to maximum overpressure at the leading-
edge. Instead, it is desired that the shaped signature would reach ground level with a smaller
leading-edge pressure rise followed by a gradual pressure rise ramp, or a "flat-top" segment,
before producing the maximum boom overpressure. Such shaping of the boom decreases the
annoyance to humans and the startle effect on other animals. The SR-71 flight capability provides
an especially conservative demonstration of low-boom technology because it can reach HSCT
flight conditions. Its relatively shorter length (approximately 100 feet vs. 300 feet for the HSCT)
gives a longer propagation in terms of altitude-to-fuselage-length (h/l) scaling units. The SR-71
bow to inlet distance allows the shaped signature to have a ramp with the rate of pressure increase
representative of that desired for the full-scale HSCT (ref. 6).

Near-field validation of CFD code design ability requires in situ measurement of the sonic
boom overpressure signature that is close to the generating aircraft (approximately 100 feet).
Evaluation of signature propagation tools requires in situ measurement in the near-field (roughly
100 to 1000 feet) below the generating aircraft and at mid- and low-altitudes to examine
coalescence, signature aging caused by molecular absorption of acoustic energy, and distortion
caused by atmospheric perturbations.

Flight Test Objectives

Demonstrate shaped boom waveform at ground level

Validate CFD design codes with in situ near-field
measurements

Evaluate propagation codes and coalescence behavior

Observe boundary-layer induced distortions for N- and non
N-wave signatures
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DEMONSTRATION TEST APPROACH

The three main areas of the low-boom demonstration program include design and fabrication,
flight test operations, and sonic boom measurements and data analysis. Industry, NASA, and the

science community will conduct the program.

A modification to the cross-sectional area of the SR-71 forebody is being designed by industry

(ref. 6). The design uses CFD in an iterative process. Area is added to achieve a desired signature
shape. Then, the resulting local aerodynamics and near-field signature shape are evaluated. The
primary flight condition for design of a low-boom HSCT is taken to be Mach 1.8 at 48,000 feet
pressure altitude. Interest also exists in boom softening for a conventional HSC_ planform at a
cruise speed of Mach 2.4. However, additional fabrication costs are entailed for demonstration at
the higher Mach number. Thus, this paper emphasizes the Mach 1.8 low-boom demonstration.

The SR-71 airplane manufacturer completed structural design for the low-boom modification

using preliminary loft lines. Final design, fabrication, and installation will allow functional access
to the service bays, operation of the landing gear, and removal of the modification to return the
aircraft to its original flight configuration.

Flight test responsibih_es center on the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center where the SR-
71 is presently operating. These responsibilities include flight safety and flight readiness reviews,
flight test engineering, aircrew preparations, and data acquisition. The CFD analysis of the final
low-boom modification design will be accomplished independent, y by industry, NASA Langley
Research Center, and NASA Ames Research Center. Aerodynarruc margins will be examined on

the basis of CFD results and flight simulation. If any performance or safety concerns are identified,
wind-tunnel tests using a model of the modified SR-71 will be conducted. Data analysis and
evaluation will be shared with HSR Program participants in industry, academia, and NASA.

Demonstration Test A0oroach

Modification loft design and CFD aeroloads conducted by
Douglas

• Structural aircraft modification design conducted by Lockheed

Low-boom modification fabrication and installation by
Lockheed

Research flights using modified SR-71, probe aircraft, and
ground measurements at Dryden

• Data analysis by HSR Contractors, Langley, Ames, and
Dryden
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MODIFIED SIGNATURE FLIGHT TEST PLAN

Flight operations will involve the modified SR-71 airplane, instrumented probe airplane, and
safety chase. The SR-71 will generate the modified sonic boom signature in steady flight at Mach
1.8 and 48,000 feet similar to the previous flight tests (ref. 8). The instrumented near-field probe
airplane will probe forward from a position behind and below the SR-71. The probe aiplane can
keep the SR-71 in view, even as the SR-71 bow shock is crossed. This is possible since the bow
shock cone sweeps backward from the airplane to allow a longitudinal gap between the probe
airplane nose below and the SR-71 tail above. Next, the probe airplane will drop back and
reposition itself for another pass. During near-field signature sampling, the relative speed between
the aircraft is expected to range up to 25 fps. Significantly higher rates would be expected to
increase the time needed to reposition as well as decrease safety margins. Plans call for 12 good
near-field probes: 3 each at altitude separations of 100, 200, 500, and 1000 feet below the SR-71.

Ground-based signature measurements will be accomplished by overflying an array of sonic
boom recorders. To cover the signature variations caused by naturally unsteady atmospheric
conditions, six passes are planned for calm or low-signature-distortion conditions which are most

likely during morning hours. Another six passes are planned for conditions when the typical N-
wave signatures would be more slrongly distorted by atmospheric turbulence and winds. An
additional six passes are anticipated for "off-design" test points at other Mach-altitude
combinations. Supporting measurements will include rawinsonde measurement of the atmospheric
wind, temperature, and humidity profiles from Edwards AFB, California, near the flight time.
Detailed atmospheric boundary-layer characteristics at the sonic boom array will be measured by
tethersonde and ground-based acoustic probes (SODAR) to document wind and temperature
profiles and fluctuations in the boundary layer.

Signature measurements during propagation at middle and low altitudes above the Earth

turbulent boundary layer will be obtained with subsonic platforms using sonic boom recorders or
microphones with equivalent dynamic characteristics.

Modified Signature Flight Test Plan

• SR-71 maintains Mach 1.8 and constant altitude

• Probe airplane positions below and aft, then moves forward

• Probe airplane passes bow shock, drops back and repeats

• Both aircraft use differential Global Positioning System (GPS)

• Signature measured with short-coupled, high-response
total and static pressure sensors

• Mid-field, far-field, and ground signatures measured with
boom recorders, microphones, or narrow range differentml
pressure sensors
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MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS

Near the signature-generatingairplane, the overpressures arerelatively large and decrease
rapidly with distance as the Math cone propagates away. Therefore, to validate computed pressure
fields near the airplane, adequate precision must be used for the in situ pressure measurements and
the distance between the generator and the probe aircraft. A table of measurement quality goals is
given below.

In the near-field region of interest, the maximum overpressure ranges from approximately 20
percent to less than 2 percent of the flight altitude ambient pressure. In terms of operational
absolute pressure transducers used for pressure altitude, these overpressures become 2 to 0.2
percent of the full- scale range. Thus, the goal for overpressure accuracy of 5 percent calls for
sensor stability and resolution reaching 0.01 percent of transducer full scale. Measurement risk will
be reduced by implementing high-response probes for static and total pressure. In addition,
absolute pressure transducers may be augmented with differential transducers referenced to
nominal pressure reservoirs for increased resolution and redundancy. Relative aircraft positions
will be obtained with differential GPS on each airplane (ref. 8). Precision ground-based tracking
radar will provide backup data for each airplane.

Measurement Requirements

Parameter

SR-71 test condition, Mach number

SR-71 test point pressure altitude, ft

Relative separation distance, percent

Overpressure accuracy, percent

Minimum damping ratio

Minimum natural frequency, Hz

Minimum sample rate, sps

Tolerance

0.05

150

5

5

0.7

50

100
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DISCUSSION

The proposed modified SR-71 sonic boom flight test program represents a highly
comprehensive demonstration of sonic boom technologies. This program presents the f'n'st
opportunity to explore the propagation of shaped signatures with in situ data documentation in the
airplane near field, at mid-field, through the Earth boundary layer, and at ground level. These near-
field data will validate wind-tunneI and CFD techniques. These techniques are the primary tools
for HSCT evaluation during the airplane design stage. Wind-tunnel measurements and CFD data
are restricted to flow near the body of the aircraft because of practical limitations in wind-tunnel
dimensions and CFD grid point density (or computational cos0. Thus, the near-field, in-flight data
will validate assumptions used to bridge the gap between local aerodynamics and specification of

initial conditions for boom propagation codes. Signature measurements at middle and ground
levels wiU provide data for evaluation of boom propagation code abilities to account for
atmospheric absorption and rise time characteristics which impact annoyance statistics.
Demonstrated skill in the state-of-the-art for these technologies is crucial to low-boom design
decisions and vital to environmental impact clearance for conventional HSCT planforms.

Flight operations planning and safety reviews will thoroughly consider impacts of the
modification on aircraft structural integrity, performance, and flight control. Structural design of
the cross-sectional area modification for the Mach 1.8 test point has been approached using a safety
factor of 2.25. Aerodynamics results from a preliminary design indicate minimal change in pitching
moment. Final design CFD will be confirmed independently by analysis codes at NASA Langley
Research Center and NASA Ames Research Center. The resulting aerodynamic characteristics will
be used in the flight simulator to examine airworthiness of the modification. Any performance
factors or stability and control anomalies with the potential to compromise flight safety will be
evaluated using further CFD and wind-tunnel tests.

Discussion

Proposed SR-71 modified boom signature demonstration
would validate design and propagation technologies for
application to the HSCT.

Go-ahead for the SR-71 modification was deferred because
of budget decreases and ongoing design rework.

Current emphasis is redirected toward signature
coalescence and propagation issues,
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DISCUSSION (cont'd)

A final design for the SR-71 modified boom signature dcmonswation has not been completed.

Budget reductions and program redirection indicate that a go-ahead is not imminent. In the interim,
independent approaches to low-boom CFD design are emerging (ref. 9). These approaches may
provide additional confirmation of or optimization to the proposed SR-71 modification.

Sonic boom flight research and field study needs can be grouped intofourphenomenological
areas: (1) the local boom signature aerodynamic formation processes within approximately three
body lengths or six span distances below the airplane, (2) the signature feature coalescence region
in which higher pressure shock zones overtake lower pressure zones, (3) molecular interactions
which exert frequency dependent acoustic absorption, and (4) focusing and distortion caused by
maneuvers and atmospheric perturbations. A major thrust of the proposed SR-71 modified

signature demonstration addresses the ability of CFD techniques to account for signature formation
during the design phase of an aircraft. Some discrepancies between CFD, analytical methods and
wind tunnel test data in this region are not adequately understood. Because of programmatic
constraints, attention to these areas may be deferred in favor of field measurements to examine the

coalescence phenomena which result in the N-wave signature shape. Initial suggestions for
signature coalescence flight test points are listed below.

Recommended Coalescence Test Point Objectives

Measure signature at 4 separations from near-field to
N-wave formation

Accomplish for three Mach numbers between 1.2 and 2.4

Emphasize lightweight, high dynamic pressure, low altitude
conditions

Spot-check heavy high altitude conditions at two Mach
numbers

Spot-check signature coalescence above the airplane at two
Mach numbers and two separations
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SUMMARY

Sonic boom technologies are a critical element in the United States High-Speed Civil
Transport (HSCT) efforts. In fact, these technologies could easily be make or break factors with
respect to such issues as (1) environmental acceptance for over water and overland routes, (2)
precise discrimination between boom strength from U.S. HSCT designs and those of competing
countries, (3) realistic negotiations of specific routes and supersonic approach corridor distances,
and (4) assessment of domestic and foreign low-boom design proposals. The proposed SR-71
modified boom demonstration offers a timely opportunity to ascertain whether state-of-the-art
technologies for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) design techniques and boom propagation
prediction codes can move from the drawing board to practice in full-scale flight.

At HSCT altitudes and Mach numbers, the SR-71 has a broad flight envelope. At given

altitudes, its speed range extends a full Mach number. At fixed Mach numbers, its altitude envelope
is approximately 20,000 feet thick. This envelope provides a broad capability for the safe conduct
of flight experiments that entail additional weight and drag. Other test bed vehicles either lack in
size, speed range, and reliability or use mixed compression inlets which can not represent
anticipated HSCT configurations as well as does the SR-71 (at Mach numbers from 1.6 to 3.0).
Similar capability is not anticipated in future aircraft or in HSCT prototypes because of their
requirement for increased mission optimization.

The SR-71 ability to flight test design techniques, propagation prediction codes and signature
distortion all together in the real amaosphere at essentially full-scale HSCT conditions represents a
highly cost-effective and timely use of program resources.

Remarks

• SR-71 is the most "experimenter friendly'' test bed for
1.8 and 2.4 anticipated to be

20 years
Mach numbers between
available over the next

- Payload margin

- Flight endurance

- Speed altitude envelope

HSCT prototype financial commitment requires
demonstrated technology maturity

Partial or fragmented sonic boom expertise could very
likely be an "HSCT Show Stopper' in the
environmental-political arena
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ABSTRACT

Flight test experiments have been conducted to establish the feasibility of obtaining sonic boom

signature measurements below a supersonic aircraft using the NASA Portable Automatic Triggering

System (PATS) mounted in the USMC Pioneer Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). This study forms a

part of the NASA sonic boom minimization activities, specifically the demonstration of persistence of

modified boom signatures to very large distances in a real atmosphere. The basic objective of the

measurement effort was to obtain a qualitative view of the sonic boom signature in terms of its shape,

number of shocks, their locations, and their relative strength. Results suggest that the technique may

very well provide quantitative information relative to mid-field and far-field boom signatures. The

purpose of this presentation is to describe the arrangement and operation of this in-flight system and

to present the resulting sonic boom measurements.

Adaption and modification of two PATS to the UAV payload section are described and include

transducer location, mounting arrangement, and recording system isolation. Ground static runup,

takeoff and landing, and cruise flight checkouts regarding UAV propeller and flow noise on the PATS

automated triggering system and recording mode are discussed. For the proof-of-concept tests, the

PATS instrumented UAV was flown under radar control in steady-level flight at the altitude of 8700

feet MSL and at a cruise speed of about 60 knots. The USN F-4N sonic boom generating aircraft was

vectored over the UAV on reciprocal headings at altitudes of about 11,000 feet MSL and 13,000 feet

MSL at about Math 1.15. Sonic boom signatures were acquired on both PATS for all six supersonic

passes. Although the UAV propeller noise is clearly evident in all the measurements, the F-4 boom

signature is clearly distinguishable and is typically N-wave in character with sharply rising shock

fronts and with a mid-shock associated with the inlet-wing juncture.

Consideration is being given to adapting the PATS/LIAV measurements technique to the NASA

Learjet to determine feasibility of acquiring in-flight boom signatures in the altitude range of 10,000
feet to 40,000 feet.
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An outline of the presentation is given in Chart 1. First, some background material will be provided

and includes a description of various means/techniques used to acquire and define the shock flow-field

about an aircraft in supersonic flight, a discussion on the application of in-flight supersonic flow field data

inprovidingconsiderableinsightintothe sonicboom phenomena, and a summary ofthe existingdata

base. Next tofollowisa discussionof themanner inwhich the PortableAutomatic TriggeringSystems

(PATS) were adapted totheUnmanned AerialVehicle(UAV) and thecheckout procedures involved to

assesstheirperformance duringground staticand flightoperationspriortothc sonicboom measurement

phase. A descriptionof thcsonicboom measurement phase ofthe program willthcnbc covered and

includesthe flighttestsetupand measured rcsults.Thc presentationwillalsoprovidea briefdiscussion

ofthe potentialapplicationof thisin-flightmeasurement techniquetoothersubsonic vehicleshaving

grcatcrattitudecapabilitythanthe UAV. Finally,theresultsof thisexperimentalin-flightsonicboom

measurement program willbc summarized.

OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION

BACKGROUND

- methods used to define flow field

- application of results

- existing data base

ADAPTATION AND CHECKOUT OF PATS/UAV

FLIGHT TEST SETUP/RESULTS

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

SUMMARY REMARKS
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An indicationof thevariousmethodsusedtodescribetheshockflow-field about an aircraft in super-

sonic flight is schematically iUustrated in Chart 2. These methods include probe flights with instru-

mented supersonic aircraft, measurements taken with transducers located on high mountains, on blimps

hovering high above the ground surface, on relatively high fixed towers, at ground level, the recently

developed ground-based "outdoor Schlieren" photography method, and the present in-flight PATS/UAV
airborne measurement method.

Probing the near and mid flow-field of the shock generating aircraft, by means of an instrumented air-

craft passing or being passed at positions above, to the side, and below has been the most utilized tech-

nique and provides the clearest detail as to the complex nature of the shock flow-field near the aircraft.

Some boom measurements have been made on high mountains, but little, if any, data are available in

the literature. Sonic boom signatures have been measured by means of balloon-borne and tower-mounted

microphones and provide considerable information on signature distortion due to turbulence in the first

few thousand feet of the earth's boundary layer, ground reflection coefficients, and information regarding

the extremities of shock waves for flight operations at Math cutoff and at the lateral cutoff. Ground level

measurements make up the majority of the sortie boom data base.

The ground-based outdoor Schlieren method described in an earlier paper presented at this Workshop

(ref. 1) and PATSAIAV airborne in-flight technique described in this paper are both recent and innovative

approaches to defining the aircraft's supersonic flow-field.

METHODS OF DEFINING SHOCK FLOW FIELD ABOUT AN AIRCRAFT

IN SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

generating
aircraft

__ supersonic probe aircraft

microphone on

mountain peak

PATS/UAV
at 8700'

mi, on

blimp at 2000'
outdoor Schlieren

microphones at g

/ I
/ I

/ I
/ /

•-..--- .Z

/ // microphones on

/ 1500' high tower
/

level
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Application of the in-flight supersonic flow field data acquired through any of the various methods/

techniques just discussed is paramount to the design of an HSCT having a minimized boom waveform

(Chart 3). A description of the supersonic shock flow-field will provide information on the number,

location, and strength of the shocks contained in the flow-field and can also show how many aircraft body

lengths (h//) it takes for these shocks to coalesce into a far-field N-wave. Qualitative and quantitative

information of this nature provides a means of validating the present CFD prediction codes out to much

larger distances than are attainable in wind tunnels using small models. This insight then allows for a

more accurate means of determining when the flow field about the aircraft has reached an equivalent

body state where the sonic boom propagation codes can be properly applied and the correctly predicted

pressure signatures at ground level can be established.

Measurement techniques, such as the outdoor Schlieren photography, also provide insight into the

persistence of a sonic boom signature shock structure as it moves from locations very near the aircraft to

many body lengths away as the local shocks age and coalesce. The present PATS/UAV airborne

measurement technique may also provide a source of information on atmospheric turbulence as it relates

to signature distortions and shock rise times. Better definition of the influence of 0 2, N 2, and RH

(relative humidity) on shock smoothing (rise time) could also surface. Finally, many of the shock flow-

field observation techniques, especially the Schlieren photography and PATS/UAV airborne systems

would provide a data base regarding the initial conditions of the secondary (over-the-top) sonic boom.

APPLICATION OF IN-FLIGHT SUPERSONIC FLOW-FIELD DATA

Establishes number, location, strength of shocks

• Describes shock wave coalescence

• Validates prediction methods

• Provides insight into waveform persistence/aging

• Source of information on turbulence scale/waveform shape/shock rise time

• Define 0 2, N 2, RH influence on shock rise time

• Describe initial conditions of secondary booms
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A brief summary of the in-flight supersonic flow-field data base that has been gathered over almost four

decades in regards to the sonic boom phenomena, is given in Chart 4. Inforraadon listed in the table

includes the test aircraft, location of the flow field observation about the aircraft, number of body lengths

(h//) from the test aircraft, the technique utilized, type results acquired, the time period of the observations,
and the publication source.

An examination of the information contained in Chart 4 indicates that the present sonic boom flow field

data base is a result of ten (10) experiments involving nine (9) different aircraft which include the F-100, F-

104, B-58, F-I06, XB-70, F-18, SR-71, T-38 and F-4. The majority of flow field experiments have been

conducted using supersonic aircraft with insU'umented probes and flying below the test aircraft at distances

of from 0.4 to 95 body lengths, and also above and to the side of the test aircraft from 1 to 33 body lengths
away (refs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6).

Airborne measurements using transducers carried aloft on a blimp (ref. 7) and stationary transducers

located on a very high tower (refs. 8-11) have provided very useful information but are usually confined to
far-field N-wave type signatures.

The two most recent developments in flow-field definition techniques that can be used to describe the

nature of the shock flow-field about an aircraft, indicated by the three check (J) marks on Chart 4, are the

ground-based outdoor Schlieren and the airborne PATS/UAV .system, both of which are discussed in the
present workshop.

IN-FLIGHT SUPERSONIC FLOW-FIELD DATA BASE

Test

Aircraft

F-100

1._-1oo
F-104
B-58

Observation Separation Method/
Location Distance Data/Format

h/1 Technique

below 2-41 supersonic )ressure
side 2-33 m_be aircraft fignatures

facte 4-_ super-some gessure
side 3-8 _ aircraft signatures
side 1-2

above 17-20 supersom¢ _essure

below 14-95 _obe aircraft _i_mres
_tunp with air- _ressure

below 600 borne micro- figna_
Jhone

above l I supersomc _essure

below 11-27 robe aircraft si_mam_re
LbUUl_gh _ressure
BREN towerw/signatures
_icrophenes
mperson_ _'essure

_robe aircraft signatures
_l_oor
_lieren photographs

mtOoor pl_otograp_
_chlieren

me FAI_I _re_ures'mnatures

B-58

F-106

XB-70

F-104

SR-71

T-38

F-18

below 600

below 0.4-7

above 0-2

above 0-4

below 0-59

F.4 below 38-86

Date Report/Source

1956 A_--'FTC-TN-56-20

1960 _ASA TN D-621

1963 _ASA TN D-1968

1963 NASA SP-147

1966 NSBEO 1-67

NASA _P-255 -
t970 NASA CR 2167

NASA CR 2417

!1993 )resent workshop

1994 )resent workshop

1994 3resent workshop

1994 _resent workshop
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The PATS/UAV measurement concept came about during the planning phase of a proposed sonic

boom flight test program aimed at demonstrating the persistence of shaped sonic boom signatures to very

large distances (h/l ~ 300) using the Teledyne Ryan BQM 34-E supersonic RPV (refs. 12 and 13). Pre-

dictions of the modified waveform produced by the alteration of the basic BQM 34-E area development

were strongly influenced by the assumptions made regarding inlet shock/spillage. Thus, the need for a

remotely activated airborne measurement platform was identified - one that would provide at least a qual-

itative measure of the modified signature and, in particular, the inlet shock in the mid-field of the BQM

34-E. Since the BQM 34-E is a remotely piloted vehicle (RPV) it was apparent that any airborne sonic

boom signature measurement would have to be acquired using an unmanned and remotely operated sys-

tem.

The nominal flight plan arrangement for proving the PATS/UAV airborne measurement system using

a USN F-4N aircraft, which is 58.3 feet long, as the generating aircraft is shown in Chart 5. Two param-

eters were to be satisfied on the planned flight tests, the UAV would be flown in the altitude range

planned for the BQM 34-E (8700 ft.) and the F-4 would be flown in a clean configuration at altitudes of

10,000 feet and 12,000 feet so that sonic boom signatures with Ap levels of about 10 psf and 5 psf,

respectively, would be experienced by the UAV, the same as would be experienced in the BQM 34-E

tests. The PATS/UAV system would fly at constant speed altitude-heading out over the water and the F-4

would make supersonic passes on the same and reciprocal headings (overtaking and head-on). Mach/alti-

tude conditions would be attained about 4 n.mi. prior to being overhead of the UAV. Precision radar

tracking was provided on both vehicles.

F-4/UAV NOMINAL FLIGHT PLAN ARRANGEMENT

F-4

UAV_- •
I i M 1.2 at 10,000 ft. MSL

60kt at 8700 ft. MSL

a) Altitude Profile

UAV heading

and ground track

F-4 overtake pass

F-4 head-on pass

b) Plan position
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Proposing the PATS as the in-flight measurement system to be flown on the UAV was lo.gical and prac-

tical because of its remote digital-self triggering, self powered capability and its relatively low weight

and compact size. The PATS was developed by NASA ISC in 1983 for the purpose of providing an

unmanned and self triggering digital system to record sonic boom signatures from Space Shuttle opera-

tions (ref. 14). A photograph of this system, along with a wiring schematic listing of its general character-

isties, a listing of key specifications, and a sample of a measured boom signature, is given in Chart 6. The

performance of this system has been directly compared during sortie boom field tests (refs. 15 and 16)

with the formerly deployed NASA analog systems and the current USAF Boom Event Analyzer and

Recorder System (BEARS).

The frequency capability of the pressure transducer is from DC to 10 kHz. Each of the 8 memory

banks stores 16,000 digital samples at a rate of approximately 8,000 samples/second or about 2 seconds

of data. The highest resolved frequency is therefore about 4 kHz. The low frequency response of the unit

is set by an RC circuit and is approximately 0.3 Hz. The maximum overpressure recordable is set by the

gain of the signal conditioning amplifier and for the PATSAJAV application, Unit 1 was set at + 23 psf

and Unit 2 was set at 5:13 psf. The measured F-4 boom signature, shown in the lower part of Chart 7, is

associated with the field flight calibration tests of reference 15 and is for steady-level flight at M = 1.15 at
6,000 feet AGL.

The PATS triggers on pressure levels that exceed an adjustable pressure threshold and remains above

the threshold for a minimum duration that is also set by an RC circuit.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PORTABLE AUTOMATIC TRIGGERING SYSTEM (PATS)

a) Photograph of Standard PATS

• unit weight ....................................... 15 Ibs.

• frequency response ........... 0.3 Hz to 4 KHz

• memory banks .......................................... 8

• Ap range ................................. 0.1 to 13 psf

c) Typical Specifications

b) Block Diagram of PATS

._---AT=96 msec--_

d) Measured F-4 Signature at Ground Level

(M = 1.15 at 6000 ft. AGL)
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ThePioneerUAV is built by PioneerUAV Inc. (PUI),a joint venturecomposedof AA/and Israeli
AerospaceIndustries(IAI). Pioneeris presentlyflown by theU. S. Marine Corps, U. S. Army, and U. S.

Navy, and is utilized to carry a wide variety of electronic, electro-optical and infrared airborne sensors

(ref. 17). A photograph of the UAV, a two-view schematic and some general characteristics, are provided

in Chart 7. The Pioneer is a high winged, twin tail boom, pusher propeller driven vehicle, 14-feet in

length and having a 17-foot wing span. It is powered by a Sachs SF-350 horizontally opposed, twin-cyl-

inder, two-stroke engine which produces 26 1/2 hp and drives a 29 inch diameter two-blade, 18 degree,

fixed pitch pusher propeller. Maximum design gross take-off weight is 452 pounds and the wing loading

is 19 Ibs/ft 2. Payload carrying capacity is approximately 70 pounds with a full fuel load, and the electri-

cal system can supply 275 W to power the payload. The payload compartment is approximately 3.6 cu

feet in volume. Pioneer has a flight ceiling of 15,000 feet, a mission radius of I00 n.mi., a 4-5 hour

endurance,and cruisesat60-65 knots.

An onboard auto-pilotallowsforplatformstabilityand easeofcontrolthrough allphases offlight.The

GCS-2000 Ground ControlStationoperatesand controlstheUAV and itspayloads,and receives,com-

putes,and displaysrealtime datafrom the UAV. Real time opticalorIR video imagery ofthe targetarea

isalsotransmittedtotheGCS viaan automatictrackingand communications stationwhich utilizesajam

resistant,semi-securetwo-way data linktotransmitand re,ceivcUAV/GCS information.The system

requiresa fourman crew (InternalPilot,Externalpilot,Payload Operator,and Crew Chief)tooperate.

Naval Air Ccn-The PioneerUAV system utilizedforthepresentstudies_was provided by the _ _ Warfare

mr,Weapons Division,PointMugu, and was operatedby the FleetAssistanceSupport Team (FAST),

Marine AviationDetachment, China Lake, PointMugu Support Office.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PIONEER UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE (UAV)

maximum gross weight .................................. 452 Ibs.

payload ............................................................. 70 Ibs.

length .................................................................. 14 ft.

wingspan ............................................................ 17 ft.

cruise speed ...................................................... 60 kts.
maximum altitude ....................................... 15,000 ft.
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A numberof majorconcernsarose regarding the adaptation of the PATS tO the UAV and these are

listed in Chart 8. One of the first concerns was the nature of the boom signature that would result because

of the 60 kt cruise speed of the UAV. Another concern regarding the PATS/UAV arrangement had to do

with the PATS trigger level settings. More specifically, would the noise levels associated with the UAV

propulsion system and/or the aerodynamic flow during cruise flight or acceleration loads due to turbu-

lence, runway roughness, or landing impact, cause the PATS to trigger (turn on) and, thus, use up all 8

memory banks beforetheboom signatureswere recorded? Even though thePATS circuitryisdesigned to

ignorethe signalsproduced by thepropeller,which are ofvery shortduration,itwas not known what

influencethepropcUer noisewould have on therecordedsonicboom signature.Possibletriggeringofthe

PATS due tolandingimpact would occur aftercompletion of themission,and thus,would be of no con-
cern.

Additionally, the influence of elec_'onic interference from the UAV systems, the C-band beacon, or the

IFF-strobe light signal was unknown. Transducer location was of great importance. Since the sonic

boom generating aircraft would overfly the UAV, the PATS transducer would be flush-mounted and

located on its upper surfaces on an area as remote as possible from the propulsion system and in as
"clean" an airflow as possible.

The availability of an "up-link" channel on the UAV was very significant since it permitted the "clear-

hag" of all eight RAM memory banks of the PATS just prior to the sonic boom passes. Finally, the USMC

concern for the response of the UAV to high level sonic boom overpressures was satisfied based upon the

results of flight tests regarding the response of two general aviation airplanes exposed to intense boom
while on the ground and in flight (ref. 18).

MAJOR CONCERNS ON ADAPTING PATS TO UAV

• Signature quality/moving platform

• System trigger level/propulsion and flow noise/accelerations

• Electronic interference ('beacon, IFF, strobe)

• Transducer location

• Availability of"up-link" channel

• Response of UAV to sonic boom loading
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The manner in which the PATS system was mounted on the UAV can be illustrated with the aid of

Chart 9. In order to provide for redundancy and also allow for a range of pre-set triggering levels, two of

the PATS were adapted to the UAV payload compartment. A re-packaging of the PATS from the normal

"suitcase" arrangement was required in order to fit two systems into the allowable payload space and

these were mounted on a base plate that was shock-mounted to the UAV airframe.

Locating the PATS electronic package within the UAV was not a problem from a space-payload limit

viewpoint. Arrangement of the pressure transducer in a side-by-side flush-mounting scheme allowed for

e_y access to calibration and the "soft" mounting to the large section of the payload canopy cover. The

transducers were recessed approximately 1/8 inch from the canopy surface to avoid generation of

additional flow noise and to ensure that ram air pressure would not produce false triggering.

Two minor problems were encountered. The IFF (identify friend or foe) transducer produced R-F

interference, to which the piezo-resistive pressure transducers are sensitive. To help alleviate this

problem, the IFF antenna was moved from the top to the bottom of the UAV. The second problem was

that the transducer housings were originally mounted in contact with the high voltage (HV) power supply

for the UAV strobe light and a little rubber insulation solved this problem.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF PATS/UAV INSTALLATION
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Threevehicleoperationalmodeswereconsidered in assessing the PATS/UAV functional compatibility

and these included ground static, taxi, and flight tests. Specific concerns related to each of these three

modes of operation are listed in Chart 10.

Propeller and engine noise are common to grgund run-up, taxiing, and flight operations, but have vary-

hag characteristics. During the static ground run-up and systems checkout, propeller RPM is increased to

near the maximum of 7500 rpm as compared to the cruise mode setting of about 6600 rpm. As such, a

range of noise levels will be experienced. The propeller noise radiation patterns are also altered from

static to flight by vehicle forward velocity effects and changes in inflow to the pusher propeller, and by

the presence of the fuselage-wing arrangement, which will also alter the noise levels. Electronic emis-

sion concerns are also common to all three checkout modes, and include those resulting from the UAV

control system, communication links, C-band beacon, strobe light, and IFF system.

The influence of vehicle acceleration levels ("g" loads) associated with runway roughness on taxiing,

in-flight turbulence during cruise flight, and impact on landing on the PATS trigger level setting were not

expected to pose a problem. Even though some landing impacts did trigger the PATS, the event always

occurred after the test data was acquired. Ambient pressure changes associated with the 8700 foot flight

altitude were not expected to influence the PATS modified piezo-resistive pressure _-ansducer measure-
ment results.

Pressure fluctuations associated with the airflow across the flush-mounted PATS transducers were

thought to pose the most serious threat to the in-flight measurement technique regarding trigger level and

boom signature definition. Results from the PATS/UAV static, taxi, and flight operational checkouts indi-

cated that trigger level settings of from 0.5 psf to 2 psf would ensure that the F-4 sonic booms would be

captured.

PATS/UAV CHECKOUT MODES

Ground Static Tests

- propeller/engine noise
- electronic emissions

Taxi Tests

- propeller/engine noise

- runway roughness
- RF interference

Flight Tests

- airflow/propeller/engine noise
- turbulence

- RF interference

- pressure/temperature change

- landing impact
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A tabulation of the F-4 sonic boom flights on which sonic boom signatures were measured, using the

PATS/UAV airborne measurement platform, is given in Chart 11. Two F-4 sorties were made over a 2-

day period consisting of four alternating passes on the first day and two alternating pass on the second

day. Passes were accomplished in the late morning time period about every 5 minutes on the first day and

about every i0 minutes on the second day.

The nominal flight conditions were for the UAV to fly a constant heading of 230 ° out to sea at g700 feet

altitude and at a cruise speed of 60 knots. Supersonic passes of the F-4 were to be flown at about M =
I. 10 to 1.2 at altitudes of from about 11,000 feet to about 14,000 feet with the aircraft being on conditions

at least 4 miles prior to passing over the UAV. The F-4 would perform the first pass overtaking the UAV

from the rear on the same 230 ° heading. After passing overhead of the UAV, the F-4 would then make

another supersonic pass from a head-on approach to the UAV, once again being on Mach-altitude 4 miles

prior to passing overhead of the UAV. Mild to moderate turbulence was reported at the UAV flight
altitude with crosswinds of from about 25-40 knots.

Examination of Chart 11 indicates that the flight altitudes of the F-4 were s].ighfly higher (by about

1000 feet) than planned, resulting in larger separation distances. Note that the separation distances varied

from 2200 feet to 5000 feet and headings varied from 32 ° to 233% resulting in lateral offset distances at

the 2 n.mi. steady point prior to overhead of from 10 feet to 6500 feet.

TABULATION OF F-4 SONIC BOOM FLIGHT OVER PATS/UAV

AIRBORNE MEASUREMENT PLATFORM

F-4 Separation from UAV

Date Weight Mach Altitude, Heading, Ah A offset
Pass No.

lbs. Number ft. deg ft. ft.

1 40400 1.10 11,300 233 2600 550

2 39200 1.15 10,900 59 2200 1350

1/9/94 3 36900" 1.20 13,700 '228 ......... 5000 " 10

4 34900 i'.20 13,200 32 4500 6500

1/10/94 5 39800 1.12 11,900 230 3200 320
6 37000 1.13 1i,800 48 3100 900
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Two measured sonic boom signatures recorded on the PATS Unit 2 from passes 1 and 2 are presented

in Chart 12. The signature for Pass I is from the F-4 approaching the UAV from the rear and overtaking

it, and the signature associated with Pass 2 is from the F-4 head-on pass to the UAV. On passes I and 2,

the F-4 was at Mach numbers of about 1.10 and 1.15 and altitudes of 11,300 feet and 10,700 MSL,

respectively. Slant range separation distances from the F-4 to the UAV, in terms of aircraft lengths (d/l)

are 45 and 44, respectively, for passes i and 2.

For both measurements, theF-4 wavcforms are quitedistinguishableas sonicboom signaturesthat

have relativelyrapidrisingshocks atthe bow and tail,and alsoa mid-shock which resultsfrom the

aircraft'sinlet-wingjuncture.Boom shock overpressurelevels,Ap, ofabout 8 psfand 10 psf were

observed.Also expected,and evident,isthedifferenceinsignatureperiodAT between the rearward

approaching and head-on passes,Pass I having a slightlylonger,and Pass 2 aslighdyshorter,AT than

would be measured with a stationaryplatform.This timedifferenceis,ofcourse,relatedtotherelative

velocitybetween theF-4 and UAV.

Another signal is quite dominant throughout each of the boom signatures and represents a periodic

frequency of about 110 I-Iz (6600 rpm) which is the frequency associated with the propeller rotational .

speed duringcruiseflightof theUAV. Although theamplitudeof thepropellersignalisgreaterthan the

PATS 0.5 psf thresholdlevelsetting,itdid not triggerthePATS because of theirshortdurations.The

PATS was triggeredby the onsetof boom signaturewhich itretained,along with thepropellernoise

signalswhich itsensedpriorto,during,and aftertheboom event.Note alsothepresenceof theIFF signal

followingthe boom event.

IN-FLIGHT F-4 SONIC BOOM SIGNATURES MEASURED WITH

PATS/UAV AIRBORNE SYSTEM

IFF signal
-_ AT=94 ms----_

a) overtake pass

b) head-on pass

Pass M

1 1.10 45

2 1.15 44
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"Clean-up" of the measured 1::-4 sonic boom signatures requires a knowledge of.the frequency content

of the waveform. Each of the measured F-4 signatures was analyzed using a Fast Fourier Transform tech-

nique and the results are typical of those shown on Chart 13. At the top of the Chart is shown the mea-

sured boom signature from PATS Unit 2 for Pass 1. Two portions of the signature are noted, the propeller

noise recorded prior to the onset of the bow shock, and the actual sortie boom signature involving the

piece of the time history just prior to and after the bow and tail shocks. The corresponding frequency

spectra are illustrated at the bottom of the chart.

The propeller noise spectnam indicates dominant frequencies at not only multiples of the fundamental

blade passage frequency of about 220 Hz (two-bladed propeller at rotational frequency of 110 I-Iz), but
also at each individual blade passage frequency and their harmonics. This is due to the geometry of the

wing and tail boom arrangement with respect to the propeller center of rotation resulting in variations in

inflow to the propeller disk and non uniform loading on each blade, and the location/arrangement of the

flush mounted pressure transducers.

The sonic boom signature spectrum is typical of that expected for the near N-wave shape with the peak

occurring at a frequeney about equal to the reciprocal of the waveform period and decaying at about 6 dB

per octave. Note, however, that from about 110 Hz on, the influence of the UAV propeller noise becomes

quite evident.

FREQUENCY SPECTRA ASSOCIATED WITH MEASURED
, F-4 SONIC BOOM SIGNATURE

s_gnature signature I
125

UO _,_i__ I15
11@

--'___ 100i!l[!l [ 10_9590,85.80, I ,:1[

_oo lo_o 1o* 1o1 ]o_

a) propeller spectrum

!

104

b) sonic boom spectrum
frequency, unit bandwidth, Hz
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Filtering of theF-4 signatureswasaccomplishedusinga spectrum clean-up method. A fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) was performed on the first 2048 points of the pressure record which contained only pro-

pellet noise. Similarly, a 2048 point FFT was performed on the portion of the record which contained the

sonic boom. The amplitudes of the noise spectrum were subtracted from the amplitudes of the signal plus

noise spectrum while maintaining the phase of the signal plus noise spectrum. The inverse FFF of the

resulting spectrum produced the filtered time history illustrated in Chart 14.

It can be noted thatalthoughthetwo signaturesarenot entirelycleanand stillshow tracesof both pro-

pcUer and IFF signals,thereisa considerableimprovement over theiroriginalstate(seeChart 12). Com-

pleteeliminationof thepropellerand IFF noisesignalsisnot possiblefora number ofreasons. First,

althoughthepropellerpulsesarcuniformlyrepeated,theycontainconsiderablebroadband noisedue to

inflowvariationsand geometry asymmetries.Second, IFF signalsoccur atrandom intervals(itwas

agreedthatforfuturemeasurements, the IFF could bc deactivatedduringthetime thesonicboom mea-

surement isbeing acquired).Finally,the PATS unitswere not provided with an anti-aliasingfilter,and

thus,spurioussignalswillbe inherenttothesystem when performing thcsignatureclean-up.

The two filteredsonicboom signaturesshown inChart 14,which aretypicalof allthe signaturesmea-

sured by bothPATS unitsand forallsix(6)passes,providequalitativeand possiblyquantitativeinforma-

tionrelativetoshock number, locations,strength,risetime,and waveform character. -

10

Ap,

psf

0

IN-FLIGHT F-4 FILTERED SONIC BOOM SIGNATURES MEASURED WITH

PATS/UAV AIRBORNE SYSTEM

AT 94_ ms

/

a) overtake pass

1 1.10 45

AT=66 ms

b) head-on pass

2 1.15 44
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A comparison of the in-flight measured and predicted F-4 sonic boom signatures is givenin Chart 15.

The measured signatures are from the PATS Unit 2 for Pass 1 and Pass 4 of the F-4 over the PATSAJAV

airborne platform at Math numbers of 1.10 and 1.2, respectively. Note that on Pass 1, the PATSAJAV

measurement position was about 45 body lengths (d//) below and to the left of the F-4 passing overhead

(Ah = 2600 feet, A offset = 550 feet). For Pass 4, the PATSAJAV was about 135 body lengths (d//) below

and to the left of the F-4 passing overhead (Ah = 4500 feet, A offset = 6500 feet). Pass 1, an overtaking

pass from the rear, is not quite an N-wave and contains the inlet-wing mid-shock even at 45 body lengths.

Pass 4, a head-on pass, produced an N-wave which would be expected because of the larger distance

involved and the large lateral displacement from the overhead position (d/l = 135).

The predicted signatures, shown by the dashed lines, are based on the NASA Langley Sonic Boom

Prediction Program (refs. 19 and 20). On Pass 1, the predicted signature confirms the existence of a mid-

shock, but indicates it has propagated more towards the bow shock. On Pass 4, an N-wave is predicted to

exist. Good comparison is noted between the measured and predicted bow shock overpressures on both

passes (6.8 psf versus 6.4, and 3.2 psf versus 3.4, respectively).

Good correlation between predicted and measured signature period was not expected because the UAV

is a moving platform. However, for Pass 1 (overtake pass) the calculated (stationary) signature period

should be shorter than the measured period. The large discrepancy in calculated and measured signature

period for Pass 4 is expected because the measured signature is from a head-on pass.

COMPARISON OF IN-FLIGHT MEASURED AND PREDICTED F-4 SONIC

10

Ap,

psf

0

BOOM SIGNATURE

AT=94 ms

pass M d/!

_'_T_" 1 1.10 45

AT=84 ms--_ "'"

4 1.20 135
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Based upon the results of this flight experiment, it is believed that the PATS sonic boom measurement

system could be applied to other airborne platforms, especially those that have higher altitude capabilities

than the Pioneer UAV (15,000 feet). Probing the shock flow-field of supersonic aircraft at higher alti-

tudes would provide an opportunity to examine the influence of different portions of the atmosphere on

the boom signature as it propagates downward to the ground and back upwards, as illustrated in Chart 16.

It has been shown, for example (ref. 21), that oxygen (O2), nitrogen (N2) and relative humidity (RH)

influence shock rise time. Since 0 2, N 2, and RH influence depends upon certain altitude regimes, in-

flight measurements at specific altitudes would provide a measure of the influence of each of these

parameters on the boom rise time.

Information that relates to the initial conditions of the ground reflected signature (soon to become an

over-the-top or secondary boom) would depend upon its intensity and the PATS capability to trigger and
record these upward propagating signatures.

An unmanned airborne system that would have high altitude potential at relatively low speed would be

most desirable. However, a higher subsonic speed aircraft, such as the NASA I_,carjet, which has been

used to acquire in-flight measurements of a turboprop (ref. 22), may also be suitable. This latter applica-

tion would also allow for on-board operations and observations with a minimum influence of propulsion

noise contamination. The potential effect of high speed flow noise is expected to be minimal but would
have to be established.

N2

RH

Turbulent Layer

mi_ array

20000'

10000'

mi_ array

View of NASA Learjet wingtip

microphone arrangement for
in-flight turboprop noise
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An in-flighttechniqueforacquiringmid- and far-fieldsonicboom signatureshas been described.This

airbornemeasurement platformconsistsof theadaptationoftheNASA-JSC PortableAutomatic Trigger-

hag System (PATS), and digitalremote and selftriggeringsonicboom measurement unit,toUSMC Pio-

neerUnmanned AerialVehicle (UAV). The PATS/UAV system has been checked out intheground

static,taxi,takeoff-landing,and cruisemodes toassurethatthesystem isabletoprovide fora qualitative

measurement of a sonicboom signaturethatwould not bc hampered as a resultofthcvehiclcpropulsion

system noise,in-flightflow noise,accelerationsduc torough air,runway roughness,landingimpact,and

electronicdisturbancesfrom onboard equipment.

Six supersonicpassesatabout M = I.15 and 12,000MSL were made under radarcontrolledconditions

over thePATS/UAV quasi-stationaryairbornemeasurement platformflyingat60 knots at8700 MSL.

Sonic boom signatureswcrc recorded on allsixpassesand on both PATS units.The signatures,although

heavilyinfluencedby theUAV propellernoise,providea very clearindicationof thenumber, location,

and su'cngthof theshocks. As expected,signatureperiodvariedsomewhat depending upon whcther the

supersonicpass overtook the UAV from therearorhead-on.

Post filteringofthesesignatureswas quitesuccessfulatminimizing theinfluenceof propellernoise

interferencesuch thatqualitativcinformationregardingwavcform variabilityand shock risetime varia-

tionispossible.Adaptation ofthePATS tootheraircrafthavinggreateraltitudecapabilitycould provide

a means of acquiringboom signatureathigheraltitudesin thatpartofthe atmosphere where shock rise

times arcinfluencedby N 2,O 2,and RH effects.The PATS airbornemeasurement techniquccould also

lendconsiderabledefinitionto theinitialphase ofthe over-the-top(secondary)boom phenomena.

SUMMARY REMARKS

Described in-flight technique for acquiring mid- and far-field sonic boom signatures

Technique utilizes NASA PATS on USMC UAV

PATSKIAV system checkout in static and flight operations

Measured F-4 mid-field sonic boom signatures

Quantified number, location, and strength of shocks

Signature period varies depending upon closure rate

Post filtering of signature reduced propeller noise contamination

Signatures provide qualitative insight on waveform distortion and shock rise time variations

PATS could be adapted to other subsonic aircraft

- higher altitudes

- effects of O 2, N 2, RH

- establish initial conditions for "over-the-top" booms
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PROGRESSIN SONIC-BOOM UNDERSTANDING: LESSONSLEARNED AND NEXT

STEPS

Christine M. Darden

NASA Langley Research Center

ABSTRACT

In January 1988, representatives from NASA, NOAA, academia, and industry gathered at the

NASA Langley Research Center to assess the status of understanding of the sonic boom which

accompanies supersonic flight. As a result of that meeting, a research program on sonic boom

within the NASA High-Speed Research (HSR) Program was implemented. This paper discusses

the elements of the sonic-boom program, progress which has been made since 1988, and the

current change in direction for the Sonic-Boom Element of the NASA HSR Program.

INTRODUCTION

NASA's HSR Program was initiated in 1990 with two phases planned. Phase I, to run from

1990-1995, was to focus on environmental concerns of a commercial supersonic aircraft, and

Phase II, to run from 1994-2001, was to focus on technologies which were needed in order to

develop an economically viable vehicle. Strategies used in planning the direction of the Program

were an outgrowth of a Sonic-Boom Workshop held at NASA Langley in January 1988. At that

meeting, representatives from NASA, other government agencies, industry, and academia--many

of whom had worked in the sonic-boom research during the 1960's and early 1970's--gathered to

assess the state of knowledge of sonic boom, and to suggest the direction that a focused research

effort should take. The results of that Workshop 1 outlined the following areas for future research

efforts: primary carpet width, carpet edge phenomena, secondary carpet, focused boom (the exact

caustic solution), sonic-boom predictions at Mach numbers above 3, the effect of atmospheric

phenomena on sonic-boom parameters, the definition of an appropriate sonic-boom metric, the

ability to theoretically predict that metric, and the design of viable low-boom designs.

Though the High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) feasibility studies originally considered

Mach numbers from 2 to 25, initial studies showed that productivity gains dropped significantly

beyond Mach 4. By 1989, the upper limit of consideration for the HSCT Mach number had

become 3. Because Mach numbers above 3 were no longer in consideration, there has been no

emphasis placed on sonic-boom predictions at the higher Mach numbers. In 1992, an HSR

programmatic decision was made to establish 2.Was the design Mach number.
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THE SONIC-BOOM PROGRAM

The organization of the HSR Sonic-Boom Element relied heavily on recommendations from

the 1988 Workshop. Participants of that Workshop were aware of the tremendous progress made

in sonic-boom prediction and minimization during the1960's and early 1970's, but they were also

aware that a solution was still not available. Though the ideal situation would have been to first

decide whether any level of son]c boom was acceptable, schedules and constraints within the HSR

Program prohibited this linear approach to the sonic-boom problem. The recommendation from

the Workshop was to proceed concurrently with the three areas shown in Fig. 1. It was determined

that the most pressing question to be answered was "could an HSCT designed to begin operation

around the year 2005 be configured so that it would be permitted to fly overland supersonically?"

In order to answer that question, not only was information on the waveform generated at the

aircraft necessary, but also the impact of the atmosphere on the waveform as it propagated, the
metric of the waveform which best correlated with its annoyance, and a prediction of how the

waveform was perceived by those on the ground. To pursue these answers, the acceptability

studies and the atmospheric propagation studies, which included the elements listed in Fig. 1, were

managed by the Acoustics Division at NASA Langley Research Center, and the Configuration

Design and Operation studies were managed by the Advanced Vehicles Division. Since 1988,

configuration work has also been done at NASA Ames Research Center and, through contracts and

university grants, at Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Douglas Aircraft, Grumman Aerospace,

Pennsylvania State University, the University of Texas at Austin, the University of Mississippi, and

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. To promote communication and coordination

across the different study areas, Sonic-Boom Workshops have been held in 1992, 1993, and 1994.

Configuration

Design
anQ

Operation

Concept Design
Wind Tunnel Tests

CFD Analysis

Flight Program
Performance Studies

Acceptability
Studies

Atmospheric
Propagation

Effects

Absorption Studies
Turbulence Effects Studies

Propagation Model
Caustics

Secondary Booms

Sonic-Boom Simulator Studies
In.Home Studies

Community Surveys
Structural Response Studies
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ECONOMIC BENEFIT OF SUPERSONIC CORRIDORS

The economics of a future HSCT depends largely on the number of global mutes serviceable

by such an airplane, and thus the number of airplane units sold. The larger the number of units,

the smaller the portion of developmental cost to be borne by each unit. It is through a potential

increase in routes, and thus units, that overland supersonic flight offers great potential to the

economic viability of a future supersonic transport.

Discussions of unlimited overland supersonic flight were held initially in the HSR Program

and economic studies performed by Douglas Aircraft indicated that with that possibility, an

airplane could have up to a 17 percent performance penalty (compared to a baseline concept

which cruises subsonically overland) and still be economically competitive--because of the

increased number of routes, and therefore, airplane units which would be needed. With time, the

realization that unlimited overland supersonic flight was highly improbable led to the

consideration of several strategically located remote overland corridors. Fig. 2 shows results of a

study 2 performed by Douglas Aircraft on the scenario of 15 supersonic corridors around the

globe.

Beginning with 932 city pairs, routes were eliminated from possible HSCT service if they

failed to meet the criteria listed in the box shown in Figure 2. Assuming subsonic overland flight,

only those routes which were mainly overwater, and of a given range and frequency were

retained. With that criteria, only 287 routes of the original 932 remained. With the scenario of

overland supersonic corridors, 103 of the eliminated routes were reclaimed as serviceable by an

HSCT. The increase in routes would mean a viable market for an additional 570 airplanes.

932 City Pairs Analyzed for

Diversion Service

Criteria

Range > 2000 n.m.

Diversion Increase < 20%

Overland Segment < 50%

Service > 13 Departures per Week

Range > 1.20 G.C.

(45 Routes)

570

Baseline

287 Routes

995 Units

Overland > 50%

Routes)

Possible With 15 Overland Corridors

Figure 2. Economic benefit of Supersonic Corridors.
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PROGRESS IN ANALYSIS AND METHODS

During sonic-boom research in the 1960's and early 1970's, Whitham Theory and modified

linear theory methods became the standards for use in predicting the sonic boom of airplane

configurations. Because most of these highly-loaded, winged configurations generated N-waves

within a few body lengths of the airplane, and because comparisons with ground-measured N-

waves gave good agreement, these methods were considered to be adequate for sonic-boom

analysis in the mid- and far-field. Advances in low-boom design methods and tunnel-testing

techniques uncovered weaknesses in the application of Whitham Theory or in the modified linear

methods used during the application of Whitham theory.

When the work of McLean 3, Jones 4, Seebass 5, and George 6 indicated that the generation of

non-N-waves was possible at the ground, control of the growth in volume and lift of the

configuration--and therefore accuracy in predictions---became critical. Wind-tunnel test results 7

in the late 1970's, which essentially validated sonic-boom minimization theory at Mach 1.5,

proved to be inconclusive at Mach 2.7. At that time, discrepancies were attributed to boundary-
layer displacement thicknesses, but experimental results in 19908 and 1994 indicate that linear

theory lifting methods used with theWhitham Theory to design the 1979 models gave inadequate

lift predictions at Mach 2.7. Modifications have been made to the lifting-codes to correct these
deficiencies. 9

An unexpected strong shock from the flow-through nacelles on the Mach 2 and Mach 3 low-

boom designs tested in 1990 illustrated the incorrect use of Whitham Theory in analyzing these
discontinuous surfaces beneath the wing/body configuration. A fix to this problem was
recommended in Ref. 10, where the addition of Whitham F-Functions, and not areas, was

applicable to these discontinuous surfaces.

Tremendous advances in supercomputers, gridding schemes, and computational algorithms

have allowed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to become a new tool in the prediction of near-

field sonic-boom signatures. Validation of these methods continues as their results are integrated

into sonic-boom design programs. With the increased use of CFD methods and larger wind-
tunnel models, however, a need for three-dimensional extrapolation methods which are valid from

approximately one-half body length to at least 10 body lengths has surfaced. Work is currently

being pursued in this area.

f

k.

-- Improved F-Function analysis and design methods to predict
inlet shocks

-- Increased use of CFD for design and analysis of near-field

signatures

-- Increased use of non-linear corrections to modify linear
theory methods

-- Progress in developing intermediate propagation methods

Figure 3. Progress in Analysis and Methods

J
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COMPUTATIONAL GRID MODIFICATIONS

Powerful, nonlinear CFD methods have been applied to sonic-boom predictions for the first

time within the current HSR Program. Additionally, because the traditionally-used Whitham

Theory is valid only at mid- to far-field distances, CFD methods are the only means of

generating a near-field signature--one which can be compared directly with wind-tunnel data, and

one in which signature features can be directly correlated with configuration features.

References 11-13 discuss the application of full potential methods, marching Euler methods,

relaxation methods, and thin-layer Navier-Stokes methods for sonic-boom predictions. One

difficulty encountered in the application of CFD methods for sonic-boom prediction has been that

of generating an accurate flow-field some distance from the body. At Mach 2.0, to generate the

signature at one body-length away from the body, calculations must be made approximately two
body-lengths downstream. This is almost impossible for many relaxation methods because of the

grid density and time required. For marching methods, the fidelity of the shocks is lost because of

the grid spreading which has occurred at this distance. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of one

topology change made to the grid for a sonic-boom calculation. Because the grid is retained

between two Mach angles which capture the region of flow disturbance, the spreading of the grid

is reduced, and thus flow fidelity is retained to a larger distance in a radial direction. Work

continues on the development of three-dimensional Method-of-Characteristics (MOC) codes

which could match CFD methods in the near field, and yet propagate accurately and more rapidly
in a radial direction.

Figure 4. Computational grid modifications.
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PROGRESS IN DESIGN OF LOW-BOOM CONCEPTS

Prior to the current HSR program, the most recent effort in low-boom design was reported in

Ref. 7. In that effort, three wing-body designs were built and tested---one at Mach 1.5 and two at

Mach 2.7. The minimization theories were considered validated at Mach 1.5, and the results

were mixed for Mach 2.7. With those designs, no effort was made to produce a real airplane with

real airplane constraints. The initial low-boom design efforts within the HSR program resulted in

Mach 2 and Mach 3 twisted wing-body-nacelle concepts--the Mach 2 designed to produce a flat-

top signature, and the Mach 3, a ramp-type signature. Though these designs had more

characteristics of real airplanes, no systems or performance trade studies were attempted. It was

during the test of these concepts that the error in nacelle-integration methods (from a sonic-boom

view) was realized. For the Mach 2 model without nacelles, the minimization theory was

validated, but results for the Mach 3 model were different than predicted.

The next iteration of low-boom design (beginning in 1991) had as major objectives, the

correct integration of the nacelles (shocks), and the improved performance of the concepts (when

compared to the program baseline configuration). During this iteration, concepts were designed

by Boeing, Douglas, NASA Ames and NASA Langley--with varying levels of systems

integration during the design. The Vehicle Integration Branch at NASA Langley accepted the

task of performing a consistent systems analysis of these concepts so that an assessment of their

performance could be made.

Validated sonic-boom minimization theories for cambered

wing-body

Included flow-through nacelles on sonic-boom models

Designed low-boom concepts using iterative CFD methods

Successfully embedded nacelle shock in signature expansion

Improved performance characteristics of low-boom designs
and analysis shows weights within 2 to 3 % of baseline

Performed systems study on all low-boom designs

Figure 5. Progress in design of low-boom concepts.
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BOOM-SHAPING DESIGN CYCLES

During Phase I of the HSR Program, improvements have been made in generating

conceptual designs in which low-boom design concepts and performance goals have been

combined. Difficulties have arisen, however, because of changing program guidelines in the

midst of design cycles, and because of concurrent methods development and design.

The sizes of the first two low-boomwind-tunnel models within the current program were 12-

inches in length---more than twice as long as any previous sonic-boom model---to allow more

fidelity in the model design and construction. This length, however, created a situation in the.

NASA Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (4' x 4') in which measurements could be made no

further than 2 to 2.3 body lengths away (depending on the Mach number). Extrapolation of
signatures measured at this distance with 2-D extrapolation methods created debate within the

sonic-boom community because of beliefs that significant 3-D effects were not included in the

results. When the 1990-built Mach 2 & Mach 3 concepts were tested in the larger Ames 9x7

Unitary Wind Tunnel, it was found that the integral model sting was too short and that the

signature was contaminated by shocks from the model support system.

A second difficulty within the current design cycle has been caused by programmatic

decisions. In sonic-boom minimization based on the Seebass-George technique, the vehicle

Mach number, weight, length, and altitude are initial parameters. After several of the low-boom

designs had been defined assuming a different overwater cruise Mach number, a programmatic

decision was made that the cruise Mach number for the HSCT would be 2.4. An additional

change which occurred within Langley was the mandated use in mid-1993 of a different and more

realistic engine cycle. This introduced a tremendous change in the weight of the concepts. While

most of the low-boom concepts were able to adapt to the Mach number change, the designs in this

cycle were not redone to accommodate the larger and les._ advanced engines.

Boom-Shaping Design Cycles

Pr_rllm_tl¢ Engine Chenge to M_F Prellmlne_
Oeclelon Weights Algorithm Chengo Concept
M • 2.4 Langley Anolyile Decision

,ak A
Math 2 & M,ch 3 Concepts

[ T...,A'.0";,-.OI

• - TO Fib : : :o-_,. : T,Ili'_ Inlet Shock itlll I lictorDesign

Boeing gll &912 I_|_J D_llv_i,,IGe°m" I IncorrectThe°retlcldMethod,

Boeing 935 & 936 I_ltl_ed TO _ t.l_ controlled.ZnlelIhock lUCCelSfully

Ames Models 1.2. [_lllehld "V "v"
and 3 (rood 911) TgFpb T=.,___..

"qr V " leap ] Inlet Ihock successfullyL.ngley LB16 & LB18 ; Initiated To FI_" v Tilt controlled.

"'In Ionic boom shaping theory, weight end M.ch number are Initial par.meter., and no reslzlng
Is allowed because of shaping.

Figure 6. - Boom-Shaping design cycles.
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HISTORY OF LOW-SONIC BOOM DESIGN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS

The chart shown in Fig. 7 gives an overview of the experimental programs conducted with

sonic-boom models during the past 15 years. It shows the year of the test, the models tested,

their characteristics, the purpose of the test and the major findings.

Though the 1994 results indicate that a ramp signature was successfully achieved for the

first time, the slope of that ramp is higher than theoretically predicted. Hypotheses about why

this has occurred vary. One speculation is that the shock-advance rate in the uniform-atmosphere

wind-tunnel is much higher than in a variable-density real atmosphere, and thus extrapolation is

begun with a signature which is more-highly developed than it would be in flight. A second

hypothesis is that the modified linear theory methods used for most of the designs do not

properly locate some of the shock and expansion disturbances and thus, some cancellations

planned in the design are not occurring. The third hypothesis is that the flow has not become

axisymmetric at the 2.3 body-length measurement and that the missing three-dimensional
effects could cause further moderation of the steepening shocks.

To test the third hypothesis, a test is being pursued in the much-larger Arnold Engineering

Development Corporation (AEDC) 16S Supersonic Tunnel at Tullahoma, TN. Within this 16-

foot cross-section facility, and using a longer integral sting on the low-boom concept, a fully

developed signature should be measured at from 5 to 7 body lengths, and the signature

development question resolved.

Test
Year

Models

Charac-

teristics

i Purpose

Findings

1979

Mach 1.5 W/B - N (V)

Math 2.7 W / B - N (V)

Mach 2.7 W/B - N (PI)!
lll l

Flat Wing
Target - Flat-Top Sigs
5" Models

Validation of
Minimization
Theory

1.5 Model Validated

2.7 Model found to
have pressure
growth larger than
expected.

Attributed to
inadequacies of
Linear Theory Lilt
Predictions

1990

Mach 2WtB/N- N(V)
Flat Sig

Mach 3 W/B/N - N (V)
Ramp Sig

Camber & Twist
Flow-Through Nacelles
12 - Inch Models

Theory Validation
formore sophisticated
model and different
signature

Theory did not account
for nacelle shock.

Discontinuity nullifies
applicability of area
addition,

Mach 2 - Validated
without nacelles,

Mach 3 - Not validated
without nacelles.

1993

Ames Model 1
Ames Model 2

Mach 2 Low-Boom Cr.

Douglas
Mach 1.8 Low-Boom Cr.

Two lifting surfaces
Use ofCFD to design

Ames models for multi-
shock signatures.

Use of CFD to properly
account for lilt, interference

lift, and nacelle shock.

Successful in generating
multi-shock designs
with CFD.

Impact of nacelle
placement is mixed.

1994

LB16 1.6/2.0
LB-18 1.8/2:4
B-935 1.7/2.4

Designed using
Whitham Theory with
F-Function Addition to
place Nacelle Shocks

System study performed

Validation of Nacelle
Placement Method.

Validation of Ramp or
Hybrid-Type Sig.

-Shocks from nacelles used
in design are successfully
embedded in expansion.

-Ramp signature achieved
though steeper than
predicted.

-Attributed to possible
misalignment of influences,
3-D, and/or uniform arm elf

Figure 7. History of low sonic-boom design experimental programs.
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NASAAMES WING-CANARD, (MODEL 2)

While low-boom designs were being pursued at NASA Langley, Boeing, and Douglas using
the more traditional Seebass-George minimization theory, researchers at NASAAmes pursued the

use of CFD methodology 14 to generate multi-shock signatures on the ground rather than flat-top

or ramp signatures. Shown in Fig. 8 is an example of one of the models designed by that process.
Also shown in Fig. 8 is a signature measured in the NASA Ames 9x7 Unitary Wind Tunnel at a

normal force coefficient of 0.068 and at an h/l of 1.16. The figure inset at the lower right of Fig.
8 shows wind-tunnel measurements which have been extrapolated to the ground. In this case, the

measurements were at CN'S of 0.068, 0.094, and 0.114. CN(Des),'base d on the projected weight
of the model, was 0.08.

From these results, one might conclude that at a C N = 0.08, a multi-shock signature would be

successfully generated at ground level with this concept. There is discussion within the sonic-

boom community that multi-shock signatures such as these may be more stable than the ramp

type when propagating through a real atmosphere. Calculated loudness of these signatures, and

their simulation within the NASA Langley Sonic-Boom Simulator demonstrate that these multi-

shock signatures present a viable alternative to strictly shaped flat-top or ramp signatures.

Figure 8. - Ames W-C; Model 2
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LANGLEY LB-16 LOW-BOOM DESIGN

Shown in Fig. 9 is the NASA Langley-designed LB-16 low-boom concept. Also shown is the

theoretical ground signature predicted using the Whitham Theory with Modified Linear Theory

analysis methods. To the fight of the model photograph is the signature measured in the wind

tunnel at 2.3 body lengths away from the model. The extrapolation of the measured tunnel

signature to the ground using the axisymmetric extrapolation method of Ref. 15 is shown in the

bottom fight of the figure. Note that while an N-wave is not predicted at the ground, the signature

has a steeper pressure slope and higher pressure levels than those predicted by theory. While the

calculated 98 PLdB loudness of the extrapolated signature is only 1.6 PLdB higher than the 96.4

PLdB of the predicted signature, reasons for the slope and pressure differences should be pursued-

-especially since the steep signature is more likely to fold over into an N-wave if disturbed by

turbulence in the atmosphere.

Sonic-boom wind-tunnel tests conducted in 1993 and 1994 were the first in which signatures

generated by full wing-body-nacelle concepts at cruise attitude have been extrapolated to produce

non-N-wave-type signatures at ground level. As stated previously, however, investigations

continue to discover the reason for discrepancies in the predicted and extrapolated wind-tunnel

results.

D[e_ance, in

Time, msec

Dettap,

Time, msec

Figure 9. - Langley LB 16 low boom design.
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IMPACT OF NACELLES ON SONIC-BOOM SIGNATURES

Shortcomingsin tile methodfor thesonic-boomintegrationof enginenacelleswereoutlined
in reference10wherea modificationto the previousmethodfor designinglow-boomconcepts
wasdiscussed.This modifiedmethodologywasappliedto thedesignsof two wind-tunnelmodels
so that the modified methodologycould be validated.On one model, the LB-16, the engine
nacelleswere mounted,as usual,under the wings. In this position, both nacelle-volume anti

nacelle-wing interference-lift disturbances would be generated. The other model, the LB-18, had

the nacelles mounted behind the wing on the aft fuselage. This insured that only nacelle-volume

disturbances would be generated. Tile design of the LB-16 and LB-18 concepts were described in

the proceedings of the 1993 and 1994 Sonic-Boom Workshops.

Wind-tunnel signatures obtained from the LB-18 wind-tunnel model are presented on page 59

of these proceedings I. No nacelle shocks (from either the small or the large nacelles) were

observed in the LB-18 pressure signatures, two of which are repeated ill figure 10(a), with the

model at one-half the cruise C L.

i I I a J. t i _ i _ i i i i i i l i , ,

Figure 10(a). LB-I8 pressure signatures. M = 1:8, h = 24 ;n., C L = 0.5 CL,Cruise,

Large nacelles (left), small nacelles (right).

It was concluded from these test results that the modified engine-nacelle:integration methodology

had worked for nacelle-volume effects.

Pressure signatures generated by the other low-sonic-boom wind-tunnel model, the LB-16,

are shown in figure 10(b).

No Hmce]leS Smill Nscelllm - _l Dellgn4d Large Nlcellell - For Performnnce EvlluIllon

Figure l()(b) LB-16 pressure signatures. M = 1.6, h = 20 in., C L = CL,Cruise

These ,neasured pressure signatures liave wingand naceileshocks that Were not predicted dui:iilg

the design process. The nacelle shocks could have appeared because: (1) the nacelle-volume

co-retribution was under'predicted, or (2) the interference-lift contribution was under-predicted. It

was also possible that (3) the nacelles could not be mounted far enough aft due to lack of adequate

available wing structure. In view Of tlie LB-iSresuits, (I) does n0t seem likely, but (2) and/or (3)

might be the cause(s). It is clear tliat tile modified nacel|e-iniegration methodology worked for

Hacelle-volume effects; it remains to be demonstrated that it can be made to work for both nacelle-

voh/me and nacelle-wing intelference-tifi effects when the nacelles are conventionally mounted

t,nder the aircraft's wing.

]"\Vi,l(I-'l'mmcl Ovcrpressure Signnlures Fr()m a Low-Boom IISCT Concept Wilh Aft-Fuselage-Mounled Engines"
Iw lh)hcrt J. Mack
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS EARLY IN LOW-BOOM DESIGN WORK

As an example of the progress made in the low-boom design effort, Fig. 11 shows a

comparison of the L/D Max for a Langley in-house aerodynamic Mach 2 cruise design with that

of the Mach 2.0 low-boom validation concept tested in 1990, and two of the interim concepts of

the latest low-boom design cycle. Initially, the measure of success within the low-boom design

cycle was to achieve cruise L/D's which were comparable with those of the aerodynamic designs.
There was very little effort expended to improve the performance of the Mach 2 1990

minimization validation design. With the succeeding cycle, however, performance became a

major criteria and it was quickly found that the cruise L/D's of the highly-swept, low-boom

concepts was often better than that of the baseline. It was then determined that weight, and not

cruise L/D should be used as a measure of comparison for these concepts. Because of their high

wing sweep, low-speed performance penalties were increased and higher structural weights were
estimated for the low-boom designs--generally making them heavier than their non-low-boom
constrained counterparts.

Figure 11. - Performance comparisons early in low-boom design work.
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF 2ND ITERATION LOW-BOOM DESIGNS

Initially after testing the Mach 2 and Mach 3 validation models, researchers at Boeing

Commercial Airplanes, Douglas Aircraft, NASAAmes, and NASA Langley became involved in

low-boom design. Design procedures involved several different methods---varying from the use

of Seebass-George Minimization Concepts, based on the Whitham Theory, to total use of

nonlinear CFD methods. Because there were different levels of systems analysis which

accompanied these designs, and because the impact of sonic-boom reduction techniques on the
mission performance is a critical measure of success, the decision was made to conduct a

consistent analysis of mission performance on all of the low-boom designs. 16 A critical decision

was made early in the systems analysis process to use an engine concept which was the leading

contender in a concurrent HSR engine- downselect exercise. A 0.4-bypass mixed-flow turbofan

engine concept provided to NASA Langley by the NASA Lewis Research Center was chosen.

While changing the engines on all of the concepts introduced error (large for some concepts and

smaller for others), the difficulty of assessing weight differences using several different engine

cycles which had several different technology level assumptions was perceived to introduce an

even greater complexity into interpreting the results. Because several concepts had different

passenger loads, the results shown in Fig. 12 are in gross weight per passenger normalized to a

reference baseline which had an identical analysis with the same engine. The LB-16 shown here

has a cruise Mach number of 2 while all of the other concepts would cruise at the program
baseline of Mach 2.4.

Normalized Ratings

1.40 I

o.6o•

11,000 ft. Take-off Field Length

l

E

12,000 ft. Take-off Field Length

I
I

I ;

l

Overwater L/D Max

10.0

9.01

7.0

6.0

Figure 12. - Performance comparisons of 2nd iteration low-boom designs.
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PROGRESS IN PROPAGATION AND ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

Work in the atmospherics-effects portion of the sonic-boom program has concentrated on the

incorporation of atmospheric-absorption effects and turbulence effects into sonic-boom

propagation codes which traditionally have only accounted for nonlinear steepening (Refs. 15,17).

In order to have a well-documented set of experimental measurements in which temperature and

winds were measured at several altitudes and correlated with sonic-boom measurements, a sonic-

boom flight test was conducted at White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico in August 1992.18

This test piggy-backed on a NATO-sponsored noise measurement test in which extensive weather
measurements were made.

Several researchers 19"21 have worked independently to develop methods for incorporating

molecular relaxation into sonic-boom signature results. Initial results indicate that if signature

shock levels can be lowered through minimization procedures, the atmospheric molecular

relaxation will have an even greater effect in rounding the signature than for the traditionally

larger N-wave signatures. Atmospheric-turbulence modeling and signature propagation through

turbulence are also being pursued. Efforts continue in the correlation of theoretical predictions of

sonic-boom pressure signatures and measured flight data. Because the results vary, a probability

distribution of expected signature levels and frequencies would be the ultimate outcome of

research in this area.

In 1994, an in-flight Schlieren system 22 was developed at NASA Langley. The system was

validated with a photograph of a NASA T-38 trainer aircraft which was at a distance of

approximately 5 miles. Individual shocks could be seen emanating from the nose, canopy, and

wing of the aircraft. It is hoped that with improvements to this technique, several thousand feet of

the propagating shock patterns can be observed. This technique, along with a planned flight of the

NASA SR-71 with several in-flight signature measurements, 23 will be used to assess the signature

coalescence rate which is predicted currently with propagation codes.

--- White Sands Flight Tests for correlation of signatures with weather

--- Theoretical absorption methods developed

--- Progress in propagation through turbulence

--- In-flight Schlieren

--- Progress in planning flight to validate coalescence rate

Figure 13. - Progress in propagation and atmospheric effects.
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EFFECT OF TURBULENCE ON RISE TIME OF "1'-38 SIGNATURES

The sonic-boom flight tests described in Ref. 18 were held over a two-week period in

August,1991, at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico. Thirty supersonic passes were

flown with a T-38 aircraft, 21 with an F- 15, and six with an F- 111. The measuring array consisted

of 16 Boom Event Analyzer Recorder (BEAR) units24arranged in a linear array with a 200 ft

distance between each recorder. Flights were made in the early morning to have data in which

low turbulence levels were expected and in the mid-afternoon when the desert-like conditions

often generate high turbulence levels. Because rise time is a significant factor in determining the

disturbance of a sonic-boom signature, there is interest in being able to correlate rise time with
turbulence levels.

Shown in Fig.14 are histograms of rise times (measured from 10 percent to 90 percent of

maximum pressure for the initial shock) for the signatures measured using the T-38 aircraft. This

aircraft has a nominal sonic boom of approximately 0.8 psf. for the test conditions. Though the

number of measurements taken during low levels of turbulence is much higher, some trends can

be extrapolated from the results shown. The mean rise time of 4.8 ms during low turbulence is

much lower than the rise time measured from the signatures taken during moderate levels of
turbulence. These results tend to corroborate theoretical results which indicate that both

molecular relaxation and turbulence lengthen the rise time of the bow shock.

Figure 14. - Effect of turbulence on rise time ofT-38 signatures.
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CALCULATED LOUDNESS OF EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES

The loudness of the experimentally measured T-38 signatures was calculated according to

the method described in Ref. 25, and histograms for those values are shown in Fig. 15. Because

of the trend in rise time shown in Fig.14, one may have expected the loudness levels to be lower

during the low-turbulence conditions. In actuality, the loudness levels are nearly the same at

both conditions--and in fact slightly higher during the low turbulence. Not shown in these

results is the histogram for pressure levels. While loudness goes down with shock rise time, it

increases with increasing shock pressure. During increased turbulence levels, the rise time of

the bow shock increased, but the maximum pressure levels also increased, resulting in a net

effect of very little change in overall loudness. Because the number of signatures at the
moderate turbulence levels is much lower than at the low levels, there should be additional

confirmation of these results.

Progress has been made in developing the theoretical models needed to include the effects

of molecular relaxation and atmospheric turbulence on sonic-boom signatures. An algorithm

which combines all effects and predicts the statistical variation of the loudness of a given

pressure signature does not yet exist, but it is believed that such a method will be available

within the next year.
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Figure 15. Calculated loudness of experimental signatures.
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PROGRESS IN ACCEPTABILITY STUDIES

During sonic boom research in the 1960's and early 1970's, sonic booms were generally

characterized by the overpressure of the bow shock, or Ap. As work in sonic-boom shaping

increased, it was realized that signatures which resulted from a "shaped" aircraft were often

characterized by several embedded shocks. The character of these signatures could not be

described by Ap of the bow shock only, and thus some other metric for describing sonic-boom

levels was needed. Perceived Loudness, dB, (PLdB) a metric based on an approach developed
by Johnson and Robinson 26 and which uses the Stevens' Mark VII loudness method, 27 showed

high correlation with sonic-boom disturbance levels during experimental tests. It was decided

that this metric should be used within the program for describing sonic-boom outdoor
disturbances.

This metric was employed to report results of tests in a sonic-boom simulator28"29and in

private homes, 30 and to report results of community surveys 31 conducted in areas which are

used for military operational flights and which are subjected to periodic sonic booms. Refs. 32-

34 report results of studies done to evaluate subjective responses of persons inside houses and

buildings. These results include the effects of loudness attenuation due to transmission through
walls, but they also include the effects of vibration and rattle which are more bothersome
indoors.

Metric defined "

Simulator booth constructed and tests conducted to determine:

---most favorable shape for outdoor signature

---effects of asymmetry on loudness

---effect of measuring on ground rather than at ear

In-home studies conducted

Community response studies conducted

Figure 16. Progress in Acceptability Studies.
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SONIC-BOOM SIMULATOR SYSTEMS

Shown in Fig. 17 are two of the sonic-boom simulator systems developed to conduct tests on

human acceptability of sonic booms. The sonic-boom simulator booth at NASA Langley,29shown

in Fig.17(a), is a human-rated system consisting of a computer-driven sound system contained

within a rigid-walled booth in order that low-frequency sound components can be duplicated. Both

ideal and measured sonic-boom signatures can be duplicated in this system which requires that the

signals be predistorted. Rise times of up to 5 milliseconds and maximum pressures up to 4 psf can

be duplicated. Tests on signature shapes, duration, and asymmetry have been conducted in this

booth with human subjects responding subjectively on their level of disturbance.

In order to test individual respondents in a more realistic environment, several in-home systems

such as that shown in Fig. 17(b) were deveIoped. This computer-driven, compact disk system 3°

played random sonic booms throughout the day and respondent reactions were gathered each

evening on the computer which was delivered as a part of the system. Independent measurements of

the loudnesses within the home were made. Only subjects within the home a large portion of the

day were used in the test program. Detailed results of this study are reported in Ref. 30.

IN-HOME SIMULATION
System Components

(a) Sonic Boom Simulator (b) In-Home Sonic-Boom System

Figure 17. - Sonic-Boom Simulator System,_.
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INDOOR SIMULATION AND COMMUNITY SURVEYS

Within the sonic-boom community there is continuing debate on some aspects of sonic-boom

minimization. Previous studies have shown that outdoor annoyance of sonic boom is most highly

correlated with shock levels within the signature, particularly the bow-shock level. Indoors,

however, the highest correlation of annoyance has been reported with maximum overpressure

level--not necessarily at the shocks. In minimization studies, shock levels are generally reduced

at the expense of maximum overpressure levels. Theoretical studies on indoor responses to sonic

booms are included in Refs. 32-33• To gather additional information on indoor disturbance, the

Georgia Tech Simulation Facility shown in Fig. 18 was planned and constructed. A detailed

description of this facility and initial results of studies are included in Ref. 34. Because of

funding cuts within the HSR program, studies in this facility beyond the initial phase were
abandoned.

The most realistic data used to construct a Dosage-Response Chart for sonic-boom responses

are felt to be gathered from persons living in communities which have been subjected to sonic-

boom exposures. Military operational areas within the western portion of the United States offer

such possibilities. Because the U.S. Air Force often monitors the sonic booms in operational

areas exposed to supersonic flights, an initial survey was conducted within the operational area of
Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada and further surveys are planned near Edwards Air Force Base in

the Mojave Desert in Califomia during FY-95.

USAF/NASA SONIC BOOM STUDY

Nellis range:

• Tactical Air Command supersonic operations

..-. :p1OOO sonic booms per year
• 0.3 p.s,f,
• Impacted population _ 5000

USAF: - Nevada
• Sonic boom exposure prediclion model
- Model validation

- Aircraft lrncking

- Sonic boom measuremenls (40 stations, i_ _11

6 months) 7
NASA: Las Vegas
- Communily response survey

I

Figure 18. - Indoor simulation and community surveys.
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NELLIS SURVEY RESULTS

Initial results of the Nellis survey are reported in Ref. 31 and shown in Fig. 19. In this figure,

loudness is plotted in DNL, a metric which incorporates the effects of repeated sonic booms, and
the effects of sonic booms occurring at times other than during the daylight hours. Included on

the chart for reference are the percentages of persons predicted to be highly annoyed based on

studies done by CHABA (Committee on Hearing and Bioacoustics of NRC) and airport noise

studies. The NeUis Survey studies (completed in two phases) indicate that people are much more

annoyed by the sonic booms than was predicted by either of the other studies. Because of the

significant difference in predicted and actual response, surveys are planned at Edwards Air Force
Base to corroborate these results. In the interim, these results have had a significant impact on

HSR planning.

Results shown in Fig. 19 indicate that there is little possibility of overland supersonic flight of
an HSCT. Because of these results, the sonic-boom program has been critically reviewed and a

program redirection has been undertaken. Emphasis will now be placed on assessing the impact
on marine life and wild birds of 500+ HSCTs crossing the oceans daily. As this assessment is

being made, studies on "softening" the sonic boom of the HSR baseline concepts will continue.
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Figure 19. - Nellis survey results.
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LESSONS LEARNED

Several difficulties have manifested themselves during Phase I of the HSR sonic-boom

program, especially within the configuration design component. Whereas the acceptability

studies and the propagation studies have been managed within one Langley organization (with

contracts and grants), the design work has been conducted at two NASA centers, and at two

major airframers. While outstanding progress in design work has been reported, there were

difficulties encountered when different methods were used. This may be an unavoidable

difficulty when methods are being developed concurrently with design studies. More

communication between designers, and earlier exchange of concepts may have avoided some of

the difficulties encountered, especially within the milestone-driven atmosphere of the HSR

program.

A very important lesson learned during the low-boom design studies has been the

importance of concurrent system studies so that sonic-boom designs do not deviate from the

missions expected within the program. In addition to the Nellis response results, a major factor

in the redirection of the program was the belief that the long lifting lengths and high notch ratios

of the low-boom designs (see comparison of low-boom concept with baseline) would have

unacceptable aeroelastic effects and poor low-speed behavior in addition to unacceptable

weights. Early interaction between structural experts and sonic-boom experts is needed to

prevent unacceptable designs.

Reference H Baseline

_ Boeing 935 Low-Boom
Concept

HSR Baseline compared to Low-Boom Concept

TEAMING AND STRONG COORDINATION NEEDED IN APPROACH
AND METHODS

.... Poor communication resulted in false directions

.... Competition rather than cooperation in some instances

has slowed progress

ADAPTATION TO CHANGING TARGETS AND GUIDELINES NECESSARY

.... Project guidelines, engines, etc. continue to change

.... Project atmosphere makes adherence to milestones important

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM STUDIES DURING DESIGN PHASE CRITICAL

--- Tremendous energies and time spent in defining concepts consistently
.... Extreme performance deviations attack credibility of low-boom concepts

Figure 20. Lessons Learned.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF SONIC-BOOM RESEARCH

Because the official position of the HSR program is now that supersonic flight will occur ofily
over water, any emphasis on low-boom designs will be eliminated. The progress which has been

made during Phase I in this area will be documented and work stopped. Studies, using many of the
same shaping principles, will be conducted to determine whether the sonic-boom levels of the

program baseline configuration can be reduced. The importance of the baseline softening studies

cannot be determined until the impact of sonic booms on marine mammals can be more accurately
assessed.

In addition to the softening studies, algorithms which predict ground locations impacted by

supersonic flight will be developed and assessed. Ground disturbances are caused by the primary

sonic-boom carpet, secondary booms (reflected sonic booms), and focused booms (enhanced

booms due to accelerations or maneuvers). Any deviations from optimum flight profiles which

may be necessary to alter ground disturbances due to the sonic boom will be assessed.

Because prediction methods depend on propagation codes which predict the coalescence of
shock waves, a flight test using an unmodified SR-71 is being planned in which currently used

propagation codes can be validated. In-flight measurements are planned so that non-N-wave
signatures can be measured as wave coalescence is assessed.

Finally, studies which will determine whether sonic booms impact the mating habits,

migratory patterns, or cause any deviation in the natural patterns of marine mammals will be
initiated.

Low-boom design work has been cancelled.

Flights of either modified FIREBEE or SR-71 cancelled

Directions during next year will include:

....... Boom-softening studies on HSR baseline concepts

....... Increased emphasis on predicting ground impact area due to

primary boom, secondary booms, and focused booms

....... Studies of altered flight operations to minimize ground impact

....... Possible wind-tunnel entry in AEDC 16S Tunnel to answer 3-D

propagation question

....... Flight test of unmodified SR-71 to validate shock coalescence rate

of propagation methods

....... Initial studies of sonic-boom impact on marine life.

Figure 21. Future directions of sonic boom research.
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by invitation only.

The workshop proceedings include papers on design, analysis, and testing of low-boom high-speed civil transport
configurations and experimental techniques for measuring sonic booms. Significant progress is noted in these areas
in the time since the previous workshop a year earlier. The papers include preliminary results of sonic boom wind
tunnel tests conducted during 1993 and 1994 on several low-boom designs. Results of a mission performance anal-
ysis of all low-boom designs are also included. Two experimental methods for measuring near-field signatures of

airplanes in flight are reported.
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